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Prologue 
A day at the mu.seu.m. A play in 3 acts~ 
Act One: Discussing the exhibidon. 
Museum Worker: So, tell me more about your exhibition proposaL 
Guest Curator: As a gqyAboriginal artist, I'm interested in Aboriginaliry and 
homosexuality. 
Museum Worker. How are you thinking ef using the collections in this pnyect? 
Guest Curator: I've seen the collections and I think there are some real/y fantastic 
artworks here. I've got a list ef the ones I want to use. 
Museum Worker: Yes, I have the list. I sent a copy to the Aboriginal Heritage Officer; 
who has come along todqy. He alwqys works on projects concerning the Abonginal collections. You do 
realize that ma1!J ef the items you're interested in don't have information with them. We general/y don't 
displt[y ol?Jects with no information, unless this is a particular focus efyour exhibition? 
Guest Curator: No not particular/y. I liked the look ef those ol?Jects, but I can choose 
others. 
Aboriginal Museum Worker: I see that you have a ''phallic looking club" on this 
list. As an Aboriginal person, I have spent ma1!J years visiting Aboriginal communities in this state. This 
ol?Ject will present a problem. We will have to seek permission to use it. 
Guest Curator: But I am AboriginaL And I'm an artist. 
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Act 2. Repatriation requests. 
Museum Worker: I had two repatriation requests this week. The first from the great-
grandson of a European missionary, who collected temple olyects from India at the turn of the century. He 
thinks that his great-gran4father did the wrong thing, and feels responsible. He wants the ol?Jects to go back 
to India. The second was from a business man wanting to set up operations in an outback town. He feels his 
business plans will go more smooth!J if he facilitates the return of an item to the Aboriginal people of the 
area. He rang to find out our repatriation procedure. 
Act 3. Media Opportunity 
Media Oflicer. Thry want to do something on museum collections, particular!J the 
primitive stuff. Can you do an interoiew? 
Museum Worker: What exact!J are thry interested in? 
Media Oflicer: Oh mrything real!J, it's just a Ji!~ in case there's no news. Thry're keen 
for a photo. How about that place you keep all the weapons and spears. Can you pose as if you were about 
to throw one? 
Museum Worker: No. 
Media Oflicer: This is a great publicity opportunity. 
Museum Worker: On!J if thry report on preservation of cultural heritage, the international 
standard of our storage facilities, the number of research and public inquiries and visitors we handle, and 
thry don't use the words primitive, treasures, buried, forgotten, dusty or basements. 
·Media Oflicer: Ok. By the wqy, can someone show 20 overseas tourists the Aboriginal 
galleries and collections. We want to develop a cultural tourism program, in co'!Junction with eco-tours run 
~ other departments. 
Newspaper head line: "Hidden artefacts revealed for first time" 
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This thesis is the result of my own experience dealing with the many voices 
associated with a museum. Within this environment, the meaning of objects at the 
broadest level of "the museum collection", is continuously reproduced and consumed 
in different ways. Some of these uses seem obvious, such as the association with 
indige~ous issues for example. But museum objects are increasingly called upon to 
serve other interested parties and many of these can, and do, assume an unethical 
foundation for the acquisition of museum collections. In my experience of working in a 
museum for over a decade, most people believe that all collections were removed by 
force or stealth from their original owners. 
In the midst of these voices, I find myself asking are all these voices around me 
of equal weight? To better comprehend the interpretations placed upon collections, I 
turn to' the objects themselves. This thesis js about examining specific objects and 
through these objects, people and the meanings they attribute to these objects. The 
specific case is the Sir Professor Raymond Firth collection made on Tikopia, in the 
Solomon Islands in 1928. The meanings presented in the following pages span both 
the past and the present. This thesis traces the acquisition of specific objects, the 
meanings attributed to objects at the time of collection, the people involved in the 
transactions leading to the making of a collection, and how the objects are viewed in a 
museum context today. My basis for all of this, is that the presence of objects in 
museums today, requires explanation, not unargued assumptions of loss, theft, 
betrayal or guilt. 
I'd like to thank my supervisors Professor Nicholas Thomas and Dr 
Lissant Bolton for their guidance and assistance in writing this thesis as well as the 
support offered by the Centre for Cross Cultural Research, Australian National 
University. My thanks are also due to the Tikopia I met during this project especially 
Moses Lonsdale, who introduced me to Tikopia society in Honiara, Nukukaisi and Lata. 
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The idea for this thesis was born out of 1 0 years experience working with the 
Pacific Islands collection at the Australian Museum and I thank Dr. Jim Specht, Head of 
the Division of Anthropology, for supporting my candidature as well as Dr. Val 
Attenbrow, Senior Research Scientist, in the Anthropology Division for her 
encouragement and support. Finally, special thanks to Don Fraser. 
Any errors, omissions or misinterpretations in this work are entirely my own. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
While ethnographic objects held in museum collections are objects of history, or 
cultural heritage, they are seldom regarded as objects with multiple histories. The 
conventional museum interpretation of an ethnographic object has been its context of 
use and manufacture. However interest in the history of museums and their 
contemporary role in society has expanded (Pearce 1992, 1995), together with 
different approaches to the study of material culture (Kaeppler 1989; Kavanagh 1989; 
Pearce 1989, 1994; Tilley 1990; Miller 1994); issues relating to cultural property and 
repatriation (Edwards and Stewart 1980; Mulvaney 1985; Furst 1989; Prott and 
O'Keefe 1989; Anderson 1990; MacDonald, G.F. and Alsford 1995; Saunders 1995; 
Specht and Maclulich 1996; Clifford 1997); and studies relating to specific collectors 
and the circumstances surrounding the acquisition of objects and the history of 
collecting (for example Clifford 1988; Lawson 1994; Jones, P. 1995; Pannell 1995; 
Fabian 1998; Schildkrout and Keim 1998). 
In this thesis I want to contribute to the literature on collecting by establishing 
the circumstances of acquisition of a specific collection, including an examination of the 
social relationships which surround specific objects. This approach embraces a 
plurality of interpretations of the museum object. To do so I examine the acquisition of 
a collection from the point of view of the collector as well as the giver, and pursue the 
interpretation of the objects into the present by examining the meanings attributed to 
them in the contemporary museum context. It is the juxtaposition of past and present 
interpretations which is particularly interesting to me, together with the implications of 
these for the care and maintenance of cultural heritage held in museum collections. 
\' 
Museums and indigenous politics 
Objects taken out of their context of origin and placed in museums are often 
perceived to be dislocated, out of place and time. Projects undertaken in museums 
which include the involvement of members from the community of origin as a driving 
force to the program, often utilize terms such as 'revivification', 'revitalization' or 
'renewal', suggesting that the objects are brought back to life through the project. The 
language used by museums (and commentators too) to publicize these events, draws 
upon imagery of lost treasures, bringing objects back to life, renewing objects. Such 
terminology assumes that any life attributed to objects before their collection was 
extinguished by the act of acquisition. For example contemporary Aboriginal artist 
Brooke Andrew comments on ' "the separate( d)" histories many of the cultural objects 
have - much like the Stolen Generation' (1999) in his catalogue for the exhibition 
"BLAK beauty" .1 Non-indigenous curators also reflect this theme. The exhibition 
Wanderlust at the Museum of Sydney (Emmett 1998) an exhibition encompassing 
Oceania, not just Australia, crystallizes and reinforces this perception of museum 
collections in the public arena. The curator, Peter Emmett courts the reader in the 
catalogue with bold text grabs such as, objects are 'laid to rest by canons of science 
and museum'; they are 'severed "specimens'" which, if released from the museum, 
might "find their place, their past, or a place to live anew'. This assumption of 
detrimental misplacement of objects is a forceful one carrying both ethical and 
emotional weight. 
1 
"BLAK beauty", Djamu Gallery, Australian Museum at Customs House, Sydney, April 1999. 
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Exhibitions, displays and issues of representation are all the publicty visible 
aspects of museum work. Less visible to the public, behind the scenes and in the store 
rooms, the treatment of objects is also at issue in Australian museums. These 
concerns are connected with fundamental issues of cultural rights and cultural 
property, and have relevance in international arenas. Australian museums with 
collections of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples' cultural heritage are guided 
by the Council of Australian Museums Association policy document, "Previous 
Possession, New Obligations" (Council of Australian Museums Association 1993). This 
document embraces concepts of cultural property as supported by Unesco. Institutions 
adopting this policy embrace the following principles: museums should support self 
determination for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in regards to cultural 
heritage matters; museums must involve Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
in discussions relating to the storage, research and display of collections; special 
attention should be accorded to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women; 
collections must be made accessible through the distribution of information; and 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people should determine who has access to the 
collections. Further, museums should provide assistance through training courses in 
collection management and conservation, and encourage Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people to enter the museum workforce and be involved in policy formulation, 
research and the distribution of research results to communities. In the area of skeletal 
and secret sacred collections, museums should undertake to make specia~ provisions 
for storage and access, and should actively seek out the traditional owners of such 
material to establish if this material should be returned to the appropriate communities. 
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"Previous Possessions, New Obligations" is not the first document to deal with 
these issues. In response to meetings and forums such as the Unesco Regional 
Seminar "Preserving Indigenous Cultures. A New Role for Museums", held in Adelaide 
in 1978 (Edwards and Stewart 1980) individual state museums have developed their 
own policies and guidelines on skeletal and secret/sacred collections, and iniUated a 
number of projects relating to the return of such material to appropriate communities 
(Stanton et al. 1990; Sculthorpe 1989). However, "Previous Possessions, New 
Obligations" is significant in its intention to address a national arena and establish 
national guidelines. In this light, the policy needs to be seen within the context of efforts 
toward creating cultural heritage legislation at a broader national legislation, and for 
museums this involves the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 
of 1984. Criticism of that act and proposed changes to it presented in the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Bill 1998, have failed to grant Aboriginal 
people the level of control over cultural heritage and its protection, as recommended in 
the Evatt Report ( 1996) which propbsed increased Aboriginal participation and equity in 
the process of cultural heritage governance. 
The move to secure Aboriginal participation in the management of cultural 
heritage collections within a national, legalistic framework rather than through state 
level mechanisms, and in museum policy has developed from specific historical 
interactions between European Australians and the first peoples of Australia. 
Interpretations of objects in museum collections, including skeletal material, are 
inextricably bound to interpretations of objects as both cultural heritage and cultural 
identity (for example Turnbull 1998 on skeletal material and Anderson 1995a, b for 
secret sacred material). Objects in museum collections have become emblematic of a 
history of Aboriginal mistreatment and mediate the relationship between Aboriginal 
people and the state. The following statement issued by Gatjl Djerkurra, Chairman of 
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the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission places objects well within the 
agenda of Reconciliation and Social Justice. 
Significant areas and objects form an irreplaceable cultural and physical link 
between the past and present for the vast majority of indigenous people. The 
protection of these areas and objects represents an acknowledgment of their 
profound personal and social relevance to the people and their irreplaceable 
contribution to the heritage of the nation. At the same time, protection provides 
an important safeguard to the maintenance and regeneration of indigenous 
culture and demonstrates an acceptance and respect for cultural differences 
which are the hallmarks of reconciliation. (Djerkurra 1998) 
Museums holding Aboriginal collections are integral to the unfolding 
development of Aboriginal and non-indigenous relationships as long as museums are 
perceived to be the focus of the immoral acquisition of cultural heritage. For example, 
"Confiscation and local theft of Aboriginal material culture has formed the foundations 
of many contemporary museum collections" (Richardson 1985:4; see also Fourmile 
1990; Foley 1993). The developments in museum practices as reflected in "Previous 
Possession, New Obligations" seeks to address these injustices by assigning priority to 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander voice over ethnographic authority, the former 
cornerstone of anthropology museum practice. 
Museums world wide now operate in highly politicized arenas (Jones 1993), in 
which collections can become highly controversial. Issues concerning ethnographic 
and archaeological material can involve conflicts over ownership and access. The 
literature on cultural heritage is large and involves many different issues including 
repatriation, ownership and cultural returns, ethnographic authority, creation of 
traditions, colonial and post colonial bias, ethical responsibilities of museums and the 
epistemological status of analytical categories such as art, text and culture. These are 
all reviewed by Jones (1993) but see also (McBryde 1985; Layton 1989; Mclear 1996; 
Specht and Maclulich 1996; Galla 1997; Anderson 1990, 1995a, b; Bolton 1993). 
These developments in Australia have been traced by Donna Mclear (1996) in a 
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concise survey of Aboriginal cultural heritage issues in Australian museums, together 
with a comparison of indigenous issues and museums in Canada. These issues are 
raised at this point to illustrate the background against which all collections are housed 
and against which all collections, regardless of their geographical and cultural origins, 
may potentially be judged. 
Mediating relationships through objects. The view from 
anthropology. 
Alfred Gell's (1998) recent work Art and Agency discusses the ways in which 
objects mediate activities and relationships. Gell isolates the factors contributing to the 
agency of an object, that is the qualities or attributes that facilitate an object's effect on 
an individual or group. For Gell 1 agency is made manifest in a number of different 
ways. He formulates these in a number of combinations, to express the intentions of 
the maker of the object, the instigation or commissioning of the creative act by the 
patron, and the effect of the object on the viewer. To these combinations he adds a 
measure of active agency or passive reception. With these combinations of 
active/passive creator and active/passive receiver, he analyses the relationships 
mediated by objects, between their creators and their viewers. Perhaps one of the 
most valuable contributions of Gell's approach to this thesis is the detour it makes 
around the discussion of what is and what is not art. Gell's approach is applied to any 
object, not simply to objects Western art labels as art works. His work is liberating as a 
theory of objects, embracing as it does the symbolic associations of objects in 
conjunction with, but not exclusive to, a description of their physical attributes. In this 
sense Gell's work inspires this thesis in its search for agency within the varied contexts 
of object acquisition and interpretation, although I do not attempt identify the formal 
expressions used by Gell. 
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This approach also moves an analysis of objects away from the sphere of 
economics and overlaps to some degree with Arjun Appadurai's (1986) approach to 
objects, in which the "social life of things" is placed under examination. This approach 
examines not the objects themselves, but the social activity which moves objects 
between individuals or groups of people. 
This is one step away from Gell, in that the latter incorporates a concern for the 
identification of agency including the creative moment, whereas Appadurai's concern, 
emerging from the field of economic anthropology, prioritizes the transfer of objects, 
(commodities), between people or groups of people. Appadurai is most pertinent to this 
thesis in his illustration of the potential for objects to stray out of their original contexts 
of use and have their social uses re-defined. Such "diversions" (Appadurai 1986:16-29) 
from original contexts appear to be at first sight the very stuff museum collections are 
made of. 
However, Nicholas Thomas' (1991) work on the entangled relationships 
surrounding object "diversions" between indigenous people and strangers encountered 
through European expansion into the Pacific, deepens an understanding of 
interactions, and illustrates the complexities of these interactions, between groups of 
people: groups who have minimal or no common understanding of the original contexts 
of use of the objects incorporated into trade and exchange. While Thomas emphasizes 
the ability of indigenous people to manipulate foreigners through their use of specific 
objects or object types, Strathern ( 1990) points out the divide between the frameworks 
of knowledge, the ''frame metaphor", which guides the absorption and enactment of 
object exchanges between parties who are strangers to one another, and she 
describes for example the first encounters between Europeans and Papua New 
Guineans. Strathern calls for an understanding of indigenous frameworks surrounding 
the exchange/transfer/movement of objects rather than the application of European 
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frameworks, such as models of economic exchange, feminism (Strathern 1988) or any 
other framework developed within Western knowledge systems. 
The starting point for this thesis, then, is that museum collections are now being 
used to mediate relationships between Aboriginal people and the state. Moving away 
from the sphere of Aboriginal cultural heritage issues, what relationships are and have 
been mediated by the many objects from differing cultural origins held in Australian 
museums? 
The case study collection: Sir Professor Raymond's collection from 
Tikopia 
Given this general background to the status of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander collections in museums in Australia, I decided to examine a collection from 
elsewhere to establish whether or not it was a site for contention over issues 
concerning cultural heritage, cultural identity and ethnographic authority. If it was, I 
wanted to know why. And if not, then why not? To do this I needed to investigate the 
different contexts in which the objects have been placed, the relationships the objects 
mediated in the past, and the kind of relationships they mediate in the present. I 
selected the Firth collection made in 1928, because it has a great deal of information 
with it concerning acquisition, object use and the names of people who made and gave 
objects to Firth. This detail makes the collection remarkable, because it is unusual to 
find museum collections from this time period which have been so well recorded. In 
addition the collection had been the subject of a repatriation request in the 1970s. 
Further, the collection is significant in that Firth is an important figure in Melanesian 
anthropology, and so the collection carries a degree of significance from the point of 
view of the history of anthropology. Firth worked at the University of Sydney for three 
years at the time the anthropology department was established as the first 
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anthropology school in Australia. He held the Chair of Anthropology in 1931. As 
Academic Advisor to the Interim Council of the Australian National University in 
Canberra between 1947 and 1948 (Firth 1996), he helped to establish the Research 
School of Pacific Studies. While his primary area of interest lay in Tikopia, he also 
carried out fieldwork in Malaya in 1939 to 1940, with his wife Rosemary (Firth 1966a, 
1974) as well as in New Guinea in 1951 (Firth 1952b, c). He retired in 1968 and was 
knighted for his services to the discipline in 1973. 
The collection consists of 641 items (Appendix 1 ), collected in Tikopia, the 
eastern most part of the Solomon Islands (see map 1) in 1928 to 1929, while Firth was 
a researcher at the University of Sydney. The collection is now held at the Australian 
Museum in Sydney. Firth has published a large body of ethnographic information over 
the last 60 years which contributes to an understanding of how the collection was 
made. Firth's theoretically functional framework, particularly in his early ethnography, 
detailed a people both divided and integrated by a system of kainanga (clans), each 
with an ariki (chief). The objects in the Firth collection represent both the daily activities 
of Tikopia people as well as the ritual objects used by the chiefs to mediate with their 
atua (gods). Details of how objects were collected is evident through the detailed 
descriptions of the customary uses of objects provided by Firth. 
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Importantly, through the detail presented in Firth's ethnography and his 
supplementary notes (Firth 1928; Wedgewood 1930) the nature of the interaction 
between Firth and the Tikopia people is discernible. The very process of acquisition of 
the objects in the collection mediates the relationship between Firth and the Tikopia 
people. But this is only one of many contexts which the objects in this collection have 
mediated. 
Multiple contexts of mediation 
The approaches of Gell (1998), Thomas (1991), Strathern (1990) and 
Appadurai (1986) have influenced my search to identify how the objects collected by 
Firth have mediated social relationships in the past. However, I also seek to examine 
the contemporary value of these objects in the mediation of relationships among 
Tikopia and identify what Pierre Bourdieu (1990) refers to as their "social capital" today. 
What relationships do the objects mediate today, and between whom? Do these 
relationships reflect similar concerns to those associated with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander collections held in Australian museums? Does the collection reflect a 
concern by Tikopia for their cultural heritage property held in overseas institutions? Is 
this material and access to it essential to an ongoing expression of Tikopia cultural and 
or political identity? 
This thesis follows the path I took in investigating the collection. Concerned with 
the acquisition of objects, I begin in the past. How did Firth make the collection and 
what was his purpose in making the collection (Chapter 2). The history of contact 
between Tikopia people and Europeans followed as I tried to contextualize Firth's work 
as well as establish a view of Tikopia at the time of Firth's arrival (Chapter 3). Firth's 
ethnographies, removed of their theoretical framework as far as possible, provide the 
material to assess the meaning of objects (Chapter 4 and 5). In the second part of the 
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thesis1 I relocate my research to the present1 and recent past. In 1996 I went to the 
Solomon Islands to talk to Tikopia people about the collection and in turn 
contextualised these discussions within a contemporary view of Tikopia life (Chapter 6). 
Returning to the arena of the museum 1 I briefly examined the 1970s repatriation 
request made to the National Museum of Australia for the return of the Firth collection 
to the National Museum of the Solomon Islands (Chapter 7) before concluding my 
account of the multiple contexts of the collection in the final chapter (Chapter 8). 
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Part One. Contexts past 
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Figure 1. Vue d'ile Tikopia, 1828 (d'Urville 1987). Hand coloured lithograph, Rex Nan 
Kivell Collection NK 3340J National Library of Australia, U1881. 
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Chapter 2. Objects as specimens 
Firth attributes his interest in anthropology to his experiences with Maori people 
of New Zealand. Born in Auckland in 1901, he learnt the Maori language from a court 
interpreter, and identifies this interaction as the event that triggered his interest in 
indigenous issues (Firth 1992b ). He developed an awareness of the social conditions 
of Maori people and the social injustices they endured: the implications of the Treaty of 
Waitangi of 1840, dispossession and the post-war confiscation of land (Firth 1992b). 
However, Firth did not initially pursue a career in anthropology. He completed a 
BA in Economics in 1922 at Auckland University and wrote his Masters dissertation on 
the New Zealand kauri-gum industry. In 1924, he went to England to continue his 
studies at the London School of Economics writing his doctoral thesis on the frozen 
meat industry in New Zealand (Freedman 1967:viii).2 
With a pre-existing interest in indigenous issues, Firth decided to undertake a 
number of courses in anthropology while writing his doctoral thesis within the school of 
economics. Job prospects for anthropologists in New Zealand were limited to one 
position, in a museum! which was filled. However! once at the London School of 
Economics he met Bronislaw Malinowski who was teaching there. Already familiar with 
Malinowski's work on the Trobriand Islands in Papua New Guinea, within six months of 
arriving in England, Firth abandoned economics to begin his career in anthropology. 
He became a postgraduate student with Malinowski (Freedman 1967:viii), working as 
his research assistant in 1925. 
Firth was sent to Tikopia, a Polynesian outlier, by Radcliffe Brown largely 
because of his experience in New Zealand (Firth pars.com. 14November1994). 
2 Although raised in New Zealand, Firth saw himself as going "home" to England (Firth 1992b). 
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Tikopia was considered to be the last remaining intact Polynesian culture.3 There is 
little published on Firth's personal view of fieldwork in Tikopia, however he states 
(1992b) that he felt frustrated at his own inability to communicate during the early days 
of his fieldwork on Tikopia in 1928, despite the fact that he already spoke Maori, a 
closely related language (Firth 1983:6). Firth felt that the Tikopia people " ... conformed 
to so much of the precipitate picture" of Polynesian society, being bare to the waist, 
wearing bark cloth skirts and waistbands and cooking food in earth ovens (Firth 
1992b). A Polynesian man named Vahihaloa from the nearby island of Ontong Java 
accompanied Firth to Tikopia. While Vahihaloa acted as Firth's "personal servant" he 
played a larger role as cultural intermediary, particularly in determining the appropriate 
distribution of food into and out of Firth's house (Firth 1963:10). 
Firth returned to Tikopia in 1952 accompanied by James Spillius (1957a, b, c) 
and in 1966 with Torben Monberg (1971, 1975, 1996). During the 1952 field-trip 
Tikopia was hit by a cyclone and the people endured a famine in the aftermath of the 
3 A general state of change in the Pacific region is reported on by Firth in a lecture which described 
conditions in the Eastern Solomon Islands, which contrasts starkly with the image of the "untouched" 
Tikopia. 
It is apparent that recruiting upsets the social balance of the village. Work such as clearing and canoe building 
is partly neglected, owing to the absence of men. Marriage is often delayed and marital separation cause strife 
between the parties concerned when the men folk return after their period of indenture. The native also is 
more sophisticated on coming back to his village and does not respect the council of elders who are the 
exponents of tribal law and ct.istom. (Anon. 1931 :4) · 
The decrease in population of Pacific Islanders was also becoming of great concern to those who worked 
in the area; a decrease that in the "British Pacific" (including Vanuatu, then known as the New Hebrides) 
was identified with a number of factors, including infection, decreased standard of hygiene as a result of 
changes in living standards and the adoption of European clothing, disruption caused by plantation 
administration and malpractice, the eradication of customary practices and the "loosening of social ties 
which formerly kept the people under restraint" (Speiser 1922:37). 
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destruction. Both Firth and Spillius worked to help relieve conditions on the island. As 
they had brought a radio with them they were able to alert the British Solomon Islands 
authorities about the famine and negotiate for shipments of rice. 
Firth's work spans a large time period and the change in tenor of his work over 
this period complicates an analysis of the collection and Firth's views on material 
culture. I concentrate on the published accounts of the period closest to the date of his 
first fieldwork trip and the years up until his second trip in 1952. This is in some ways 
an arbitrary divide, and it is not one I adhere to strictly at all times, but the earlier work 
is more relevant to the making of the collection in 1928. Firth's early work then, as 
defined above, emerged from the functionalist tradition of the British School of 
Anthropology and was concerned with the identification of social institutions, social 
structures and social organization (Radcliffe-Brown 1952a1 b, c; Harris 1968; Stocking 
1984, 1985). The intellectual influences on Firth, functionalism, the idea of 
anthropology as science, the rejection of ethnology and the speculative history of pre-
literate societies, the deflection of attention away from what Firth refers to as 
psychological interpretations of behaviour (a contrast between what is said, as a 
opposed to what people do (Parkin 1988:333) and his approach to economics have 
affected both Firth's interpretation of objects and his interpretation of the process of 
acquisition of objects.4 
A student of Malinowski but influenced by Radcliffe-Brown, Firth brought his 
training in economics to anthropology. Firth is acknowledged as a significant 
contributor to the development of economic anthropology (Frankenberg 1967). Percy 
4 With regards to the positional opposition between Malinowski's and Radcliffe-Brown's approaches to 
functionalism, the former's incorporation of "function" as a response to biological factors and the latter's 
priority of the "functioning" of "social structure" over individual action, was bridged by Firth. He states: 
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Cohen noted that Firth "has been profoundly concerned to rescue economic 
anthropology both from those who equated it with a study of material culture as well as 
from those who saw it simply as a means for documenting the hypothesis of primitive 
communism" (Cohen 1967:92-93). Firth placed a strong emphasis on the role of the 
individual within the broader social group, and particularly on the concept of an 
individual's choice to act in one of several ways rather than be bound to act according 
to institutional rules. This was a significant departure from the functionalist model, 
which emphasized the needs of the society over the needs of the individual. Firth 
incorporated the individual by placing emphasis on recording the repercussions of an 
individual's actions to reveal the way in which the individual is integrated into "sets of 
behaviour". In this view, the anthropologist must then identify the themes of these sets 
of behaviour as well as clarify the relationships between them (Firth 1936b:576).5 
Firth's interest in economics is reflected in much of his published works, which total 
some 120 items, including some republished works. 
Firth and the scientific record 
Firth saw social anthropology as a science " ... of small-scale social inter-
relationships" (Firth 1937:77-78). Its role was to interpret the nature of a society by 
The notion of social structure put forward by Radcliffe-Brown and fostered by Evans-Pritchard and Fortes in 
particular became part of the orthodoxy of most Br1tish sociat anthropologists, especially after 1937 in Oxford. 
In my own case, when I was working with Radcliffe-Brown as a lecturer in Sydney in 1930-31, in discussions 
with him and from my own field experience I had soon come to see the necessity of some formal structural 
concepts to provide a framework and differentiating element in the idea of a functional social system put 
forward by Malino"M?ki. But whereas J saw a sbucturaJ point of view as complementing the functional 
assumptions, other British anthropologists gave different emphases to these major concepts ... (Firth 1988:17). 
5 Percy Cohen (1967) summarizes Firth's position as follows: 
Firth starts out from the assumption that an men in all societies are faced with the same economic problem: 
how to allocate scarce resources between attemate uses, given that some uses are more highly valued that 
others. He sees the main task of economic anthropology to be the study of how men organize their activities in 
soMng the problem of aHocation within the limits set by their physical environment, as transformed by culture, 
their technology and state of knowledge, their social structure and values. He denies that men in primitive and 
peasant .societies are mere automata driven by the demands of the environment and social strucb.Jre, and 
sees them as exercising choice in having to economize as men do in more complex societies. In analysing this 
aspect of conduct, anthropologists can use economic categories and economic analysis ... (Cohen 1967:93). 
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establishing the normative behaviour of individuals within that society. The identification 
of principles of behaviour included both verbalized norms and the actions of individuals 
(1937:77).6 In contrast to the contemporary emphasis on multiple voices and the 
subjective nature of knowledge, social anthropology was to be grounded in objective 
science, based on personal observation and the recording of scientific data or "facts". 
Firth discussed issues of "scientism" and professionalism in We the Tikopia" 
(1983:2-12) in which he outlined his methodological practice (see also Firth 1939:15-
22). Because "native" statements provided only an "index to the kind of formulation 
commonly produced" as opposed to the evidence of events, generalizations needed to 
be based on empirical facts, that is, on observed events. Firth's commitment to a 
science of anthropology was reflected in his early work by his adoption of scientific 
analogy and terminology.7 This was intended to emphasize the scientific and empirical 
methods used by social anthropologists.8 
Firth sought to avoid contemporary cross-cultural abstraction which destroyed 
the integrity of information in its particular context and which distorted fact. Firth did not 
reject the validity of the comparative method of itself (he incorporated it in his own work 
Frankenberg termed Firth's approach neo-classical by (1967:51-57). The controversy between the neo-
classical, formalist approach and the substantive argument has been summarized by Frankenberg (1967) 
and Cohen (1967) as well as more recently by (Gregory 1982). 
6 Firth's principles of behaviour contrasted with Radcliffe-Brown's three "laws" of behaviour, which 
proposed that a society must have functional consistency among its constituent parts; must resolve 
conflicts to maintain its structure; and be stable to ensure continuity (Harris 1968:532 and (Radeliffe-
Brown 1952a, b). Such "laws" would explain social systems in a way similar to the laws of natural science. 
However, such "laws" remained simple statements rather than e.xs;>Janatory models of how societies 
operate and change. 
7 For example, the societies studied by anthropologists were described by Firth on occasion as 
"laboratories" of change (Firth 1937:79), and as "material" to be studied (Firth 1983:9). 
8 Mary Louise Pratt (1986) discusses the literary style of a number of anthropology's classic 
ethnographies including Firth's We, the Tikopia. Pratt suggests that Firth's "serious" and "scientific" 
approach, in distinction to mere travel1ers' reports or statements by the casual observer, in fact inherits 
much from earlier styles that reinforces the aura of untouched paradise. For example 
.. .in We, the Tikopia (1936) ... [Firth]. . . introduces himself via the classic Polynesian arrival scene. This scene 
became a commonplace in the literature of the South Sea explorations of Cook, Bougainville and <>them in the 
1760s and 70s ... Firth reproduces in a remarkably straightforward way a utopian scene of first contact that 
acquired mythic status in the eighteenth century and continues with us today in the popular mythology of the 
South Sea paradise {alias Club Mediterraneeffeantasy Island) {Pratt 1986:35-36). 
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on Tikopia, although not extensively), but objected to the distortion of information for 
the purposes of supporting universal propositions which subsequently become 
metamorphosed into "laws". He commented on the fragile relationship between the 
particularist interests of the social anthropologist and the reductionist assumptions of 
researchers interested in comparative generalizations of the nineteenth century 
evolutionary type, which led to "distortions of reality'' (Firth 1937:78). At issue too was 
the use of assumption and assertion used in comparative anthropology, archaeology 
and material culture at that time: 
... customs practiced as part of a single institution are separated into "strata" 
and placed in a time sequence of introduction; similarities in elements of 
culture are converted into identities, and the validity of the postulates involved 
concerning the diffusion of ideas is blandly taken for granted. (Firth 1937:81) 
Firth (1939:15) did acknowledge that aspects of anthropology as a discipline 
varied significantly from the "scientific" method of the physical sciences and would be 
considered as drawbacks in the context of the latter. The social anthropologist's 
"material" was not subject to the investigator's control; there was no pre-existing body 
of statistical data to draw upon; nor did the anthropologist begin work with personal 
knowledge of a community and its "common sense" knowledge. These disadvantages, 
in Firth's view, did not preclude the adoption of scientific methodology in carrying out 
investigative fieldwork (Firth 1937, 1958). 
In terms of his work on Tikopia, this framework was translated into an aim to 
establish a scientific anthropological record of Tikopia people rather than build on the 
armchair anthropology of his predecessors. Previous studies of Tikopia included the 
work of Reverend W.J.Durrad (1913, 1926, 1927) of the Melanesian Mission and 
William Halse Rivers (1906, 1914a, b). Rev. Durrad lived on Tikopia for two months in 
Pratt, perhaps somewhat unkindly, summarizes Firth's ethnographic style as that of a "benevolent 
eighteenth century scientist-king" (1986:39). 
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1910. Rivers visited the island for one day only in 1908 while on a tour of the Pacific 
area in preparation for his book, "The History of Melanesian Society" (1914a). Rivers 
used both Durrad's material on Tikopia and his own fieldwork questionnaire to discuss 
totemism and marriage classificatory systems. Firth addressed these issues on his 
return from the field. He was concerned about the inadequacy of Rivers' theories 
because they drew upon insufficient or inadequate "data" in regard to Tikopia.9 Firth 
refuted Rivers in "Totemism in Polynesia"10 (1930c) and in "Marriage and the 
Classificatory System of Relationships"11 (1930a). Firth's articles in the 1930s 
addressed other topics of contemporary debate.12 
9 In "We the Tikopia" (Firth 1983) Firth described Rivers' work as follows. 
''Dr Rivers regarded the description of Tikopia custom in his book as of peculiar importance, and Oceanic 
scholars may wonder why I have made so little use of it. On my travel through the €astern Solomon Islands, 
when I spent seven weeks aboard the Southern Cross [the Melanesian Mission boat] on the way to my field1 I 
foUowed almost exactty in Rivers's footsteps, and while I admired the industry with which he had amassed so 
much of his data, from brief calls at viflages and sessions with natives on the deck of the vessel I became 
increasingly convinced of the arid quality of this material, its superficiality and lack of perspective." (Firth 
1983:xviii). 
10 
"This criticism [of Rivers] is of some importance from a more general theoretical standpoint since 
Rivers bases one of the principal points of his thesis of the origin of Melanesian totemism largely on his 
Tikopia material" (1930d:388). Firth argued that Tikopia beliefs did not conform to a definition of totemism 
in which animals and plants were treated as spiritual beings. Any connection between animals and the 
gods of Tikopia lay in the potential for the afua, (gods) to manifest themselves in material forms, both 
animate and inanimate (Firth 1930c:291-303). 
11 
The misleading simp6city, the almost mathematical regularity of this system of denoting kinship [River's 
classificatory model] while speculating as to its origins, has rather baffled attempts to probe deeply into the 
actual significance of the facts underlying the terms which stand as their symbols. It is onfy recently that it has 
come to be realized that the presence among the social institutions of a people of this system of relationship 
termed, not too happily, classificatory, [sic.] does not imply the existence of ctasses of relatives with identity of 
kinship function corresponding to identity of terminology. (19.30a:235) 
12 
"The Meaning of Dreams" (1934) addressed Seligmann's work on dreams; bond friendship was 
discussed in relation to Marrett's paper on "convenant" (Firth 1936a); the meaning of mana in Tikopia 
(Firth 1940) addressed the "bulky literature" ir'lcluding the thoughts of Codrington, Marett, Durkhiem, 
Handy, Tregear and Hocart (Firth 1940:484). 
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Firth's context for objects 
Firth's ethnographic work on Tikopia extends from 1930 to 1998. In his early 
work Firth viewed material culture studies and technology as separate domains to 
social anthropology. In his description of material culture, Firth conformed to the 
contemporary descriptive model in which the symbolic associations attached to specific 
items were not considered important. 
Firth published 6 works directly concerned with objects. The first of these was 
published in 1947, eighteen years after the completion of his fieldwork. This focused on 
the manufacture and use of bark cloth (Firth 1947) and provided "comparative" 
material for the broader Polynesian area. In this article, Firth was critical of the 
inadequacy of much of the information used in contemporary comparative 
anthropology and was particularly concerned to provide a "systematic account" of a 
"technical process" (1947:69). Firth observed that the "rough" and undecorated cloth 
lacked a specific origin story, other than that at the time Tikopia was first discovered, 
the "ultimate ancestress" was found sitting beating her bark cloth (1947:70). 
In "Primitive Polynesian Economy" first published in 1939, Firth applied 
concepts from Western economic thought to non-Western societies to see the fit (Firth 
1965). This approach also subordinated the symbolic interpretations assigned to 
objects by Tikopia people to an examination of economic analysis imposed by the 
researcher. To Firth objects appeared as "wants", items of technology, capital or 
possessions, under a modification or enlargement of the concept of private 
ownership.13 Firth did not detail or explain the local definition or symbolic interpretation 
of the "wants" under examination. So for example, mats and barkcloth were 
documented as important exchange items, households needing large quantities of 
13 Firth redefines ptivate ownership to incorporate group ownership (Firth 1965:277). 
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these items to participate in exchange. But this did not provide an understanding of the 
importance of the exchange of these objects as the fulfillment of social obligations and 
thus did not provide an explanation of the symbolic significance of mats and barkcloth 
to Tikopia people. 
So for example, Firth described bark cloth as " ... one of the most important of 
consumer's goods in the Tikopia economy ... " (Firth 1947:71) and discussed the 
equivalent values of these items in terms of European trade goods. Bark cloth bundles 
were incorporated into important gifts to the atua (gods) and orange bark cloth was 
dedicated to the most important atua (gods) in the Tikopia pantheon (Firth 1947:71 ). 
Firth also described the economic setting of bark cloth production in terms of the 
ownership and growth of trees, the division of labour and the manner in which the cloth 
was distributed and used. 
He noted that women were valued as bark cloth makers because their cloth 
was used for ceremonial purposes (Firth 1947:71) but gave little further comment on 
the economic status of women. Indeed he reflected on this issue later in 1965. 
I am able to say very little about the distribution of knowledge among women, 
certain women are credited with special skill in crafts and can explain the 
technical details better than others. On the whole women in Tikopia know very 
much less about the ritual side of institutions than do men. But they have some 
definite ritual functions to perform. (1965: 105) 
Firth noted his lack of "access to the more intimate aspects of women's lives" in 
"Encounters with Tikopia over sixty years" (1990:242) as well as earlier in "Sex roles 
and sex symbols in Tikopia society" (1978). 
The first article on material culture was followed by a descriptive piece on body 
ornaments (Firth 1951 ). This divided ornaments into object types noted as items of 
"traditional" manufacture used in adornment and trade. In a study of ritual adzes which 
Firth published in 1959, he concentrated on the "social relations of technology in a 
Polynesian culture" (1959a:149; discussed in more detail in chapter four). "Tikopia 
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woodworking ornaments" ( 1960b) discussed the absence of an art aesthetic in 
decorative designs on wooden objects; "Tikopia string figures" followed (1970b) and in 
"Tikopia Art and Society" (1973b) Firth concentrated on the Tikopia aesthetic sense. 
But this article is more interesting for what it reveals about the transfer of chiefly mana 
(power) to physical objects such as headrests. "Art and Anthropology'' was published 
much later, and was much broader in scope (1992a}. It addressed the meaning of art 
in Western contexts and the role of the anthropologist in clarifying the cultural contexts 
of non-Western art. Firth felt that the education of the Western viewer was a necessary 
role for the anthropologist. The last three works which were produced a long time after 
his first field trip do not reflect Firth's primary concern in the period immediately after his 
fieldwork was completed. 
"Rank and Religion" (1970a) offered much more about the treatment of objects 
and this interpretation is discussed in Chapter 4. Firth's interest in economics led him to 
discuss objects within transactional modes. In 1939 he played with the idea of nascent 
money in a non-market economy through an examination of the purchase of native 
craft items. This is discussed in the next section. 
Purchasing objects in a nascent money market? 
The economy of Tikopia, non-monetary as it was in 1929, and with its people 
not even comprehending how money might be used, had depended to a very 
significant degree for about a century upon vessels from the outside world for 
iron tools and fish hooks, as well as some tobacco and cloth. Even earlier the 
people had sporadic economic relations with those of other islands , whereby 
commodities of external origin were obtained by barter or by reciprocal gifts. 
(Firth 1965:19) 
In "Exchange Rates in a culture contact situation", Appendix Ill of "Primitive 
Polynesian Economy", Firth concentrated on the "economic" aspect of object 
exchange (Firth 1965:377-380). It is the central source of references about the 
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exchange of objects between Firth and the Tikopia. But this is not what primarily 
interested Firth. Rather Firth uses this appendix to experiment with the idea of a 
nascent money market, focusing upon a discussion of rates of exchange and how the 
Tikopia people, without a category of item called "money", could be used as an 
example of a pre-market economy. Firth discusses his own acquisition of objects and 
presumes some degree of mutual understanding in the exchange of these objects on 
the basis of economics, and does not allow for social factors in the transactions which 
took place. The political nature of these exchanges, who had power over who 
(Appadurai 1986) is not debated. Firth assumed the role of monopolist because he 
was the sole supplier of the goods transacted. This appendix contributes to the 
literature on exchange or barter in peripheral zones (for example Humphrey and Hugh-
Jones 1992) and the nature of agency in such interactions. The appendix was not a 
major focus but it is important to note because it includes information about the way in 
which Firth acquired approximately one quart~r of the collection. 
From Firth's appendix and the lists accompanying the collection (Firth 1928; 
Wedgewood 1930) it is clear that Firth "sold", gave or exchanged various European 
items while on Tikopia; items such as fish hooks, clay pipes, calico (individual pieces 
coloured blue, white and red), cotton prints, cotton belts, iron blades from smoothing 
planes, tobacco, razors, strings of beads, axes, tomahawks, sheath knives and various 
sized knives (see Appendix 2 and 3 for objects "purchased" by Firth). The beads were 
exchanged in some cases for other somo faka (coconut shell beads) in which case 
Firth noted that they were viewed as of equal value (Firth 1951: 130). He gave seven 
adzes as gifts to the chiefs and other men of rank for "religious" and 
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"traditional information" as these were considered to be valuable items. Firth also used 
a supply of cotton prints as ritual offerings to canoe and temple deities while other 
European made items were used to acquire "specimens of the native craft" (Firth 
1965:377). Firth negotiated for the items he wanted, sometimes on occasions 
specifically set up for the exchange of items. Firth identified 184 items as "purchases", 
representing 29% of the total collection of 641 objects. Over a quarter of the collection 
was made in the first 3 months of fieldwork with events such as "bartering" evenings 
providing an arena in which to acquire "specimens". On two of these exchange nights 
Firth said that large numbers of items changed hands (Firth pers. comm. 14 November 
1994). This suggests that at least two "big nights"1 the 21 September and the 22 
September, saw the purchase of 23 and 20 items respectively (Firth 1928). The 
corollary of this is that the greater percentage of the collections, 69%, if not acquired 
through Firth's definition of "purchase" must have been made within indigenous 
spheres of social interaction (discussed in Chapters 4 and 5). 
Firth's training as an economist is apparent in so far as he analyses these 
exchanges in terms of supply and demand. In summary, Firth suggested that as there 
was no concept of comparative value in Tikopia in terms of value mediated by a 
common denominator. However, there was internal valuation of items in terms of a 
"rough scale of comparative utility of things" (Firth 1965:277). For example, clam shell 
adzes were more valuable than net gauges, which were more valuable than sinnet 
beaters. Firth suggested that his presence gave the Tikopia people the opportunity to 
increase their wealth, the opportunity to negotiate their "sale" price, and the opportunity 
to discuss their wants and the quality of items, as well as the opportunity to come back 
and complain if they were unhappy. Firth sees his position as having been a 
benevolent monopolist " ... controlling a limited supply of goods ... of great utility". Firth's 
"wants", the "specimens" were evaluated by him in terms of the quality 
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of workmanship while the Tikopia people, he suggested, wanted the most they could 
get. "The Tikopia hazarded a request which he hoped I might be gullible or polite 
enough to fulfill". After a time, standard rates developed, although these were never 
openly discussed or agreed upon by Firth and the Tikopia people. Some categories of 
items were never exchanged for others. For example, white clubs, pandanus mats and 
bonito hooks were offered in return for calico, beads and knives, they were never 
traded for fish hooks. Firth recognised an indigenous scale of importance which 
dictated the exchangeability of the objects (Firth 1965:379-380). 
Firth stated that he dictated the initial rates of exchange but "Tikopia etiquette" 
regarding gift and counter gift affected the final outcome (Firth 1965:379). Firth 
discovered the "price" below which Tikopia people would not enter into exchanges. A 
"price" which was independent of the cost incurred by Firth in acquiring and bringing 
the items to Tikopia. Firth sums up this section: 
This brief description may be of interest in showing the operation of the forces 
of supply and demand in a situation of barter presented in the setting up of a -
novel market, with elements of monopoly present. (Firth 1965:380) 
Firth therefore suggested that he acquired his "specimens" and the Tikopia got 
very useful things which they needed, at a negotiated price. 
Firth's interpretation rests on his assumption of an innate drive for goods, rather 
than an indigenous pattern of inclusion or exclusion. Firth imposes an economic 
imperative which assumes market forces and ignores factors such as the documented 
lack of concern for the "diminishing" but "valuabJe" goods Firth had to offer. For 
example, when Firth was running low on supplies for barter, the Tikopia stopped 
coming to "exchange" items with Firth. The scarcity of "goods" did not affect the price in 
the form of a price rise nor were European items re-circulated amongst the 
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Tikopia. Nor were the objects considered significant enough to incorporate into the 
indigenous exchange system except for the substitution of cotton cloth for maro, 
(barkcloth) in an offering in which Firth participated. 
My own return gifts-since I received maro as a titular mother's brother-were 
made with calico, a fact which caused some people to say laughingly that all 
the kano a paito14 fought in order to "lift" my present. Calico to the Tikopia is 
equivalent of mami, the bark-cloth sheet or blanket, and is greatly appreciated. 
(Firth 1983:424). 
In this example however, the items concerned were not "purchased". 
Most of the objects exchanged with Firth do not appear to have been included 
in the indigenous exchange networks and were presumably kept for personal or family 
use. This suggests that whatever items the Tikopia traded for, while they were no doubt 
"useful", remained of peripheral cultural significance. Many years later, with more 
experience of contact with European administration, the Tikopia were recorded by 
Judith MacDonald (1991) as having a very conservative attitude to the adoption of 
European items. This was also noted by Eric Larson ( f966) in regard to the Tikopia 
settlements away from the home island (discussed in chapter 6). The Tikopia were 
perhaps eager to engage in exchange when it advantaged them to do so, not because 
it was something they were "driven" to do (Firth 1965:87). 
Firth's attempt to determine the exact, or as near possible to exact values, of 
the objects he purchased, and defining those objects as "goods and services" within 
the Tikopia economy, ignored the qualities attributed to objects by Tikopia people as 
identified by Firth himself in his description of traditional life at the time (Firth 1965:377-
380 discussed below). These qualities were associated with a person's status vis a vis 
the ancestral spirits (the subject of chapter 4 ), as well as personal associations of 
family ties (the subject of chapter 5). Firth's interpretation of interactions in 1959, as in 
14 Relatives on the mother's and father's side (Firth 1983:213-217). 
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1928, grew out of Firth's particular economic outlook and underestimated the power of 
Tikopia people in determining an outcome. Afterall, Tikopia "etiquette" won out on 
exchange rates, despite Firth's position as "benevolent monopolist". 
Firth's acquisition of objects through "purchase" and his discussion of a pre-
market framework governed by market forces of as supply and demand, and in which 
Firth acted as a monopolist, was an interesting experiment, but not a fruitful one. I think 
Firth may take the same view, which is possibly why this material appeared only as an 
appendix. 
Objects, technology and the social relations of technology 
... economics is frequently shouldered out by technology. Regarding 
technology from the standpoint of modern economics as a "given factor'' in the 
process of production, it is necessary in a study of primitive economics that 
techniques unfamiliar to the reader should be explained, and their effects upon 
production noted. But a description of the arts and crafts of a people and their 
concrete methods of producing, exchanging, and consuming goods has too 
often served as a substitute for an analysis of the organization of production, 
exchange, distribution, and consumption. One is not entitled to demand from a 
specific student of material culture and technology an examination of the whole 
economic system of a people as well; but one is entitled to ask that technology 
and economics should not be confused. Too often when one requires the 
principles which govern the production of bread one is given a description of a 
stone implement. (Firth 1939: 11) 
Firth's objection is not to the study of technology of itself, but to the use of such 
studies as descriptions of the organization of economic systems ( 1939: 12) and it is the 
latter that interests him. It is a distinction that Firth determinedly maintains and 
admirably so given the ethnological view, still prevalent at that time, that objects 
represented a level of technological development and thus a means of identifying 
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stages of human development.15 Firth concentrated on analysis of relations between 
individuals such as collective rights in property, the distribution of these rights, their 
affect on production, and not on an examination of how objects were made or the 
symbolic associations assigned to objects (Firth 1939: 12). 
In "Primitive Polynesian Economy" (1939) Firth discussed the definition of terms 
such as "wants", "resources" and "maximization .. to include ultimately considerations 
such as status, religion and ritual as social imperatives on individual and group 
behaviour. In this context objects were framed variously as satisfying basic wants as 
well as providing capital for processes of production. For example 
... bark-cloth, pandanus mats, coconut sinnet cord in Tikopia are not only 
meant for ordinary consumption; they are employed in many kinds of 
exchanges, including payment for productive labour .. . Their accumulation is 
thus a part of capital formation. (1965:24) 
Firth examined the applicability of concepts such as labour supply, resource 
ownership and use and the technical methods of production to illustrate that, without 
major redefinition and/or qualification of the original meanings of these terms, the 
complexity of economic organization in Tikopia was difficult to describe. This was 
contrary to popular, contemporary assumptions that such societies were simple and 
lacked economic organization because of the absence of a recognizable market 
economy. Having proposed that Tikopia wants were dictated by bodily needs, the 
effect of the environment in which they lived and the culture in which they had grown 
15 During the 1920s and 1930s, objects were still associated with the study of both technology and 
ethnology (Stocking 1985), although for ethnologists such as Rivers, this role for objects was becoming 
untenable. Objects had been over done: Rivers (1926:133) viewed objects as "the least trustworthy of all 
the constituents of culture" because they were easily adopted by different societies interacting with one 
another, and were superficial in their effect, not reflecting in any way a change in "social structure". To 
illustrate this Rivers referred to the enduring kinship structure of the Hawaiian Islands despite the level of 
social disruption that had occurred there and the lack of material culture in evidence (Rivers 1926:137). 
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up, Firth wanted to illustrate that the distribution of goods between the different users in 
Tikopia represented "a complex scheme of social relationships" (1965:33). Objects, as 
well as food, for example, were in Firth's view incorporated into these complex social 
relationships. 
Food is not merely an object of satisfying appetite, or of providing hospitality; it 
is a means of expressing obligations to kinsfolk and chiefs, of paying for a 
variety of services, and of making religious offerings. Bark-cloth and mats are 
not required simply for personal wear or for bedding, but are transferred in 
satisfaction of mortuary and other obligations while even fishing lines, wooden 
bowls, and other technical instruments serve similar ends. (Firth 1965:33) 
Many of the objects in the collection are discussed by Firth in 'Primitive 
Polynesian Economy" and while Firth labeled them as on the one hand technological 
objects, he simultaneously illustrated how they were more than just items of technology 
depending on the circumstance of their use. In so doing he approached an 
interpretation of objects as not simply objects, but as items which were assigned 
ideational properties. He did not however develop this dimension, and this was 
particularly the case in the sphere of women's activities. For example, he did not 
examine why mats and barkcloth are basic and essential items in exchange relations 
or what it was that was significant about these items as opposed to any other. 
Firth was more interested in the social relationships of technology. He 
separated objects from the bodies of knowledge relating to magic, ritual, kinship and 
social organization in which they were used. In Firth's view, the social anthropologist 
had to make a theoretical separation of objects as technology from the knowledge 
pertaining to their manufacture and use, even though this distinction was not made by 
the Tikopia people themselves. This applied particularly when examining the location of 
such knowledge within the society and identifying the means of production or those 
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jn a position of power. In this way, the separation of objects as technology from 
knowledge about their manufacture, resulted in minimal description of the symbolic 
attributes of objects.16 
It is in this segregation of objects and ideas that the recurring inconsistency, 
between what Firth says about the study of objects and his description of their use, 
appears. Firth's distinction between where objects were appropriately studied and 
where they were not, did not hold up clearly in his fieldwork. In his descriptions of 
Tikopia "ritual" and "economy" objects could not be ignored because the Tikopia 
incorporated objects into their daily lives. However, in his interpretation of social 
organization, Firth marginalized the importance of objects because they did not figure 
significantly in his functionalist interpretation. Firth's disinclination to pursue the 
symbolic meanings assigned to objects was connected to both his continued 
association of objects with contemporary material culture studies, the realm of 
technology and ethnology, and his emphasis on observable fact, that is, an emphasis 
on what people do, not what they say (although Firth moves to redress this in "Rank 
and Religion" 1970a which is discussed below in chapter 4 ).17 
16 Frankenberg (1967:52-55) noted that the classification of economic systems into "primitive economy", 
"peasant economy" and "industrial economy'' was one of Firth's methods of investigation. In this system 
"primitive economies" are distinguished by non-mechanical technology, little innovation, the maintenance 
rather than the increase of capital assets, minimal differentiation of economic roles, the absence of an 
"overt" market institution and finally, the personalization of individuals as economic factors. Further, "Firth 
uses his classification to illuminate his own empirical research and those of others. It leads him, inter alia, 
to stress in his own practice, programmatically and in criticism of Malinowski, the importance of 
quantitative data" (Frankenberg 1967:55). Also despite this lack of interest in material culture in terms of 
either ethnological interest or "cultural" interest, Firth still used an interpretation of objects as technology 
as the defining factor by which societies fell into their sphere of anthropological interest, for the Jevel of 
technology in evidence within a particular society he suggested, was one of the distinguishing features 
defining anthropological, as opposed to sociological, interest. Those societies, whether "archaic", 
"obsolescent" or "contemporary'' were of interest to anthropologists when the "level of their material 
achievement" was low in comparison with those of "civilized" societies. Further, "[t]he adoption of this 
index offers the greatest possible grounds for agreement in definition of the field of study'' (Firth 1937:76). 
17 See Parkin (1988) for comments by Firth on the distinction between psychology and social 
anthropology. 
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Science and history 
Early anthropological analysis removed history as an important factor in 
describing the nature of societies. Nicholas Thomas (1989), has documented this trend 
well into the functional anthropology of the 1920s. Following this tradition, Firth's work 
in 1928 became the point from which the study of "traditional" Tikopia culture began 
and together with Anuta, its neighbouring island, was considered "of considerable 
importance in the study of Polynesian culture" more broadly (Firth 1930b: 117). Any 
interactions between Tikopia and Europeans before Firth's arrival, while acknowledged, 
were considered as largely inconsequential because contact between each group was 
spasmodic, even though the exchange of objects associated with this interaction was 
great enough to cause a "technological revolution" (Firth 1959b:34 see also 1965:379, 
1983:35 and 31 for importation and acculturation). However, Firth could not, as a 
thorough scientist, totally ignore references to past interactions with visitors outside of 
the island. 
Though the Tikopia ... are unquestionably the most primitive of Polynesians, 
they have not remained altogether outside the orbit of European culture. For 
nearly a century and a half they have been subjected to various influences of 
the "civilizing" order, and these have left their mark. But the changes effected 
by the introduction of these foreign cultural elements, though seemingly fairly 
considerable, when viewed in total have really done very little to disturb the 
fundamental social structure of the people .. the Tikopia, secure in their 
isolation, have been able to transform what they have received, rather than 
compelled to mould their own culture to it. (Firth 1983:31) 
Jeremy Coote (1987) noted that Firth, adhering to the functionalist method, 
"analyzed out" factors which did not fit the assumptions underlying the concept of 
"social structure" and reduced the possibility of historical interactions being interpreted 
in any way as significant. Functionalism needed societies to be treated a priori as 
isolated entities, self sufficient, self-maintaining, and in functional stasis. Set against 
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this background, the significance of any contacts between the Tikopia and visitors was 
reduced. Firth was caught within the restrictions of the theoretical model. Annette 
Weiner also notes with regard to Malinowski's work in the Trobriand Islands, Papua 
New Guinea, that "Malinowski's functionalist theories obscured the subtleties and the 
significance of symbolic action. His interest was in the cause and effect of certain 
actions and activities rather than in the cultural meanings that Trobrianders give to the 
things and people around them" (Weiner 1988:8). 
It is at this level of subtlety that Firth also ignores the cultural meanings 
assigned to objects, and in turn, removes an indigenous interpretation of interaction 
with European visitors to the island. Firth sought to establish his own authoritative voice 
·and assert his own inheritance from the British School of Anthropology. His aim was to 
rectify the inaccuracies he perceived in the reports of earlier visitors to Tikopia and to 
contribute to the development of a body of scientific knowledge concerning diverse 
cultures. For Firth, the objects he collected represented "scientific facts" or 
ethnographic facts about Tikopia life.18 While the collection was a necessary part of his 
research, Firth felt that it would have been impossible to study Tikopia religion without 
the inclusion of objects (Firth pers.com. 14 November 1994), a collection of objects 
was not of central interest to him. But it did contribute to both a record of technology, 
goods and capital of Tikopia life (under an extended definition of these terms) on 
Tikopia in 1928/29. 
18 For example, Firth (1930b: 106) noted that he made a material culture collection but rather than 
obtaining detailed accounts about how objects were made, his "attention was concentrated more on the 
economic than on the technological side of industry''. 
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Figure 2. Vue de la plage de Tikopia, 1828 (d'Urville 1987). Hand coloured lithograph, 
Rex Nan Kivel! Collection NK 3340, National Library of Australia, U1882. 
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Chapter 3. Interaction between Tikopia and Europeans, 1606 to 1928 
This chapter examines some of the interactions between visitors and Tikopia 
before Firth arrived. Recent trends in the interpretation of history and anthropological 
accounts (Thomas 1991; Humphrey and Hugh-Jones 1992; Shildkrout and Keim 
1998), have opened up the field of contact studies to an approach which seeks to 
recognize active interaction and participation by indigenous peoples with new arrivals 
rather than place these interactions into a context which assumes one way impacts 
from one group to another, the colonizer to the colonized; the dominant to the 
subordinant; from the centre to the periphery. 
In this regard it is important to note that the Tikopia had a history of exchange 
relationships with other islanders which is documented in European records and 
ethnographies (Firth 1959b:31-43; 1961) as well as the archaeological record (Kirch 
1986). Patrick Kirch concerned to counter anthropology's concept of island societies as 
closed and internally self .. sufficient, noted that Firth does make references to contact 
with Europeans during the course of his ethnographic research, and that further, "the 
archaeological and ethnographic signals of external contact in Tikopia are not only 
abundant, but prove to be key in understanding and interpreting the prehistoric 
sequence" (Kirch 1986:34). 
Tikopia is a tiny island, 3.5km long by 2km at its widest point, and 4.6 square 
kilometers in land area and. It was formed from the peak of a volcanic crater and lies at 
the most eastern point of the Solomon Islands (12 degrees south and 269 degrees 
east, see Map 2). Tikopia is closer to north Vanuatu than to Honiara, the nation's 
capital. Anuta, its nearest neighbour lies 137 kilometres to the northeast and Vanikoro 
lies 228 kilometers to the northwest (MacDonald, J. 1991 :258). 
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Map 2. Tikopia (Firth 1983:xxvi). 
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Indigenous history states that the island was pulled up out of the sea. The two 
progenitors of the first family of atua (gods) on the island were found sitting on the 
island, the man plaiting sinnet, the woman making a mat. A second strand of their 
origin narrative identifies the arrival of the ancestors or ancestral gods of Kafika, one of 
the four clans on the island, and a third strand describes the arrival of the ancestors of 
the peoples of the lowlands of Tikopia in a canoe from Luaniua, Ontong Java. 
Immigrants from other islands such as Pukapuka, Luaniua, Tonga, Valua (Vanua 
Lava) in the Banks Islands, Samoa, Rotuma, Uvea and Anuta were subsequently 
absorbed into Tikopia ancestry (Firth 1930b:116·117). Firth expands on indigenous 
narratives of origin in "History and Traditions of Tikopia" ( 1961 ). 
Tikopia does not figure large in the European history of the Solomon Islands. 
Judith Bennett's ( 1987) discussion of the role and effects of explorers and travellers, 
whalers, traders, missionaries and government officials rarely touches upon Tikopia. 
Early European explorers had little direct impact on the Solomon Islands in general, 
and most interaction took the form of sightings only. Both the French and the British 
were uninterested as the islands were considered to have little to offer in terms of 
resources. However, the colonization of Australia and New Zealand changed this. 
Between 1790 and 1820 the Solomon Islands became a short cut for ships on their 
way from Port Jackson to the East. The East India Company ships carried convicts to 
Australia, and American merchant ships carried supplies. 
Towards the end of this period, whaling ships re-located from depleted Atlantic 
waters to the Pacific. Whaling activity increased and reached a peak in the 1840s and 
1850s. After this time, whaling dropped drastically, and the last recorded ship left the 
area in 1887. During this period a number of regular ports of call were established. 
Whaling ships restocked with food and water, trade was often entered into with the 
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local inhabitants and sexual liaisons with local women occurred. Popular ports included 
Simbo, Sikaiana, Santa Ana, Santa Catalina, Mono and Makira Harbour. While Tikopia 
was removed from the immediate sphere of these activities the island was not isolated 
from contact with European and non-European visitors through the dealings of traders, 
whalers and missionaries. 
By the time of Firth's visit in 1928, many Tikopia men were keen to travel 
overseas and expressed 
... an extreme eagerness to see the world and numbers of them beg a passage 
of every vessel that calls. Some even try to stow away ... This keenness to visit 
other lands and make a closer acquaintance in particular with the works of the 
white man is animated by a definite object. They want to become possessed of 
knowledge and property from which they can reap an advantage on their 
return-in social prestige as tellers of breathless adventure which can be made 
to absorb the public interest in long hours of conversation; in the possession of 
prized tools and ornaments; in the acquisition of influence by acting as 
interpreters when a vessel calls; or even by making profit as teachers of what 
they imagine to be the white man's language. (1963:18-19) 
There had already been three significant intra-island exchange networks in 
operation in which objects, people and information circulated among the neighbouring 
islands (Kirch 1986). These involved the Tikopia sailing to Anuta, to Vanikoro and to 
the Banks Islands, in Vanuatu in plank built canoes.19 
19 Kirch discusses local knowledge of navigation and sea conditions in Tikopia and the extensive sea 
travel and knowledge of the seas through regular, if not frequent visits to quite distant islands. For 
contemporary navigation skills see (Feinberg 1988); the Tikopia's passion for sea travel (Firth 1961 :150-
152; and Colin Jack Hinton (1969) for a discussion on maritime knowledge on a broader regional level. 
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Anuta 
Each Tikopia lineage, tauranga, had ancestral kinship ties or bonds of 
friendship with a corresponding lineage in Anuta (Firth 1954:98 cited in Kirch 1986:35). 
This relationship is still maintained (Feinberg 1981). As part of the tauranga 
relationship, the Tikopia received cord made of coconut fibre, coconut water bottles, 
strong digging sticks, canoes and special fishing nets from their partners. Anutan 
women made decorated ceremonial waist mats called kie for their Tikopia partners. Kie 
were generally worn by high ranking men for dancing (Wedgewood 1930:47). The 
Anutans received barkcloth from the Tikopia people. During Firth's fieldwork many 
Anutan women were married to Tikopia men and lived on Tikopia, where they 
continued to make kie (Figures 3 and 4 ). 20 The Firth collection contains a spear from 
Anuta and seven kie.21 Kirch notes that neither of the islands lacked the resources to 
make the items they exchanged with one another (Kirch 1986:35). 
Based upon Firth's records, oral tradition places the beginning of contact 
between Tikopia and Anuta 12 generations before Firth's arrival on the island (Kirch 
1986:35). Kirch notes that Firth referred to more than 20 voyages to and from Anuta 
recounted to him by Tikopia (Kirch 1986:34-35). Kirch believes that the figure of 12 
generations "may be fairly close to historical reality" as evident in the archaeological 
record. 
While objects were moving around, so too must have information. Like the 
people of Tikopia, the Anutans had also travelled and had contact with 
Europeans.News of these visits must surely have travelled between the two islands. 
Feinberg (1981) records that the people of Anuta told him a story of how their 
20 All seven kie are in the collection; Firth numbers 80.01 to 80.07, (AM registration numbers E84148, 
E84078, E84076-77, E84147, E84079, E84146 respectively). No donors names are given. 
21 Firth numbers16.09 and 16.13,( AM registration numbers E90536 and E92194 respectively). 
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Figure 3. Kie, ceremonial mat, detail. 
Figure 4. Kie, ceremonial mat, worn by men around the waist. 
Made by women from Anuta (AM number E84079). 
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forebears lied to a government ship about their role in the deaths of visiting Europeans. 
To avoid reprisals! they said the Tikopia were the implicated! not the people of Anuta. 
Vanikoro 
The Tikopia exchanged mats and barkcloth with the people of Vanikoro who 
provided pearl shell ornaments1 cowrie shell necklaces! bows and arrows (Dillon 1829 
vol. 11 1170 cited in Kirch 1986:34-35 see Figure 5). Seven of the sixty arrows collected 
by Firth are from Vanikoro.22 It is possible that the Tikopia also acquired pigs from 
Vanikoro (although Firth disputed this 1959b:37, note 2 ). This network was maintained 
through seasonal voyages planned to take advantage of prevailing weather conditions 
(Bayly 1885: 153). Travel seems to have been initiated by Tikopia 1 unlike the 
relationship with Anuta in which the voyage was a two directional one. It appears that 
the Tikopia went to Vanikoro and back, Vanikoro people did not travel to Tikopia (Kirch 
1986:36; and voyages to Vanikoro; Firth 1959b:32-33). 
Vanua Lava 
There is no Tikopia memory of people travelling to Vanua Lava in the 20 to 30 
years prior to Firth's arrival on Tikopia, that is from 1890 on. However! the Tikopia do 
have memories of earlier voyages. Indeed, Vanua Lava, known as Varuka or Valua in 
Tikopia, is the mythic home of the ancestor of the Tafua chiefly line (Firth 1961 :71 cited 
in Kirch 1986:36). When stationed in the Banks Islands between 1863 and 1887, 
Robert Henry Codrington witnessed the arrival of eleven Tikopia canoes. 
22 Firth number 29.01, (AM registration numbers E92115-21) (Wedgewood 1930:22). Donors names are 
not given. 
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Figure 5. Costumes des habitants de Vanikoro [left], costumes des habitents de 
Tikopia [right], 1828 (d'Urville 1987). Hand coloured lithograph, Rex Nan Kivell 
Collection NK 3340, National Library of Australia, U1894. 
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The men said they had come to see the islands and were hospitably received. 
One was shot at Ureparapara .. . [an island in the Banks group] ... and they 
departed. Shortly before this a canoe from Tikopia had been driven by the wind 
to Mota, and the men in her most kindly treated, and the same thing had 
happened before and has happened since. (Codrington 1969:6) 
Analysis of volcanic glass found on Tikopia suggests that contact between 
Tikopia and Vanuatu was much stronger than the memory of contact in Firth's time 
implies (Kirch and Yen 1982~ Kirch 1986). 
Sometime during the late Tuakamali [AD1200 to 1800] and Historic Phases, 
the long-standing exchange link with northern Vanuatu weakened to the point 
where, by Firth's visit in 1928-29, it was largely an aspect of "memory-culture". 
It is tempting to suggest that the arrival of Europeans on the scene, and the 
availability of steel tools after the early 1800s (from whalers, traders, and so 
on), played a critical role in this by obviating the Tikopian need for volcanic 
glass. (1986:41). 
The relationship with the Banks lslands is still remembered, and in 1977 the 
chief of Tafua, Ariki Tafua, told Kirch that he held ancestral rights to land in Vanua 
Lava.23 Further glimpses into past relationships can be seen in studies of genetic 
makeup, which indicate a close relationship between Tikopia people and several Banks 
Islands populations (Kirch 1986:36). 
Negotiating with strangers 
Tikopia was first sighted and documented into European history on April 22 
1606, by the Spanish explorer and zealot, Ferdinand de Quiros (Jack-Hinton 1969). By 
this time the Tikopia had already been carrying out trade with their island neighbours. 
The initiative for communication came from the Tikopia (Firth 1959b:31) who 
23 Tikopia and the Banks Islands also share a place name. In Tikopia, the name Ravenga refers to a 
district, in the Banks Islands, it is the name of a small offshore islet of Vanua Lava (Kirch 1986:36). 
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approached Quiros ship. Two tikopia men "gave a mantle of fine palm leaves and 
notice of other lands and bade farewell with great signs of regret" (Quiros:233 cited in 
Firth (Firth 1959b:31). James Burney, in his "Chronological History of Voyages in the 
South Seas" noted the presentation of bark cloth " ... like fine linen" to Quiros' sailing 
master, Torres (cited in (Firth 1959b:31) which was 4 yards in length and "three palms 
wide" (Burney 1968:293). 
The first European record of contact therefore records objects, possibly a 
ceremonial maro, an item incorporated into both ritual and ceremonial exchange (see 
chapters 4 and 5) proffered, as well as information. This encounter also reflects the 
mobility of people, forced or otherwise, which increased as Europeans ship's captains 
sought to acquire local knowledge of the unfamiliar waters they were travelling. 
According to Charles Fox (1967) Quiros and his men 
" ... came to Taumako, stayed eight days and were well received, but they did 
not repay the people" kindness for they seized four nephews of the chief. 
However, a few miles from shore two of these dived into the sea and swam 
home, and off Tikopia the other two escaped. They had another captive, a man 
from Sikaiana, living at Taumako, named Luka. He became a Christian and 
was baptised Pedro, and died in Mexico - the first Christian from those islands 
(Fox 1967:5) 
While the Solomon Islands was increasingly visited by Europeans, Tikopia 
remained absent from the written record until the late 1700s. According to John 
Mackay (1886:82; and Dillon 1829b:101), a labour recruiter for the Queensland 
plantations, Tikopia was visited in 1791 by HMS Pandora under Captain Edwards, who 
was searching for the mutineers of the Bounty. MacKay also stated that Tikopia was 
"frequently touched by the Hon. East India Company's ships on voyages from Calcutta 
to Fiji", but with the exception of American whaling ships the island was not visited 
frequently "of late" (Mackay 1886:82). Firth (1959b:35) disputed this, finding no record 
of these voyages in the East India Company's records for the period of their operation 
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in 1795 to 1834. Nor did Firth (1959b:32) find reference in the ships log to the "Barwell" 
landing at Tikopia in 1798 during which time the crew was approached byTikopia 
"brandishing weapons" (Dillon cited in Firth (1959b:32). 
Other accounts of interaction come from Captain Bayly (1885) and Peter Dillon 
(Dillon 1829a, b) in which the Tikopia showed no reserve in dealing with the visitors. In 
1813, both Bayly and Dillon were on board the "Hunter'' which arrived at Tikopia, and 
was boarded by Tikopia men who took metat objects such as iron from the forge, as 
well as frying pans and knives (Dillon 1829a:28). Martin Bushart, a Prussian sailor 
(figure 6) and his Fijian "wife" who was pregnant, were set down on Tikopia (Dillon 
1829a:28). An Indian sailor named Joe (Bayly 1885:22-23) also chose to remain on 
Tikopia.24 All three had established friendly relationships through the purchase of yams 
and "cocoa-nut mats" (Bayly 1885:22-23). 
In 1826 Bayly and Dillon returned to Tikopia. They arrived on 13 May and met 
up again with Bushart and Joe. Bushart was "tattooed and clothed like the natives" 
(Bayly 1885:149). Bushart recounted the visit of an English whaling ship which had 
cruised in the area for approximately one month in 1825. He had worked on the ship 
during this time (Bayly 1885:152).25 He claimed that in the intervening twelve years and 
eight months he had been made a chief, and had married three women, as befitted a 
chief (Bayly 1885:151).26 Firth suggests that Bushart's acquired status was consistent 
with the manner in which Tikopia would have customarily welcomed a 
24 Both Bayly (1885:22-23) and Dillon (1829a:29-30) refer to Joe as "Lascar Joe". He was from the brig 
"Hibernia" (Dillon 1829a:25). 
25 Dillon believed that the month Bushart spent on board the whaler was in 1824, and that there was a 
second whaler in the area in approximately August 1825 (Dillon 1829a:33.). 
26 Bushart's comments on Tikopia social life refer to the hierarchy of the chief, the proportion of men to 
women on the island, religious beliefs and prohibitions on child birth and food (Bayly 1885:170-171). 
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Figure 6. Portraits of four inhabitants of Tikopia and of Martin Bushart ... 1828 (d'Urville 
1987). Hand coloured lithograph, Rex Nan Kivell Collection NK 3340, 
National Library of Australia, U1886. 
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stranger (Firth 1960a: 10). During his stay on the island Bushart had learnt to 
speak Tikopia and considered himself fluent after two years (Dillon 1829a;33). Joe 
talked with Dillon in a mixture of Bengal, English, Fijian and Tikopia (Dillon 1829a:32). 
Along with his observations on Tikopia customs and practices, Bushart 
provided an interpretation of how the Tikopia first viewed Europeans. They believed the 
first ship to arrive at their islands was an evil spirit come to destroy them (Bayly 
1885: 170). This experience was common to other indigenous perspectives of early 
European visits more broadly in the Solomon Islands (Bennett 1987:22). However, the 
Tikopia learnt more about Europeans from drifters blown some 400 miles (640 
kilometers) off course (Bayly 1885:171)27. Therefore, when the "Hunter" arrived in 
1813, the Tikopia people who went out alongside the ship to barter "their yams and fruit 
for tools, fish-hooks, and cloth ... " (Bayly 1885: 171 ), must have known something of the 
Europeans on board. 
It was during this visit that both Dillon and Bayly saw French made glass ware 
and various metal and ceramic objects, which they were told upon inquiry had been 
brought to Tikopia from Vanikoro on one of the trading voyages between the two 
islands. Convinced that the objects were from the wreck of La Perouse's ships which 
had disappeared in 1778, Dillon left Tikopia for Vanikoro in September 1826. Once 
again, the mobility of the islanders is striking. As well as Bushart, Dillon took several 
Tikopia men with him, one named Rathea. Joe, the Indian sailor, was asked to join 
them, but he did not want to leave Tikopia (Dillon 1829a:35). According to Bayly 
(1885:218), Rathea did not survive the return trip. According to Dillon (1829a:35) 
Rathea went ashore at Ndende. After visiting Vanikoro, Bushart was set down at the 
Bay of Islands, New Zealand. He returned to Tikopia where he could, according to 
Bayly (1885:210 and Dumont d'Urville 1987:198) escape his life of "dissolution". It 
27 The distance would have been 7 40 kilometers if the original figure were nautical miles. 
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seems that Bushart became well integrated into Tikopia life, perhaps he even became 
a valuable asset to Tikopia people. In 1828, Jules A.C. Dumont d'Urville (1987:197) 
went to Tikopia, to verify Dillon's account of 1826.28 The "Astrolabe" arrived at Tikopia 
on the 9 February 1828. Again, the Tikopia initiated the approach in three canoes, with 
five to six people in each. Bushart and Dumont d'Urville talked and the Tikopia men 
sold coconuts and fish on board ship. Bushart confirmed Dillon's account of the search 
for the wreck of La Perouse. He added that after some quarrels he had accompanied 
Dillon to Vanikoro and several Tikopia had gone as well as guides and interpreters. 
During this meeting two Englishmen also boarded the "Astrolabe". They had 
abandoned a ship called the "Harriet"1 possibly the ship Bushart worked on 9 months 
before, and they wanted to leave Tikopia. 
Like sailors and explorers before him, Dumont d'Urville was impressed by the 
extent of regional knowledge possessed by the Tikopia. In addition to recording the 
names and locations of islands around Tikopia (Dumont d'Urville 1987: 199), Dumont 
d'Urville sent a team of naturalists, Messieurs Gaimard, Lesson and Sainson, to survey 
the island and its residents, and to interview Bushart who had by then returned to the 
island. The Tikopia chiefs arranged for the accommodation of Dumont d'Urville's 
naturalists, (Dumont d'Urville 1987: 198). They returned at 7 pm, and reported that they 
had been taken to one of the meeting houses on the island and offered "refreshments" 
(Dumont d'Urville 1987: 199). 
On the second day of their visit, Bushart did not come out again to the 
Astrolabe. Instead the three Tikopia chiefs brought food out to the ship.29 They told 
28 His broader objectives were three fold, one, to look for suitable anchorage for large warships to form 
strategic bases from which to operated against British installations in the Far East ; second to look for a 
suitable deportation site for criminals and third, to examine the territory on offer to the government to the 
north-east of New Zealand (Dumont d'UrvHle 1987:285). 
29 On the 10 February, between 7 am and 8 am, 12-15 canoes arrived, each manned by4-5 men. Three 
of the four chiefs "came out and each offered 3-4 coconuts, as many green bananas of poor quality and 1-
2 flying fish. It was proof of their extreme poverty ... ! was careful to respond to their courtesies as if their 
presents had been very valuable" (Dumont d'Urville 1987:200). 
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Dumont d'Urville that Bushart was sick. Hamilton and Williams, the two English 
deserters, indicated that this meant Bushart's "direct chief, the second ariki of Tikopia 
did not want him to leave as he did not want to lose Bushart's weapons and goods 
(Dumont d'Urville 1987:201 ). 
Dumont d'Urville countered by taking hostage the Tikopia chiefs who had 
boarded his ship, threatening not to release them until such time that Bushart boarded 
the Astrolabe. While the three chiefs, Hamilton and Williams remained on board, the 
other Tikopia, some 48 to 75 men, returned to the island bearing Dumont d'Urville's 
message. By 1 o'clock midday Bushart arrived, with his companion, a woman from 
New Zealand and announced that he was going to stay on Tikopia, and not 
accompany Dumont d'Urville to Vanikoro.30 The chiefs were then released (Dumont 
d'Urville 1987:202). Dumont d'Urville then left with five Tikopia men on board to 
navigate the way to Vanikoro.31 However, once on board, one of the "locals" Brini-
Warrou, turned out to be from Uvea, "2 days away from Tongatapu. He and three 
others had been blown to Tikopia, spending 30 days at sea" (Dumont d'Urville 
1987:204). The five men never made it back. Desperate to leave Vanikoro for Tikopia 
they left in the wrong season and were lost at sea (Dumont d'Urville 1987:265). 
30 It is not clear what happened to the ''wife" he brought to nkopia in 1813. Dumont d'Urville speculated 
that Bushart's second "wife" was about 18 years old. While it is not stated how she came to Tikopia, 
presumably she arrived with Bushart on his return to Tikopia on the Governor Macquarie from the Bay of 
Islands, North Island, New Zealand (Dumont d'Urvitte 1987:202). 
31 As a canoe had not been sent to pick up the five Tikopia men, O"Urville presumed they were "of such a 
low class" that no-one was bothered about them. Throughout the visits of the day, the Astrolabe had been 
drifting away from Tikopia, so Dumont d'UrviJJe decided to leave, taking the 5 Tikopia men with him. They 
panicked, but he promised to put them down in Vanikoro. 
I charged Hamilton [Hambilton] with explaining to them that I would look after them as far as Vanikoro where 
they could leave the ship and find their own means of getting back home, since regular communication existed 
between the two peoples. This promise banished their anxiety; their natural gaiety quickly returned and they 
told me that as two of their compatriots were living on Vanikoro, they would be able to get help from them and 
could be very useful to me (Dumont d'Urville 1987:203). 
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Further references to Tikopia travelling away from their island include Dan 
Munn's report that several Tikopia settled with the Ngati Manu people in north New 
Zealand around 1828 (cited in MacDonald 1991 :99). In the same year Captain Lewis of 
the "Alfred" employed four Tikopia men as crew. These men may have witnessed the 
killing of Santa Cruz islanders, only four days after joining up with the ship, and one of 
the four jumped ship at the Stewart Islands (now known as Sikiana). There were 
already 2 Stewart islanders on board and on arrival the captain of the Alfred recognized 
a young man who had travelled with his crew previously (Anon. 1828). At least one of 
the Tikopia men on board went to Sydney and was later returned, by Captain Lewis, 
while in command of the "Wolf' (Bennett 1987:39). According to Bennett, about half a 
dozen Polynesians from Tikopia and Sikaiana shipped aboard as whalers' crew and 
passengers every year from the late 1820s (1987:39). 
Death, disease and violence 
One of the unforeseen consequence of interaction with visitors was the impact 
of diseases. After Dumont d'Urville's visit in 1828 (Firth 1959b:34; Dumont d'Urville 
1987:265) sickness, vomiting and pain in the bowels killed three "kings" in succession 
and in total 115 people died (Bennett 1987:38). Firth estimates that this represented 
one fifth of the population (Firth 1959b:34). 
As a result, shortly after this tragedy, the people of Tikopia would not let the 
crew of the ship Bayonnaise land (Firth 1959b:34). Joe, the Indian sailor who 
accompanied Bushart to Tikopia in 1813, left for France with the intention of lodging a 
claim for compensation from the King, for the losses suffered by the islanders (Dumont 
d'Urville 1987:265). 
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Incidents of violence were recorded after this time. The Sydney Gazette 
reported that on Sunday 23 December, 1838, after the chief and second officers had 
landed on Tikopia to trade 
.. . a canoe came off, containing three men and three boys, the former of whom, 
after hailing the ship etc. in good English (which language, to our surprise, they 
spoke remarkably well) came along side. They brought a few coconuts, 
bananas, and breadfruit, which the captain purchased from them, and during 
their stay on board, seemed very friendly disposed towards 'white men' 
informing us, one of them, named Peter, had been to Sydney in the Alfred, and 
had returned to the island in the Wolf, Captain Lewis. (Anon. 1839) 
At 8 am the next morning, 2 boats went ashore to look for the men who had 
landed the previous day but who had not yet returned to the ship; 
... on their approach they were received with a fire of musketry, that resembled 
the file fire regiment all along the beach, ... natives parading to and fro in the 
clothes of (as we suppose) our murdered shipmates. (Anon. 1839) 
According to this report twelve people were killed. 32 A second incident (or 
perhaps the same incident), was reported in the Sydney Gazette, Ship News in 1839. 
"Because of their continued contact with Europeans, the Tikopia in 1838 were using 
muskets to defend themselves .. " (Sydney Gazette and NSW Advertiser, 22 Jan, 18391 
cited in Bennett 1987:43). 
MacKay visited Tikopia in 1875 to return plantation labourers to their homes in 
the Western Pacific (Mackay 1886:82-83). He hove to at Tikopia in March. At daybreak 
several canoes approached the ship. Uncertain as to the purpose of this visit MacKay 
"loaded both cannonades and ran them out". Subsequently he discovered that "barter1 
not warfare was their intention, each canoe containing some yams, taro, and fish for 
that purpose" (Mackay 1886:83). Despite this he spoke to one of the islanders, Sam, in 
Fijian and they exchanged bark cloth and calico. Firth (1959b:35) was told that Sam 
32 Firth believes this ship to have been the "Achilles", (Firth 1959b:35). 
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was the great grandson of one of the chiefs, the Ariki Taumako. It is possible that 
MacKay may have recruited men for the Queensland plantations during his visit in 
1875 (Firth 1959b:36-37). 
In 1928, Tikopia memory of these encounters differentiated between visits 
made by whaling ships, vaka fai sinu tafora, and labour recruiters, vaka tari tangata. 
Both took Tikopia men away from the island. The Tikopia named Lee and Cook as 
whaling captains but Firth suggested that the latter was a confusion with Captain Cook 
(Firth 1959b:36). A Tikopia man, named Fareatai who went overseas three times, 
finally returning to Tikopia where he became "grey''. He retired to Anuta where he died. 
Firth estimated that Fareatai must have enlisted with the whaling captain, Captain Van, 
in about 1845. Fareatai brought back three guns, an adze, European beads and some 
other items. The Tikopia recalled that a group of men enlisted with a whaling ship in 
about 1850 and around 1870 Captain Martin recruited twenty to thirty men, including 
the chiefs of Kafika and Tafua, as well as Anutans, to work in Fiji. 
Evangelism 
The accounts of missionary visits to Tikopia are also notable for the ability of 
both parties to communicate with one another, through a third language. The history of 
mission activity in Tikopia began when Gibert Roudaire of the Marist Mission targeted 
Tikopia after unsuccessful attempts to convert the resident populations of New 
Caledonia, Wallis and Samoa. Roudaire heard of Tikopia while visiting Sydney in 1849 
(Laracy 1969). On the 12 December 1851 he and two other missionaries arrived at the 
island. As with other visitors, a number of canoes with five of six men came out to meet 
the newcomers. Roudaire spoke to them in Walisian and eventually got them to board 
the "Arche d'alliance". Tikopia reluctance to board could be explained by earlier 
experiences of violence and deaths from disease. By this time they would also have 
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benefited by the cumulative experiences of Bushart and the various other visitors who 
had been living on the island as either short term or long term guests. While an armed 
party accompanied the missionaries to the island, the captain held 25 Tikopia on board 
as hostages. Two hours later the shore party returned and reported that Roudaire and 
his companions had been made welcome and that two chiefs had agreed to provide 
accommodation, food and protection for the missionaries. 
The fate of Roudaire and his companions is not known. Six months after they 
were dropped off on Tikopia 1 Etoile du Matin and Michet Anliard feft New Caledonia for 
Tikopia to rendezvous with Roudaire. Their ship never returned and a search party was 
sent out from Sydney, led by the Marist procurater Rocher. On board was a Tikopia 
sailor. On arrival 1 through the Tikopia sailor, Rocher was told that the missionaries had 
left, and that they had been ill. On their return to the ship 1 the same Tikopia sailor learnt 
from the Maori sailors on board, who had been talking with Tikopia men who had 
boarded the ship, that the missionaries had left two months previously and that Etoile 
du Matin had never reached Tikopia. They believed the missionaries to be in Sydney 
along with four Tikopia men who had left with them, one of them a son of a chief. The 
missionaries never appeared in Sydney, and their fate remains a mystery (Laracy 1969 
also cited in Firth 1959b). 
Bishop Selwyn ( 1857; Firth 1959b:37-41) made the first visit of the Melanesian 
Mission to Tikopia and Anuta33 in September 1857. The Bishop was surprised that both 
the people of Anuta and Tikopia spoke some English, and some had already 
33 
" . . . we came to Cherry Island, or Oanuta; a small island, almost wholly surrounded by reefs ... Ships had 
been here, and some of the people had made voyages in them, and had learned some English: but we 
found that this knowfedge had tended more to corrupt than improve them, - a sad result, which we have, 
unfortunately, too often occasioned (Selwyn 1857). The date of the first visit is not clear. 1856 is also 
suggested (Firth 1959b:37 and footnote 1.) 
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travelled off the island on passing whaling or trading ships. The Bishop explained that 
he wanted to take some of their children from the island to learn about Christianity, but 
this was not received at all well. He commented 
... it was amusing to see the way in which the women caught up their little ones, 
and to watch the wondering looks of the people, unable to comprehend why it 
should be thought with us more satisfactory to take away 2 or 3 children to be 
clothed and fed and taught, than to invest a certain number of axes in the 
purchase of pigs and coconuts. (Selwyn 1857) 
Four years later, Bishop Patterson visited and noted that the inhabitants were 
~dangerous fellows to deal with". Several muskets were seen in the principal chiefs 
house (Firth 1959b:37). 
The Mission vessel visited Tikopia twice again in 1888 on its run through the 
islands, picking up Tikopia who had been blown off course on a voyage to Anuta. 
Three canoes ended up in the Banks Islands while a fourth was lost at sea (Firth 
1959b:38). Although the Missjon vessel was well received, bringing home twenty-two 
Tikopia, the people stood firm and still refused to allow the missionaries to take any 
children away for religious instruction nor would they permit mission teachers to stay on 
the island for fear of the transmission of diseases (Firth 1959b:39). 
Visits to the islands ceased for some time when Bishop Patterson fell ill (Firth 
1959b:39). However, by 1901, two Motalava teachers named Denmet and Zacchaeus 
were resident on the island, but they fell ill and were removed (Firth 1970a:306). In 
1907 Ellison Turgatok was placed on the island, and in 1911 he married a Tikopia 
woman named Mere (Firth 1959b:40). By 1908 there were five teachers and by 1909 
two schools were established with 200 attendants (Firth 1970a:306). By 1909, 
relationships between the Melanesian Mission and the Tikopia improved significantly. 
The Mission undertook to secure the return of four men who had been kidnapped by a 
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New Hebridean ship (now Vanuatu).34 The four chiefs, expressed their thanks by 
allowing two boys to attend the mission station in Norfolk Island (Firth 1959b:39; 
Selwyn 1857). In 191 O Reverend Durrad resided on the island for two months, 
attended by a Maori companion named Kaini Poata. Durrad's arrival brought colds and 
coughs and in the space of six weeks more than thirty people died. The Tikopia told 
Durrad that 
they get ill every time the S.X. [Southern Cross, the Melanesian Mission boat] 
comes here and they look upon the Mission as a bringer of death & sickness .... 
They say they have never died in such numbers before ... (Firth 1959b:40) 
Concern amongst the Melanesian Mission workers about poor conditions as a 
result of European contact, led to the publication of the collection letters and essays 
addressing these issues (Rivers 1922). With specific reference to Tikopia, Reverend 
Durrad noted that: 
Among the many occasions I can recall of severe illness following the ship's 
visit none stands out so prominently in my memory as an epidemic of 
pneumonia that raged on Ticopia when I was put down there on one occasion 
for a few weeks while the 'Southern Cross' cruised among the Solomons. What 
should have been one of the happiest of experiences was converted into one 
of the most tragic. The message of the Gospel was stultified by the terrible 
sufferings of the people. Forty persons, most of them in the prime of life and 
many of them fathers and mothers of large families of children, were struck 
down in death. Others, though very ill, survived, but were reduced to the 
condition of living skeletons. (Durrad 1922:6) 
34 Rivers (1914a:300) notes that three men were kidnapped from Tikopia six or seven years before he 
visited the island in 1908. They had drifted to Tikopia. They were from Tonga. Muri and Antonio were 
adopted by Paefakofe, and the third, Zephaniah was adopted by the Ariki Tafua. They were kidnapped by 
a planter from Epi, Vanuatu. This may be a separate incident, as Rivers does not refer to the men being 
returned to Tikopia. 
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From 1911 Ellison Turgatok, and two Tikopia assistants ran the mission. By 
1916, four Tikopia boys attended school at Vureas, on Vanua Lava in the Banks 
Islands. The number rose to six in 1917 and the first church, St.Mary's was built in 
1928 and three Tikopia teachers placed on Anuta (Firth 1970a:307). The first mass 
conversion occurred in 1923 when the Ariki Tafua adopted Christianity, taking the 
residents of Faea (map 2), where he lived, with him (Firth 1970a:308). By 1929, half of 
the population of Tikopia was ostensibly Christian (Firth 1983:4 ). 
Anthropologists and government officials 
Visits by officials and anthropologists were very few. The visit of William Halse 
Rivers for one day in 1908, (Rivers 1914a) is, once again, revealing in what it tells 
about the mobility of the islanders. On board the Mission boat, the Southern Cross, 
Rivers met John Masere, a man from Uvea or Wallis Island, who had lived on Tikopia 
after drifting there with John Patita and Moses Tongana from Wallis island, and four 
men from Tonga. The group had set out for Samoa. Masere lived on Tikopia for twenty 
years, before being banished from the island in a canoe. He made his way to Vanikoro, 
and was picked up there by the Southern Cross, which took him on to Motlav, in the 
Banks Islands, where he settled. When he met Rivers he was on his way to Tikopia. 
He met up with Rivers again on the latter's return trip six months later, and it was at this 
time that he provided Rivers with information about Tikopia (Rivers 1914a:303-333). 
Both Rivers and Durrad were concerned about the accuracy of the information 
provided by Masere, but Rivers recorded the account, believing that it might have 
some historical interest in the future (Rivers 1914a:301 ). Four years later, 
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Felix Speiser made a similarly short visit (Firth 1959b:40). The governments of the day 
generally displayed little interest in Tikopia. The HMS Ringdove visited in September 
and November of 1894 and HMS Mohawk declared Tikopia a British protectorate in 
June 1898. Occasional visits were made by Australian ships, including the HMS 
Melbourne and the HMS Adelaide while Solomon Islands administrators visited 
irregularly until the outbreak of World War 2 (Firth 1959b:41-42). 
Interactions between Tikopia people and visitors reflected a complicated 
relationship, not a simple uni-directional one of European arrival and Tikopia 
subjection. While not constant occurrences, visitors did arrive, and often stayed for 
some time. Resident visitors included not just An utans, but drifters from other islands 
such as Rotuma, Uvea and Tonga. Objects originating from Kiribati were found on 
Tikopia (Firth 1970a: 118). People from Germany and India took up semi-permanent 
residence on Tikopia and brought their "wives" from Fiji and New Zealand with them. 
Drifters or deserters stayed on the island until they could leave on the next passing 
ship. The presence of long term residents such as Bushart demonstrated the ability of 
Tikopia to incorporate and absorb strangers on to the island. Furthermore, residents 
such as Bushart could articulate Tikopia knowledge of surrounding waters and islands. 
Knowledge frond beyond Tikopia must have been absorbed through all of these 
visitors, some of whom spoke closely related languages or had learnt Tikopia. In the 
case of Bushart's second wife from New Zealand, she must have communicated well 
with the Tikopia as prior knowledge of Maori gave Firth considerable advantage in 
learning Tikopia after only six weeks on the island (Firth 1983:xvii). The experience of 
violent encounters as well as deaths from disease as a result of contact with the crew 
of passing European ships must surely have impinged upon relationships between 
Tikopia and outsiders and affected their negotiations with Europeans. The relatively 
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few encounters that occurred, compared to European impact in other parts of the 
Pacific, allowed experience of the exchange of objects and the movement of people 
and information. This interchange of objects, information and people was a two 
directional one, not simply a one way path from European to Tikopia. 
It is against this background, including the presence of Christian teachers since 
the turn of the century, that Firth arrived on Tikopia. It is against this background that 
Firth made his collection and followed in the steps of a history of transactions with the 
visitors before him. 
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Chapter 4. Objects mediating spirits in Tikopia 
In this chapter I use the evidence presented by Firth in his ethnographies to 
glean the significance of specific object types in their broader social context, not only 
their economic use. I identify the customary movement of object types in order to 
comment upon the way in which the objects may have moved outside of their normal 
paths of circulation, or indeed remained within these accepted avenues. In doing so, I 
suggest that the objects in the Firth collection were largely moved out of the Tikopia 
context into Firth's possession in a culturally appropriate manner, or conversely, that 
Firth was being drawn into and absorbed into Tikopia social practice. 
My approach is indebted to Arjun Appadurai's (1986) concept of the "social life 
of things" and also Igor Kopytoffs (1986) idea of the "biography" of an object both of 
which focus upon the path along which objects are circulated. I draw upon the view of 
objects as larger than the sum of their visible parts, following in the tradition built upon 
Mauss' view of the spirit of the gift (Mauss 1990) in which the transfer of objects 
incorporates super-material attributes which require symbolic and collective 
commitment from the people involved in making and transacting objects. I rely upon 
John Liep's ( 1990) discussion of the developments in the interpretation of gift 
exchange and the redefinition of the concept of the equality of the gift, to 
a concept of ranked gifts (Campbell 1983) and inalienable objects (Weiner 1985). \ri ~is 
chapter and the next, I view the circulation of objects within Tikopia as defined by the 
customary practice described by Firth and examine the social relationships which the 
circulation of objects mediate. 
I draw heavily upon the data provided by Firth, but try to remove Firth's 
analytical interpretation. In this sense, I examine Firth's information and glean from it 
the significance of the objects. I incorporate Firth's published information from a later 
time period, including Firth's post 1940 work. Firth modified his interpretation of objects, 
perhaps not unexpectedly given the time period in which he has been writing. His later 
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work, especially "Rank and Religion" (Firth 1970a) is important in an examination of the 
use of objects to mediate between people and the gods. 
A number of the objects in the collection are described as fakatino, 
embodiments of atua, the gods of Tikopia. These include sacred adzes, spears, a 
conch shell trumpet and a neck ornament. In this chapter I examine facets of the 
Tikopia spirit world to highlight the significance of presence of fakatino in the 
collection.35 An understanding of this type of object needs to incorporate characteristics 
attributed to objects which are not normally associated with an interpretation of 
museum collections along strictly functional lines. 
Tikopia religion 
The Tikopia pantheon mirrored human life, and comprised a hierarchy of 
named and ranked atua (gods) (Firth 1970a). Each of the four ariki (chief) was the 
primary representative of the atua of that clan and was responsible for the invocation of 
that atua. Each ariki was associated with one of the four principU. food groups on the 
island, these being yam (Kafika), taro (Taumako), coconut (Tafua), and breadfruit 
(Fangerere) (Firth 1930c:293), and was responsible for the maintenance of ritual 
activity to ensure the supply of "his" plant group as wen as the abundance of fish, and 
35 There are two different sources of information involved in the discussion of the acquisition of the 
collection. In 1930 Camilla Wedgewood (1930) compiled a list from Firth's notes (Firth pers comm) which 
included coliection numbers, identification of the items and for 191 items, the name of either the donor, 
the "vendor" and also, on occasion, the maker. This means that 30% of the collection can be attributed to 
specific individuals who interacted with Firth in the period 1928 to 1929. 
ihe second source of information was obtained from firth (1926) and this lists the items he purchased, 
sometimes on exchange nights, togetherwith-the amount paid in kind, and sometimes accompanied by 
the name of the vendor. However, it is not possible to match these two lists as the items on the 
Wedgewood list do not represent the total number of items coJJected by Firth_. In addition, not all the items 
listed on the Wedgewood list are held in the Australian Museum collection, some having been transferred 
to the Museum fOr Volkerkunde, in Basel or the Bernice Bishop Museum, Hawaii, or retained by Firth 
himself. So far it has not been possible to match up the items sent overseas with the Wedgewood list. 
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the general well being of the island (Firth 1930b); (Firth 1967c:27). This system was 
maintained in a cycle of ritual activities called the work of the gods which was believed 
to have been established by the principal atua (Firth 1930b:61 ).36 
The four chiefs were hierarchically ranked in ritual duties. Pure matua, elders, 
were the heads of commoner kinship groups but they also possessed considerable 
ritual knowledge. They therefore had a special relationship with the ariki of their clan. 
The relationship of each pure to the commoners of that clan was parallel to the 
relationship of the ariki to the aristocrats of that clan. While both positions mediated 
with the gods, the ariki of each clan was hierarchically superior to the pure, and the 
Ariki Kafika, the chief of the Kafika clan 1 was paramount (Firth 1965: 188). 
The division between chief and commoner did not exclude anyone from access 
to food resources. Orchards and garden plots were accessed through patrilineal, 
matrilineal and affinal connections. Commoners were restricted from marae, 
(designated open spaces used for ritual activity), temple lands and other places with 
ritual associations (Firth 1965:57-58). 
The spirit world 
Spirits of the human dead, atua1 as well as non-human spirits lived in i a nga 
atua. Spirits were invisible as was i a nga atua which incorporated both a geographical 
and social landscape. Spirits moved between the two worlds. The atua was a 
transformation of the spirit of the living ora1 or mauri after death (Firth 1970a:64-
36 
"This was a translation of the their word fekau, and I remember the old chief saying to me in essence, 
'It really is [sic] work, you know, all this ritual stuff" (Parkin 1988:329). 
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65).37 While anthropomorphic in character, an atua had no definite form and could take 
on any shape (1970a:67) and enter into both manufactured and naturally occurring 
objects. 
Firth (1970a:68-98) divided the spirit world into a number of categories. The first 
of these were un-named, non-personalized spirits of the natural environment. These 
were wild spirits of the sea, woods, orchards and the mountain. They were responsible 
for accidental or unusual events and bad luck. The second group were named spirits of 
dead Tikopia. These represented the larger proportion of the spirit world and they 
conducted the ora from the body of the deceased and ensured its successful transition 
to atua. The third group were the specific ancestors who formerly held religious 
functions in the human world. These spirits were invoked during ritual activity, and 
represented the known "point of return" for individual lineages, the generation from 
which contemporary lineages were reckoned. Earlier generations were aggregated 
together. Tupua formed the fourth group. They were the major ranking named spirits. 
Tupua had never been human, or at least their "humanity was regarded as an 
incidental phase in their spirit existence". They were the most powerful gods in the spirit 
world, distinguishable from the ancestors by their superior powers and pre-eminent 
position in the kava ritual. The Atua i Kafika, however, was an exception; as the 
foremost of all the 'gods' he held elevated ancestor status. Lastly there were-lesser 
spirits, often of modern origin. These were "accidental" spirits, originating by human 
acts, generally the work of spirit mediums (Firth 1970a:69). 
Material and ephemeral signs of the spirits 
Spirit beings were considered swift, powerful and highly mobile. While invisible 
they were anthropomorphic, enacting rituals, providing support in ritual activities and on 
37 Firth also provides a translation of ora or mauri as "the mind" (Firth 1970a:64-65). 
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occasion interacting directly with people, as in spirit mediumship or in sexual activity, 
the latter being considered very dangerous (Firth 1970a:99-100). Powerful spirits were 
vave, "speedy''. Vave combined makeke, physical strength, and toa, the ability to 
aggressively project personality and mystical control over physical forces manu. 
"Spirits who were vave were represented as being able to rush around the heavens, in 
a state of furious activity, and able to perform gigantic tasks, including the production of 
thunder'' (Firth 1970a:107). 
The major ''gods" were endowed with vave from the very beginning, but other 
spirits could acquire vave, which was indicated in the material world by the presence of 
leaf decorations tucked into the belt at the back (Firth 1970a:107-108). They were 
powerful forces which affected human lives but they were also enmeshed in an 
organized sociality which reflected the human plane, and focused on lineage 
arrangements. 
The ability of the gods to make themselves manifest in objects has particular 
relevance for items in the collection described as fakatino. Certain objects, plants and 
animals were "standard identificatory signs of particular named spirits involved in the 
major religious system" ( 1970a: 113). These included features of the landscape, such 
as rocks1 trees and cave shelters, as well as items used more frequently in ritual 
activity (1970a:113). These visible signs of the presence of spirits were fakatino, 
fakaata and fakamailonga. 
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a) Fakatino 
A fakatino was a "permanent concrete symbol of the supernatural being, a 
definite individual object of known locale" (Firth 1930c:303) such as a stone, club, 
conch shell, or even a building structures. Such objects were sacred embodiments of 
the gods, revered, decorated. Often these objects were the "idols" or "images" of 
missionary concern (Firth 1930d:396). 
Embodiments had great religious significance because the atua "was 
corporately represented by the object in question" (Firth 1970a: 117). For example, the 
moon was perceived to be the body of the atua Semoana, the constellation Pleides 
was the Female Deity, certain other stars represented the Atua i Taumako while 
rainbows, waterspouts and the foam of the sea were the fakatino of other atua. Most 
fakatino were manufactured, including house posts and rafters as well as objects such 
as weapons hung up in temples. In Motuapi 
... there were various objects hung up: a dart, a paddle, a double ended spear, 
a club, all associated with the Atua i Tafua; a Gilbert islands sword with shark's 
teeth brought by an immigrant in a canoe about 1870 and dedicated to the god 
Tufaretai; a club from a traditional Tongan canoe, named Safoka after the 
Tongan chief and dedicated to the god Tuna; and another spear associated 
with the ancestor Pu Tafua Lasi and carried to the turmeric ritual. All these 
objects were described as belonging to the various gods, some as signs 
(fakamailonga) of them, others as their embodiments (fakatino). They were 
treated as sacred heirlooms, and some were given ritual use. In a time of 
disorder after a fight, I was told, the club of the Atua i Tafua might be taken 
down and 'announced' to the god to get his help to restore order. Accordingly, 
such objects tended to be treated with great respect. Pa Rangimaseke of Tavi, 
a friend of mine, refused to let me have a spear which was in his house. He 
said it was the fakatino of a sea god Pu i te Moana ... (Firth 1970a:118) 38 
38 Firth number 16.06, AM number E92185. A staff acquired by Firth from Pa Tavi of Kafika clan. It is 
described as "an embodiment (fakatino) of a sea deity Pu i te moana, belonging to Paito i Tavi. "Has 
been carved with steel tools, succeeding an earlier specimen, when the latter decayed" (Wedgewood 
1930:18). Firth number 16.12, AM number E92193. Is described as a "religious emblem, embodiment 
(fakatino) of Pu Te One roa, a sea deity from Paito Niuwaru of Kafika" (Wedgewood 1930:18). 
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In the temple of Resiake, fakatino were ceremonially redecorated during the 
"Re-carpeting of the temples". The objects were carried to the lake side, the old 
decorations removed. The items, four spears, one arrow and two clubs, were washed 
and returned to the temple, where they were re-clothed in the appropriate vegetation 
and strips of bark cloth, accompanied by invocations to the appropriate gods (Firth 
1967c:207-209). 
Canoe sheds as well as temple structures, were considered embodiments of 
the deities. For example, offerings of orange bark cloth were made to the principal post 
of the Ariki Kafika's canoe shed (Firth 1967c:106-107). This post represented the two 
major deities Pu Ma and was decorated with cycas leaves bound with bark cloth strips. 
A mat in front of the post represented the resting place of another deity. The canoe 
shed of each chief had its own female deity. The floor of the canoe shed was in the 
charge of the female deity. Men were forbidden to sit on the floor for fear of undesired 
copulation with the goddesses, a very dangerous act. 
The concept of fakatino still held currency in 1952, during Firth's second visit. 
However, by 1966, the atua were believed to have "withdrawn" and most of the spears 
and clubs formerly held to be fakatino had been sold to European visitors (Firth 
1970a: 119). 
b) Fakaata 
Atua also entered animals and plants or simulated their form. In the latter case 
a specific animal or plant did not exist prior to the presence of the atua. The fakaata 
was not a permanent form but a temporary, animate, manifestation of an atua. An atua 
took on the form of fakaata to appear before people (Firth 1970a: 119). 
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c) Fakamailonga 
Fakamailonga were signs 1 such as bark cloth streamers called noa, which 
indicated the presence of an atua, or the proximity of ritual activity. The atua did not 
inhabit these items. Fakamailonga were often specific plants identified with a particular 
atua by leaf pattern, stem or colour. The atua wore the appropriate sprigs of leaf and 
greenery tucked into the belt at the back. Similarly, plants of appropriate type were 
used to decorate "embodied" posts and objects held in the temples. Plants were used 
as the media through which ritual pronouncements were carried to atua. 
Firth's analysis 
In his description of fakatino, Firth recorded some ambiguity as to whether the 
atua actually rested in a particular item. Some Tikopia said it did, others that it did not 
(Firth 1970a: 118). In a footnote in "Rank and Religion", written in 1970, Firth recalled 
the cutting of a sacred canoe in 1929. The cut was smeared with turmeric. In 1939, 
Firth reported the incident as the application of ornament only, however in 1970 he 
changed his interpretation considerably to 
In this I overlooked a statement by the Ariki Kafika that the turmeric was put on 
the canoe since the body of the god (i.e. the hull) had been cut. This aligned 
the decoration with the rite of smearing turmeric on a person to celebrate his 
recovery from danger or illness. The decoration of the canoe was then a 
symbolic act of celebration of restoring, not just ornament. (Firth 1970a: 119: 
footnote 1) 
Firth's change of interpretation from the application of "ornament" to the 
application of restorative substances to heal the body of the canoe, is a significant one, 
because it permits an interpretation of the canoe as more than a marine vessel, and 
the substance applied to it, as more than ornament. Firth comes to acknowledge the 
canoe as associated with the atua, and the turmeric smeared onto it as a substance 
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with the power to affect the body of the atua. However, Firth remains ambiguous in his 
interpretation of the fakatino as an object which is the physical manifestation of the 
atua as opposed to an emblem of the atua. For example, in "Work of the Gods" the 
status of fakatino moves between "embodiment" to "emblem" changes. 
For example, the temple Resiake housed a number of weapons, which were 
fakatino, translated by Firth as "embodiments or emblems" of the atua associated with 
the building. 
It is not held that the object reveals the actual shape of the god; he is spoken 
of and treated as if he were anthropomorphic. Sometimes it serves as a vehicle 
of expression for him if he should wish to appear to human eyes in concrete 
form, but more often if is held that the god does not dwell in it or actually 
appear in it in person. Thus of one such weapon, the club of Rakiteua, it was 
observed "It is termed the embodiment (fakatino) of the god, but he does not 
enter into it". (Tino means body). A clear distinction is always drawn between 
the material and the spiritual entity: these objects are not called atua 
themselves; they are known to be only representatives of atua. In every case 
by reason of their supernatural associations they are tapu, and must be 
handled with considerable caution and only at the appropriate times. (Firth 
1967c:207) 
Firth identified other signs of the atua, such as noforanga and vaka atua 
although these were not recognized by Tikopia themselves. Firth suggested that 
noforanga generally indicated a sitting place, or dwelling place; in reference to the spirit 
world it indicated the dwelling places of the atua, for instance the sky or under the sea. 
The material forms of dwelling were stone slabs set on the sacred marae or meeting 
place. Firth also recorded the human form as dwelling place, the vaka atua, the spirit 
medium. Firth suggested that the relationship between noforanga and vaka atua 
pararleled that between fakatino and fakaata. This is discussed in detail in "Rank and 
Religion" (Firth 1970a: 120ff). 
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Signs of the gods were not interpreted as simply symbols, but actual 
manifestations of the gods, though not ones that reflected their actual form. Firth's 
concluding comments on these "signs" are of particular interest. He noted that fakatino 
"provided a set of concrete things which could be operated upon on critical ritual 
occasions" and which also provided a map for "navigation in ritual behaviour". Here 
Firth refers particularly to the noforanga acting as mnemonics "serving to remind 
generation after generation of what had to be done" (Firth 1970a: 126). A parallel can 
be drawn to the use of malangan carvings by the people of New Ireland, Papua New 
Guinea, described by Suzanne Kuchler (1987), who suggests that these funerary 
carvings contain the locus of generational memory, a cognitive map, concerning the 
place and origin of a particular group of people within their natural and spiritual 
environment. In Tikopia, the noforanga were stones placed on the marae, a sacred 
place, which indicated the seating patterns for those involved in the ritual. But this 
mnemonic use could equally apply to the other fakatino. Such items were not simply 
symbols of the atua, in terms of reflecting associated qualities thought to typify the atua 
but had a "proprietary'' role. The objects indicated ownership, control and power and 
were thus part of a network of social relationships. The visual form of the objects, the 
quality of workmanship and materials, were not important (Firth 1970a: 127). 
The reduced relevance of form in an aesthetic sense is notable. The lack of 
interest in a visual aesthetic is contrary to most museum and art gallery prerequisites 
for display, which prioritize form. Objects in Tikopia, by contrast, were embedded within 
social contexts. (Objects and form are discussed below). 
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Ritualized interaction with the gods 
While the gods and spirits could appear anywhere at any time, communication 
from person to god required material aids. The kava ceremony formed the basis of 
most offerings and appeals and generally consisted of: firstly, offerings of barkcloth to 
the deities or ancestors; secondly, recital of "formulae" using the stem of the kava plant 
as a medium; thirdly, invocations called to the gods to fulfill requests to ensure fish 
catches, successful food crops, successful turmeric processing, calm weather, the 
eradication of disease and to generally prevail upon the gods to provide for the welfare 
of the land. These were followed by libations of cups of kava to the specified gods and 
offerings of food and betelnut thrown to the gods (Firth 1967c:38). Within this pattern 
there was great variation in the ceremony, which is well illustrated in Firth's (1967c) 
detailed account of the ritual cycle. Special types of food were included in food 
offerings. The exchange of food was an important component in the maintenance of 
social relationships (Firth 1973a) and (Firth 1967c:53). Very "weighty" rituals 
incorporated the use of special food bowls called raurau kumete. 39 Smell and 
cleanliness was important while in the presence of the gods: both men and women 
wore their new, clean bark cloth when directly involved in ritual activity and made sure 
that new clean mats were used. Turmeric, the most highly valued item on Tikopia, "the 
scent of the atua", was also used as a mark of the presence of the gods, having also 
the red and orange colour that was pleasing to the gods (Firth 1967c:416). "But if the 
perfume and the oil are not applied, then he will act disgustingly towards the Ariki" (Firth 
1967c:150). It may be that visual aesthetics was not as important as the aesthetics of 
smell. 
39 During the rite of the "Hot Food" in the Work. of the Yam, the Ariki Kafika's offering of sacred food was 
made in such a bowl, which Firth describes as "sacred property'' of the chief (Firth 1967c:154). 
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In Tikopia objects were used in a number of ways to mediate relationships with 
the spirit world. These ways reached beyond an interpretation of a single function of 
objects and re1ated to issues of mana, spatial representation, multiple associations, 
innovation. Form was of the least importance. 
Objects with mana 
Mana was a quality attributed to chiefs through their association with the atua 
(Firth 1967a). The ability of chiefs to mediate with atua and to manifest this relationship 
in the welfare of the island and the islanders reflected the strength of a chiefs mana, or 
in Firth's terms, the "efficacy" of the chief to maintain the quality of life for the people on 
the island. For the Tikopia there was no clear division between technical and ritual 
knowledge, or "material" and "immaterial resources" (Firth 1965: 105). While chiefs 
generally possessed esoteric or "immaterial" knowledge, commoners too could acquire 
skills and knowledge. Such information was often passed through families or could be 
learnt from people who were not direct kin. However, only chiefs could possess mana 
and this quality was transferred to any objects they touched. The head of the chief in 
particular was associated with mana, thus making contact with the head, hair and 
anything that the chief came touched, tapu, sacred. Objects associated with the chiefs, 
including sacred adzes, sacred canoes, and, more broadly nets, and head rests, were 
all containers of the chiefs mana. 
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Toki tapu, sacred adzes, were important signifiers of chiefly status and mana. Firth 
collected two of these adzes.40 According to the Ariki Kafika, chiefs were given the right to 
use sacred adzes by the atua. The major toki tapu originated with Pu ma, the principal 
"gods" of the Kafika. Firth quotes the Ariki Kafika's comment that "The sacred adzes are 
their own [i.e. the "gods"] which they made, their own which they ground" (Firth 1967c:60). 
According to Pa Vainunu they were made by the female deity, Pakora, and given to the 
Atua i Kafika, "supreme culture-hero of Kafika, and the principal deity of Tikopia as a 
whole" (Firth 1967c:60). Once given to the Atua i Kafika, the sacred adzes were then 
distributed by the various chiefs of Kafika, two being given to the Taumako family line, two 
to Pu Tafuaroa of Tafua, one to Fakaarofatia, the progenitor of the Fangarere dan and one 
remained with Kafika (Firth 1959a:150).41 One blade was said to have originated in Tonga 
and arrived with the ancestor of the Taumako clan, Te Atafu, on the canoe "Tukupaisia'' 
(Firth 1967c:59). 
Sacred adzes, toki tapu1 were of two types, matua toki, principal adzes, which were 
large clam shell blades measuring from 20 or 23 centimetres to 30.4 centimetres long and 
approximately 5 centimetres thick, and the pipi, also made of clam shell but smaller (Firth 
1959a: 149). The pipi were the "supporters" (Firth 1959a: 149) or "protectors" (Firth 
1967c:58) of the matua toki. Ordinary adzes were termed toki and were dam shell blades 
of 7.5 to 10 centimetres long (Firth 1959a:149). The sacred blades were in the possession 
of the chiefs while the secular ones were generally available. 
40 Made from the hinge of the giant clam, Tridacna maxima, the word toki refers to both the adze and the 
shell it is made of (Firth and Tuki 1985:534). E64070 could be either 85.03 or 67.01 on the Firth collection 
list. This item, along with nine other adzes, made of either clam shell or black stone, was registered into 
the Australian Museum collections on 8 July 1969, transferred from the University of Sydney. The nine 
adzes are positively identified as from Firth's 1928 collection, but two adzes, including E64070, have 
deteriorated labels, making identification of individual Firth numbers difficult. However, given the 
description of the toki tapu given by Firth (1959a) regarding size and cross section, I am confident that 
E64070 is one of these. A second adze, hafted, Firth number 85.04, AM number E84886, is listed in the 
Catalogue as a toki tapu (Wedgewood 1930:50). However, this item does not fit the description given by 
Firth (1959a) so is not included in this discussion. 
41 Firth recounts other stories associated with the toki tapu in "Work of the Gods" (1967c:60-65). 
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The sacred adzes were kept on a special shelf in the prime temple of each chief 
and handled only by him on ceremonial occasions. They were never to be seen by women 
and children. Because of the sanctity of these blades, any activity involving their use was 
accompanied with considerable ritual. Their very existence was not divulged to casual 
observers (Firth 1967c:57). 
These sacred adzes are regarded as property to be carefully guarded. Pa 
Vainunu said that one is never handed over to another chief. 'It is not g~ven, 
because should it be given, the chief and his clan (donors) will die. Its speech 
is the "life of the clan. (Firth 1967c:61 ). 
Some canoes were also considered sacred. Vaka tapu, were controlled by 
chiefs, ritual elders and the heads of the most important kinship groups (Firth 
1967c:55), those men who could draw upon both the physical and social resources 
needed to make a canoe. 42 The canoe belonged to the deities to whom the canoe was 
dedicated, these being the atua or ancestral spirits of one of the four clans. The person 
initiating the building of a vaka tapu had primary rights of usage and allocation of usage 
but the Ariki Kafika, as the primary chief of Tikopia, controlled access to all the canoes 
on the island, no matter who initiated their construction or participated in the building 
work. In practice, however, control of use was in the hands of the ranking men and 
clan chiefs. Sacred canoes were ceremonially reconsecrated by the appropriate ariki 
(Firth 1965:117). 
42 Firth used the term "ownership" which he discussed in some detail in "Primitive Polynesian Economy" 
(1965). Firth referred to a "concept of delegated ownership". 
"The concept of ownership is based upon the thesis that while the material body of the craft is that of the 
commoner, the spirit guardian is that of the chief, hence the vessel is termed 'the canoe of the chief ... The 
basis for this is that according to Tlkopia practice the ancestor of a commoner cannot be invoked in the kava 
ceremony and so for any canoe which is important enough to be the subject of such a ceremony, an ancestor 
of the chief is essential. According to the Tlkopia scheme of integration between ritual and economic affairs, 
kava ceremonies must be periodically performed over the larger vessels to ensure their SUCCes5 in fishing. In 
such a society, where the chiefs have not aggregated to themselves the majority of the lands and other 
material resources, it is not possible for them alone to undertake the expense of the construction of all the 
most important craft. The solution has 1hen been found in the system of joint or delegated ownerahip" (Firth 
1965:219). 
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This aspect of control through mana was reflected in all objects considered 
valuable, such as houses, land, bonito hooks (discussed in more detail in chapter 5), 
and fishing equipment. So for example, because of the association between the chief 
and the gods, the mata kupenga, the large fishing net of a chief, were subject to 
ceremonial care the first time it was taken out of the house to be used. A floor mat was 
placed in the doorway as a mark of respect to it " ... just as such a mat is laid down for a 
person of rank to sit upon, or coco-nut fronds for a sacred canoe to rest upon ... " (Firth 
1965: 175). Further, the net of the chief was considered the foremost net amongst all 
nets and by extension the success of other nets was reliant upon it. So, if a fisherman 
caught a large number of fish in his net, then he had to take part of his catch to his 
chief because the net was under the control of his ancestors. The chief would recite 
words over the net, to ensure the continued success of the net (Firth 1965: 176). 
Fishing experts or specialists who held ritual knowledge pertaining to fishing activities 
were still subject to the power of the chief through the manifestation of chiefly mana 
contained in the net. 
Objects and spatial representation 
The atua resided in specific parts of sacred objects. The relative importance 
and status of the atua was reflected in the parts of the canoes in which they rested. 
The gods were believed to assist the fishermen, by bringing the fish to their nets, which 
were thrown over the katea side, the side free of the outrigger. The outrigger side was 
considered inferior, as the fish were not caught on this side. The location of the atua in 
the canoe mirrored the status attributed to the different parts of the vessel. 
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The atua had to be ritually removed from the vessel should any work need to 
be carried out on it. This ceremony of removal, using bark cloth to carry the atua away, 
was known as fakauviuvi o nga atua, "lifting down of the gods" (Firth 1965:119-120 see 
also bark cloth referred to as a seat for the atua (Firth 1965: 226). Any repair work to 
the canoe involved a great deal of care (Firth 1965:121). 
Similar spatial divisions occurred in te paito, dwelling houses which were 
divided into three spaces which related to men's and women's spaces, and sacred and 
profane spaces (Firth 1983:78).43 
In an abstract schematic way one may think of Tikopia as a circle of land 
bounded by the wastes of the ocean, and just within the land edge a circle of 
houses, end to end, their profane sides backed by cook-houses and leading 
inwards to the orchards whence food comes, their sacred sides opening out on 
to the canoe-yards, also sacred, and leading down to the beach whence the 
vessels set out for fish. It is safe to say that no Tikopia thinks of the situation in 
this diagrammatic way, but there is a consistency of this kind about the general 
arrangement. (Firth 1983:80) 44 
In his analysis of Tikopia spatial location Kirch (1996) suggests that Firth did not in 
fact continue the house analogy far enough, and that the very island itself represented a 
house, with the mountain peak of Reani representing the central post of the island house. 
Restrictions on spatial orientation and access were also a feature of sacred 
temples. Firth (1967c:199-254) documented different types of sacred building, two of which 
were subject to the "recarpeting ceremony'' held as part of the "Work of the Gods". This 
incorporated the repair of thatched roofing and the replacement of coconut frond mats. 
The latter indicated the location of the graves of the ancestors. Firstly there were actual 
43 Entrance points into the house were also subject to restrictions. Women, children and casua~ visitors 
used the entrances on the tuaumu, oven side, while the head of the household used entrances at the 
ends of the dwelling. Depending on the age of the house and the rank of the family living in it, the 
supporting posts of the structure may have been subject to restrictions also. Generally women did not 
lean again the house posts, as these were used by the senior men of the household. There was a 
hierarchical precedent set for who could lean against the house posts {Firth 1983:80-81). 
44 Firth (1983~80) does list exceptions to the general rule. 
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dwellings, with grave-mats of noted ancestors inside and one or more of the house posts 
dedicated to the gods of the kinship group. Secondly there were structures which had 
become too sacred to live in because of the burial of the ancestors there. These were 
visited for the performance of religious rites and termed fare tapu "sacred houses". Thirdly, 
the oven houses of the latter were also regarded as sacred, not because the ancestors 
were buried there, but because these were the ovens of the gods and therefore attached 
to the fare tapu. 
Each clan had its own temples1 the most important of which were analogous to the 
taumauri, the primary sacred canoes (described above). Most of the primary temples were 
validated by accounts of historical and mythical events relating to their origin. Firth 
(1967c:199) describes the temples of Kafika, Resiake, Taumako and former1y Tafua, as 
being of "outstanding size". The structures were considered under the control of the main 
deity of the temple, the central post conceived as the body of the primary god while other 
posts and various parts of the structure represented the embodiment of other deities who 
also resided in the temple. For example, during the ceremonial cycle concerning the 
temple of Resiake, a mat was tied around the central post and it was ''washed" or 
"cleansed" with water and rubbed with aromatic leaves as were the bodies of people 
involved in ceremonial activity. Turmeric in particular was strongly associated with the gods 
(see chapter 5). The relationship between the chief and the god embodied in the post was 
heightened by the contact of the chief with the post via rubbing and "washing" (Firth 
1967c:209-211). After the post was "washed" the mat tie was cut so that it fell to the 
ground, creating a heap of mats around the base of the post (each season's mat was left 
in place) and decoration of the other parts of the structure proceeded. In the temple of 
Resiake, the decoration of the posts reflected the manner in which people decorated 
themselves prior to dancing (Firth 1967 c:211 ) . 
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Objects with multiple associations 
If a new chief was elected, the first sacred canoe that he built was known as singa 
kau toki, which referred to the "renewal of the adze hafts". At the time the canoe was built, 
the sacred adze of the chief was rehafted. The hafting used on the "most prized working 
tools" (Firth 1959a:151) was called sumu. This was a form of criss-cross design, in contrast 
to the plain wrapping known as rii. The sumu binding was of the same type used to attach 
the ridgepole of the house to the central uprights, and the lineage of Avakofe were 
acknowledged experts in sumu lashing. 
When new lashing was put on, the adze was brought into a canoe yard, and the 
canoe with which the adze was associated was brought out as well while the work was 
undertaken. The construction of a chiefs second sacred canoe was accompanied by the 
rehafting of the pipi, the supporting blades, and was known as tangu tapu "sacred 
building". If a third sacred canoe was built, any of the toki tapu which needed rehafting 
were mended. The sharpening of the toki tapu blades was also treated in a ritualistic way, 
including cleansing and the libation of coconut milk. 
The interconnection between sacred canoes and adzes included an association 
between the adze deities and the sea, which in some cases were personifications of sea 
creatures, such as eels (Firth 1967c:62). The adze of Taumako was considered very 
special. It was associated with the eel god and therefore thought to be very dangerous 
(Firth 1967c:63). The sacred adze was fundamental to the maintenance of canoe rites 
and the efficacy of fishing endeavours. The relationship was poetically expressed in the 
kava rites associated with fishing expeditions. 
Bite, thy adze 
On the head of the fish, 
To come to thy starboard side. 
(Firth 1967c:75) 
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In this invocation the deity travels in the canoe and strikes a fish with his adze 1 
bringing it to the canoe where the fishermen hook it. The motion of the adze leaves 
gashes on the head of the fish (Firth 1967c:74-75). Other associations include mata 
kupenga, large nets, (made for setting in the lake or dragging on the reef) which were 
analogous to canoes, being called te vaka o nga uta, the canoe of the shore (waters). 
"People may say of a house where a net is being made, 'the house there is building a 
canoe.' In this connection 'a new canoe' means a new net; 'an old canoe' indicates an 
old net" (Firth 1965:174-175). 
lnaki mats had multiple associations too. These mats were placed on the floor to 
indicate the "mat of the ancestor'' (Firth 1967c:204-206). lnaki, made by women 1 were 
replaced as part of the re-carpeting and re-thatching of the temples each season. 45 Each 
clan was responsible for the maintenance of its temple or temples, which, like the canoes1 
were dedicated to the clan gods but also incorporated the gods of other clans where 
relationships of a religious, historical and social nature linked them together. 
The inaki was more than the replacement of mats and thatch. It was described by 
the Tikopia as tauvi, an equivalent in exchange for payment, in this case for land. The 
richer a man was in land, the more inaki he had to provide in the temples. It acknowledged 
the provision of food from the gardens and orchards by former generations. The 
ancestors1 in their spiritual state, still influenced the prosperity of the gardens and orchards 
as intermediaries with the gods. 
45 The temple site of Fiora and Somosomo were exceptions, being done once a year only (Firth 
1967c:384). While the replacement of grave mats and maintenance of thatching was central to all 
temples, the ritual carried out was not identical for each temple. Firth illustrated variation in these actions 
by documenting several of the temple rites through his own observation and by accounts from other 
people, as the temple ceremonies happened concurrently. 
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The real significance of the inaki lies not in its value as floor-covering but as a 
mark of attention to an ancestor by virtue of which he is induced to continue 
his favourable interest in family lands. Should the renewal of a mat be omitted 
and it rot in the house then the ghostly owner may become annoyed and blight 
the crops. (1967c:204) 
Old mats, punefu, the term for a type of funeral gift (Firth 1967c:206)1 were 
removed from the temple as a part of the "recarpeting" ritual and burnt. To recycle them 
would have been derogatory and disrespectful. Wherever used the land assumed 
responsibility for renewing the mats during the work of the gods. A change of land use was 
reflected in a shift in responsibility for the inaki. Thus " ... if a family splits up and agrees to 
divide its lands the head of the elder branch may say to his junior 'But come you then and 
renew the mat of our ancestor, and I will have a breathing space' " (Firth 1967c:206). 
The re-carpeting of the site of temple at Somosomo of Kafika was significant in the 
way that it linked quite clear1y, spatial organization and canoe imagery. The temple of 
Somosomo itsetf no longer existed in 1928, having been washed away by a tidal wave in 
1918. However, the site of the temple was still used and "recarpeted". For the laying out of 
the mats, the site was divided into two areas, using terminology also applied to canoes; 
katea, the starboard side free of the outrigger, the ama the port side. 
No reason for the application of these terms to the Marae was given, save that 
they were first introduced by the Atua i Kafika who attached them also to his 
turmeric-making. As one stands in Somosomo and faces towards Uta, Katea 
and Ama correspond with right and left, and it is possible that the idea 
expressed is of this kind. Whatever be the origin of the figurative sense of 
these terms here, however, it is certain that their use gives a much greater 
esoteric significance to the spatial division than the mere 'right' and 'left' would 
do, for which the Tikopia have ordinary words. (Firth 1967c:389) 
The plaiting of the mats for Somosomo was carried out as a sacred task, the 
women sitting in the ama side of the marae facing Uta. Women were not allowed to talk to 
men, nor men to the women during this work. 
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New objects, innovation and renewal 
There are several examples recorded by Firth in which the Tikopia adopt the use of 
new materials and imported objects to supplement their existing material culture. While the 
introduction of new materials can be construed as detractions from the "authentic", "real" or 
''traditional" methods of manufacture, in Tikopia, the concepts associated with the use of 
new materials needs to be examined more closely. A fair1y conventional interpretation of 
new materials is illustrated in "We the Tikopia" in which Firth illustrated the adoption of new 
materials noting that his old toothbrush supplied a new medium for the making of earrings 
(Firth 1983:38). It is the innovative adoption, the incorporation of a media not before used, 
which Firth commented upon. However from the Tikopia point of view, the use of new 
materials, or the replacement of old materials was itself irrelevant, the object and the 
substance it was made of, merely acted as a vehicle for carrying some more important 
attribute. 
A sense of the longevity of objects was considered separate to material 
substance. Thus, like canoes, some types of fishing nets were dedicated to ancestral 
spirits (Firth 1965:98). The relationship between the net and the deities ensured the 
effectiveness of the net and this relationship was maintained by the continual repair, 
rather than replacement of the net. Maintaining the sense of the longevity of the net 
and maintaining its ritual and personal associations was highly desirable, and ensured 
better catches. Frequently old nets were repaired, rather than replaced, so that a net 
could be viewed as having a long ancestry, despite the fact that the materials used to 
fix it were new. The practice of reusing floats and sinkers reinforced this interpretation. 
The process of replacement and repair maintained the associations of the original. 
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I was told by a kinsman of the Ariki Taumako that the net of this chief was the 
only one on Ravenga of any antiquity. 'Indeed it is an ancient thing.' It was 'the 
same net' as was made by the chiefs grandfather and great-grandfather. It was 
explained that as one part got into bad repair it was replaced but that the net 
as a whole was never cast aside ... Here is to be seen the convention of 
continuity which operates for nets as for canoes, houses, sacred spears and 
other Tikopia material things- a convention bound up with the ritual affiliations 
of these objects. (Firth 1965: 99-1 00) 
The sacred canoe of the Porima house was believed to be the direct 
descendent of the vessel which brought the ancestors of Kafika to Tikopia from 
Rotuma. The sacred canoe of the house of Maneve was acquired in the spirit world 
from the Atua i te Uruao, by Rakaitonga, the ancestor of Taumako (Firth 1967c:98). 
The continuity of contact between the atua and the human world was expressed in the 
term mana, or manu, whereby the efficacy of an object remained in that object (Firth 
1967a). 
The sacred temple housed sacred objects such as the sacred adzes (see above), 
the anea tapu, "sacred things", also important in canoe manufacture (e.g. (Firth 1967c:90-
92), and the sacred digging stick for crop cultivation (e.g. (Firth 1967c:212). Firth describes 
the sacred digging stick of Kafika as 
... one of the most intensely sacred articles in the island. Through its 
association with the yam, the vegetable food-stuff of primary significance, this 
digging stick has become as it were the prototype of all instruments of 
cultivation, the material symbol of agriculture. Like all other objects in this 
particular context it is regarded as the property, even the embodiment, of the 
Atua i Kafika, and therefore must be handled with extreme care, and only by 
persons authorized by the Ariki and at the appropriate time. No women, for 
instance, would dare to touch it nor is it probably ever seen by them. (Firth 
1967c: 181) 
Like the fishing net described above! the digging stick was renewed when it 
decayed beyond use (ritual use rather than actual use) but the "new" item retained the 
sacred association. Objects and structures closely associated with a sense of continued 
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connection with previous lineages, ancestors and gods formed the locus around which 
ritual and other activities were performed (Firth 1967c: 199-200). This! so much so! that 
the replacement of objects with "new" material became irrelevant. 
Objects and form 
Sacred temples both housed and represented in their own structure the 
relationship of the Tikopia to the gods. Access to them and the replacement of the inaki, 
mats, acted as a sanction for the use of orchards as well as the tools with which to cultivate 
the land (i.e. the sacred digging stick which was used only symbolically). By housing the 
sacred adzes and anea parika, sacred objects, the temples incorporated the essential 
implements to ensure successful fishing expeditions and agricultural harvests. Other items 
which were the possessions of the gods heightened the sanctity of the temples by their 
association with them and by their embodiment of the gods. 
Throughout this discussion and description of how objects were used to 
manifest the atua at specific times, Firth makes little comment on aesthetic expression 
in the Tikopia "plastic arts". He noted that wood carvings can be "decorated" but such 
decoration was used minimally. A discussion of an indigenous view on aesthetics was 
recorded focusing on the indigenous definition of a well carved turmeric container, 
highlighting properties relating to the depth and inside finish of the container (Firth 
1960b, 1992a). Firth located Tikopia aesthetic sensibility in their use of poetry (Firth 
and McLean 1990). It is clear from the examples discussed above, the "importance" of 
an object in terms of its spirituar potency did not lie in its physical appearance, or its 
aesthetic attributes. The difference between sacred and secular canoes is a case in 
point, because the former were not differentiated from secular canoes by physical form. 
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The vaka tapu, (sacred canoes) (Firth 1967c) were divided into two groups. The 
Taumauri, held by chiefs, were considered to be the most sacred. They were divided 
into two unequal groups: those which possessed names had pride of place, the 
remaining canoes, known as fua riki, the "little fleet" were of secondary importance (but 
still important). The Taumauri were celebrated and or reconsecrated every year during 
the Faunga Vaka rite, the first rite of the "Ritual of the Sacred Canoes" and the fua riki 
or "little fleet" were the subject of the second rite, the Fainga Vaka (Firth 1967c:55-57). 
However, the ordinary canoe, paopao, may well be a decommissioned vaka 
tapu in which case it is called a tovi. Both paopao and toviwere more common, being 
owned by both men of rank and commoners. Nearly every independent house had 
one, or could get access to one. Like the vaka tapu they were used for deep sea 
fishing. If the vessel were not fit for the rigours of deep sea fishing, whether due to age 
or damage, and therefore retired from vaka tapu status as no longer sea worthy 1 they 
would be used for lake fishing. Regardless of their status as sacred or secular, canoes 
were highly valued, a paopao being considered an "orchard of the commoners" (Firth 
1965:117). Imagery about canoes appears in both sacred and secular activities 
The sacred nature of canoes was not reflected in the physical appearance of 
the canoe, but such status was attributed to them through association with the chiefs 
and the gods. It is this quality that is manifest in the object. 
Acquisition of the sacred 
Firth collected two sacred adzes, highly valued ritual items associated with 
canoe building which were usually stored on a special shelf in the temples along with 
the anea pariki (sacred things), the sacred digging stick and various items of weaponry. 
The renewal of the hafting on these adzes was associated with the succession of a 
new chief. The renewal of the secondary blades was associated with the building of a 
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chiefs first canoe (Firth 1959a:150-152). Access to and maintenance of the sacred 
adzes was therefore intimately associated with chiefly status. In the political setting of 
Tikopia, the legitimacy of chiefly power was manifested in access to the sacred 
adzes.46 
Other examples of sacred items or fakatino in the collection include two 
spears47, a sacred necklet48 and a sacred shell trumpet.49 The trumpet was from 
Mapusanga house of Kafika clan, not listed by Firth as a principal temple (1967c:199), 
but an important house, having a special place assigned to it in the "Freeing of the 
Land" ceremony of the "Work of the Gods" ( 1967 c:255-262) through which the island 
was formally made free from ritual work. Firth states the sounding of the shell was 
ritually significant (Firth and Mclean 1990: 19). 
The domain of the sacred was also the sphere of restricted movement. The 
physical location of the sacred included both temples and canoe sheds and canoe 
yards, the former housing sacred objects and the latter housing the sacred canoes 
themselves. How then, did Firth obtain these objects if such objects were subject to 
restricted access? 
In terms of the movement of objects, the sacred adzes should have remained 
in the temple, while the ritual performance surrounding the succession to power was 
46 There is a story documenting the removal of the Ariki Kafika's adzes by his daughter, dating to 8 
generations before Firth's first fieldtrip. Accordingly, Matapona, the daughter of the then Ariki Kafika, 
married Te Atafu, the Tongan. She held the rank of Fafine arikii, chieftainess, such status being a 
privilege to the eldest daughters of the Ariki Kafika (Firth 1967c:60). As the daughter and her husband 
were founding a new line of the Taumako clan, the Ariki Kafika gave her one of his toki tapu. Matapona 
not only took the adze offered to her by her father, but took two others without him knowing. The theft was 
perceived to be not simply from him, as Ariki, but from the clan. 
47 Tokotoko, Firth numbers 16.06 and 16.12, AM registration numbers E92185 and E92194. The former 
was obtained from Pa Tavi, ritual elder of Kafika and "is an embodiment of a sea deity called Pu i te 
moana, belonging to Paito i Tavi. Has been carved with steel tools, succeeding an earlier specimen, when 
the latter decayed" (Wedgewood 1930:18). The latter was from Paito Niuwaru, an important man of rank 
(Firth 1967b:111) of Kafika cian, and is described as "religious emblem, embodimenf' of Pu Te Oneroa, a 
sea deity. (Wedgewood 1930:18). 
48 Kasoa, Firth number64.01, AM registration number E92060, also from Mapusanga house, and the 
property .of the former Ariki Kafika. The item was possibly brought from Fiji (Wedgewood 1930:38). 
48 Pu tapu Firth number 63.01, not in AM collection. Obtained from Pa Tarairaki, it is described as a "tapu 
specimen, unique» from Mapusanga house. ft was 11cleaned annually and bfown» (Wedgewood 1930:38). 
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Figure 7. Kasoa. This sacred neck ornament was tapu. It was given to Firth by the 
Mapusanga house, and had been the property of the former Ariki Kafika. The neck 
ornament was probably brought to Tikopia from Fiji. 
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carried out by the new chief. The chief did not directly inherit the adzes for himself, but 
assumed the role of keeper and medium between the spirit world, the ancestors and 
the human world for which he was responsible. In this sense, rather than the adzes 
being passed between individuals, people moved around the adzes. Each clan had 
their toki tapu and associated supernatural beings, atua tau toki, in charge of them who 
were invoked on formal occasions (Firth 1967c:62). 
So how did Firth come to possess items such as these, which were subject to 
restrictions in who could access them? How can the acquisition of objects described by 
Firth to be associated with the atua, such as the toki tapu1 be understood? Were they 
really fakatino when Firth acquired them, or had they once been fakatino and ceased 
to be so prior to Firth's arrival? 
I suggest that an interpretation of the adzes is ambiguous, because the 
situation they represent was also ambiguous, being in a state of flux. The presence of 
these items in the Firth collection, their diversion from their sphere of restricted access, 
reflects changing attitudes of the Tikopia to the objects as a result of the interaction 
and interweaving of relationships developing on Tikopia as Christianity was being 
adopted by members of the Tikopia community. By the time of Firth's first visit1 
Christianity, as represented by the mission teachers and their converts, had been 
embraced half of the island's population. Firth discussed the co-existence of 
Christianity and Tikopia religion in "Rank and Religion" (1970a:304-332) and suggested 
that conversion to Christianity was also associated with political allegiances and kinship 
relationships. Conversion did not result in total abandonment of Tikopia religious 
practices, but selective omissions of some of these. Nor were the converts concerned 
to proselytize alongside the mission teachers. The Ariki Tafua adopted the new god, 
but did not forswear the older (1970a:309). The two religions were reconciled to some 
extent. The conversion to Christianity by some Tikopia was not really significant in 
terms of a fully conscious adoption of Christian religious doctrine. Rather the 
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conversion was more a pragmatic one. In regard to objects, when the gods were "put 
away" so too were the objects, being buried or given away. Firth suggests, in hindsight, 
that he was able to collect the toki tapu in 1928-29 because of the conversion to 
Christianity (Firth 1959a: 150). 
But the abandonment by the Ariki Tafua of his work in the ritual cycle prior to 
Firth's arrival must have had repercussions on the indigenous belief system that Firth 
described as traditional in 1928. Despite Firth's description of Tikopia religion as 
"traditional", the influence of Christianity can be seen in Firth's accounts. During Firth's 
first period of fieldwork not all the four ariki participated in the ritual described by Firth 
as the most important ritual event in Tikopia, a proclamation of moral order 
(1967c:263ff). While written in the past tense "I have spoken of the fono in the past 
owing to the defection of the Ariki Tafua ... "(Firth 1967c:264), Firth gave an evocative 
account of its full recital. For full effect I include a lengthy quote: 
Of the many ritual formulae ... none can have been more striking than that 
formerly recited as a public address or proclamation at Rarokoka. Not only was 
it picturesque in setting - the glade in the forest, the rising sun, the expectant 
silent crowd, and the towering figure of the chief of Tafua rolling out the 
phrases - but the speech itself was remarkable for its dignity and rhythm and 
for the moral code which it promulgated ... rarely in a primitive society has 
expression been given ... in such a formal explicit statement of the duties and 
obligations incumbent on its members ... The fono as an address to the people 
by a man of rank is known to other Polynesian cultures ... In Tikopia, ... it was not 
of frequent, irregular occurrence as occasion required, but a specific unique 
event, occurring once only in the year on the day fixed by the sequence of 
ceremonies in the seasonal cycle. Again, it had not the character of a personal 
extempore speech on some affair of the moment; both matter and phraseology 
were prescribed by tradition. Moreover, it had strong religious associations, 
and the chief who spoke was deemed to be the mouthpiece of the gods. In 
other words the sanction of the fono in Rarokoka was not simply social and 
political, exercised through the authority of presidrng chiefs, but was intensely 
religious as well, receiving its validity from its superhuman origin. It is essential 
to understand this in order to realize the force of the impression produced on 
the audience by this recital. (Firth 1967c:263-264) 
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But Firth never attended this particular ceremony 1 as it had been dropped from 
the ritual cycle ten years previously when the main participant, the Ariki Tafua, 
converted to Christianity. After his conversion 1 the Ariki Tafua no longer wished to be 
involved in this aspect of "pagan" ritual. Firth does not conceal this fact, but the picture 
is painted before letting the reader know otherwise. Similarly1 the "Dance to Quell the 
Wind" 1 a rite which had also involved the Ariki Tafua before he adopted Christianity1 
was modified so that it could still take place. Firth noted this and added that the people 
of sa Fangerere in fact substituted for the those of sa Tafua (Firth 1967c:305). But Firth 
presented the ritual as he believed it should have been and indulged in the 
reconstruction of occasjon through literary device, despite his own opposition to 
historical speculation. However, Firth did have available to him informants who had 
actually taken part in these events, but such accounts undermine the claims to a 
"scientific" foundation that he himself propounds. The account of Rarokoka was not 
acquired through "participant observation", but recounted to Firth by the Ariki Tafua, 
who was indeed the appropriate person to hold such knowledge. The withholding of 
historical context, that the proclamation is no longer made because of the new religious 
allegiance of the chief involved (if only for the duration of the ethnographic description), 
has the effect of distancing Tikopia culture from historical context. 
The removal of a sacred adze from the "traditional" context described by Firth is 
I suggest a most significant indicator of these processes of change occurring in 
Tikopia. A toki tapu or sacred adze (Firth number 67.01) was given to Firth secretly by 
Pa Tekaumata, a spirit medium (Firth 1970a:67), brother of the elder of Ngatotui, of 
Taumako clan (Firth 1967c:58 footnote 1). The adze, which had been used in canoe 
ceremonies and by Firth's description was extremely sacred (Wedgewood 1930:39), 
and had been buried along with others at the time the Ariki Tafua adopted Christianity, 
was dug up from the house of Ngatotiu and given to Firth. The burial of the adzes 
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"nearly resulted in a fight through the anger of the other chiefs" (Firth 1967c:58). The 
fight indjcated that some were unhappy that Tafua had taken up Christianity. The act of 
giving one of the buried adzes to Firth was clearly reflective of the changing conditions 
in Tikopia in 1928-29 and to the increasing influence of Christianity. The Christian chief, 
the Ariki Tafua, however had already demystified the origin of the blades. He told Firth that 
they were made by men who went diving for the giant dam. If they returned with shell big 
enough to make into toki tapu then the adzes were taken by chiefs for their collections 
(Firth 1967c:59-60). 
Christianity was not so widely accepted that all the chiefs had converted, but 
nonetheless the acquisition of this item by Firth is evidence of a process of dynamic 
change in Tikopia society, and does not reflect a society which is untouched by 
external influences, but one adjusting to the presence of Christianity. 
Further, the removal of other items described as fakatino1 embodiments, can be 
interpreted as a reflection of this process. Their acquisition reflects a discrepancy 
between the "traditional" way of life theorized by Firth in his early writings and his own 
descriptions of what he observed. This discrepancy can also be seen in Firth's 
observations of other ceremonies, such as the initiation ceremony of Munakina, which 
instead of lasting four days was reduced to three. This curtailment involved some 
discussion between the chiefs and elders, but was initiated by the Christian mission 
teacher (Firth 1983:412-413). 
Firth's acquisition of fakatino illustrate that for at least some Tikopia, such items 
had in some way changed. They either no longer contained the atua, in which case 
they had already moved out of the sphere of restricted objects, or they were felt by 
some to be dangerous, and therefore their removal, perhaps even burial, as in the 
case of the toki tapu was advisable. The act of giving such items to Firth, their removal 
from their conventional path of restricted movement, indicates significant changes in 
how these items were comprehended at the time of Firth's visit. 
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Firth arrived on Tikopia during this process of change, not before it began to 
happen. Indeed, much later he commented that "The religious prospects of the Tikopia 
community as a whole .. . were not clear. For me the fate of paganism in Tikopia by 
1929 was hardly an open question - the odds were on the continuing presence of the 
Mission from outside and on the local advance of Christianity'' (Firth 1970a:310). In 
terms of the objects in the collection, his acquisition of fakatino reflect the transitions 
which were already occurring, Christianity had already affected the interpretation of the 
material symbols of the atua for some parts of the Tikopia community.50 
Other objects had already changed their status. Again, in a much later publication, 
Firth noted that by 1928 stone headed adzes appeared to belong to a liminal zone: 
.. . stone blades have been regarded by the Tikopia as in the category of toki 
tapu. But their sacredness seems to have been by no means as intense as that 
of the major shell blades and their place in Tikopia ritual is not quite clear to 
me. In 1929 I was given these blades as objects of great importance with some 
aura of tapu. But the fact that they could be handed over to me by chiefs 
indicated that they did not play an integral part in any major Tikopia ritual. (I 
saw none in use in any of the very many rites I attended). (Firth 1959a: 154) 
50 However1 despite these changes, some other items considered sacred, do not appear in the collection. 
The rarau kumete, a ritual food container, a flat rectangular dish made of wood, is not represented in the 
collection. This item was used to hold food offerings to the Pu Ma and was considered to be the "special 
sacred property of Kafika", used during the "Work of the Yam" (firth 1967c:154 and also 233). A second 
type of bowl which is not represented in the collection is the nafa described as a "huge bowl shaped 
trough" (Firth 1965:227) which was used when large quantities of food were prepared, at which time a 
chief may lend another his nafa to facilitate the process. When considered the possessions of the atua, 
such as the Pu ma, they were sacred (Firth 1967c:292) . 
. . . Matangiaso ... was a tiny hut, no more than breast high above the ground, and a few feet long. It was said by 
the Ariki Kafika to have been a smaU house -0f Pu ma from older times ... flt] was never inhabited, but served 
merely as the shelter for certain sacred objects. Chief of them was the nafa, or short trough, of carved wood 
which was beaten as a sounding-board to mark the rhythm of the dances. The one I observed was old and 
broken so that in actual practice a non-sacred timber was employed. When it gets too rotten to handfe easily 
the nafa wilt be replaced by another specially hewn for the purpose. (Firth 1967c:292} 
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This chapter has illustrated the spiritual power of objects in the collection, and 
revealed two dimensions to the way in which objects of ritual association were used in 
Tikopia. On the one hand 1 these objects mediated relationships with the gods of 
Tikopia. On the other hand 1 the introduction of Christianity had introduced changes to 
the indigenous religion leaving objects such as the toki tapu in an ambiguous state for 
parts of the population. Perhaps toki tapu still mediated the gods, which is why some of 
the adzes were buried. Perhaps giving such objects to Firth was a further way of 
removing or deactivating powerful objects. In this sense the giving away of the objects 
can be said to be mediating the removal of ambiguous and potentially dangerous 
objects. 
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Chapter 5. Objects binding people 
Objects mediated relationships between people as well as spirits. In this 
chapter I examine the objects were used to initiate, maintain and consolidate 
relationships between people. For example, bundles of mats and barkcloth, maro, were 
ceremonial gifts to people as well as the gods, along with fish hooks, coils of sinnet, 
bowls, paddles and turmeric cylinders. These objects were attributed meanings in 
addition to their immediate uses for catching fish, propelling canoes or as food 
containers. Specific objects were recognized by Tikopia people as koroa, valued 
property. To not reciprocate appropriately in the exchange of these objects, to move 
outside or beyond the bounds of what was expected in object exchanges, had social 
ramifications (Firth 1983:422-423). 
In this chapter I continue the use of footnotes to make reference to selected 
object groups in the Firth collection and provide details about them. Unlike chapter 41 in 
some cases this has led to large footnote entries. I consider these worthy of 
incorporation in the body of the text, rather than moving this information to an 
appendix. I have chosen to continue this method because I want to establish a strong 
connection between the objects in the collection and the contextual information 
discussed in the body of the text. Readers who are not concerned with the detail of the 
objects will not be disadvantaged by a cursory reading of the relevant footnotes. Those 
who are, will benefit from having the information in the footnotes readily available. 
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Objects as ceremonial offerings 
Mats and bark cloth 
Women made bark cloth sheets mamf'1 and mats menga52• which were folded 
in special ways to make up a maro (Wedgewood 1930:49; Firth 1983:418). Maro were 
conventional gifts to atua on ritual occasions (see chapter 4) and were regarded as a 
symbol of the female gods (Wedgewood 1930:42). Barkcloth sheets were also used as 
clothing for both men, fakamaru53, and women. raroa, and also blankets kafur although 
the latter two are not identified in the collection (Wedgewood 1930:42). Firth also refers 
to blankets also as mami (Firth 1965:294 ). All are distinguished by size and shape, and 
the appropriate cloth was given to a male or female atua. Significant high ranking atua 
were given turmeric dyed cloth. 
Maro were also circulated in non-ritual contexts. They were given as payment 
for "specialist services" (Firth 1965:294) such as the composition of a song (Firth and 
McLean 1990:68) as well as at funerals, marriages and initiations (Firth and Tuki 
1985:264). 
51 Bark cloth was made from the inner bark of the tree, Antiaris toxicaria (Firth and Tuki 1985:222). Firth 
collected 21 mami, bark cloth squares as follows: Firth number 73.01 (not in AM collection) ''fine 
specimen"; and 5 bundles of 4 cloths each, Firth number 73.02 (AM numbers E84109-E84112); Firth 
number 73.03 (AM numbers E84125-E84128); Firth numbers 73.04 and 76.0-5 (not in AM collection); Firth 
number 73.06 (AM numbers EB4108 and EB4145} (Wedgewood 1930:42}. Jt is not possible to match up 
the cloths in the collection with the cloths listed in Firth's specimen list (Firth 1928) as the individual 
components of the maro have been split up and the individual items numbered separately. However, Firth 
received four pieces as gifts from Rakeitino, Pa Tekaumata, Ellison Turgotok, Pa Raro Akau. One mami 
was from Pa Motuangi, but it is not stated whether this was a gift or part of an exchange. One other was 
exchanged with Pa Nukunefu for five fishhooks and two pipes. Two maro are listed, one containing 10 
items comprising a menga (mat), marotafi, and fakamaru (men's waist cloth) all obtained from the Ariki 
Tafua for three pieces of calico and one pocket knife. The second, a maro toki, was a gift from Ellison 
Turgatok for his son's punga umu, and comprised of a turmeric dyed fakamaru. 
52 Menga were plaited from pandanus leaf. Firth collected six: Firth number 75.05 (AM number E84065); 
Firth number 75.09 (not in AM collection) a "very large example, made by Nau Porima, presented to paito 
i Nukufuti as gift to tuatina (mother's brother" on incision of the eldest son in Porima"; Firth number 75.18, 
(AM number E84091 ); Firth number 75.22, {not in AM collection); Firth number 75.25, {AM number 
EB4088) (Wedgewood 1930:44-45). Five menga 1 (sleeping mats) are also listed as "purchased" from Pa 
Avakofe, the Ariki Tafua, Pa Rat and Pate. One was given as a gift from Ellison Turgatok. 
53 There are three bundles of fakamaru in the collection. Firth number 72.01, a bundle of six (AM 
numbers E84113=E84117); Firth number 72.02, a bundle of four (AM numbers E84129=E84132}; Firth 
number 72,03 a bundle of three (AM numbers E84133-E64135). (Wedgewood 1930;41) .. 
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The composition of maro was important and varied according to the occasion of 
presentation. The number of maro presented was an indication of generosity, not the 
size of individual maro, which were composed of different qualities and combinations of 
mats and bark cloth, depending to whom they were sent (Firth 1983:416ff). A return gift for 
the maro, termed te fakapenu, or te penu, was usually made (discussed below). 
~ 
During the presentation of maro as part of~boy~ initiation ceremony, mats were 
announced with the name of the women who made them, whereas the barkcloth were 
not associated with the name of the woman who made them, but with the man 
associated with this family property (Firth 1983:410-411 ). Firth gave a scale of 
importance to mats. Of least significance was the menga, a plain mat (Firth collected six), 
followed by fakasikimero, decorated with a red border (Firth collected twenty-one).54 These 
were followed by taka furinga which were larger in size (Firth has two in his collection, see 
also (Firth 1983:416-417). Taka furinga, were also used at funerals as well as initiations.55 
Matoa menga, principal mats, and urunga, pillows, were presented at marriages (Firth 
1983:460-461) although neither are represented in Firth's collection. 
54 These mats were usually decorated with a coloured band along either edge of the mat (Wedgewood 
1930:44). The word mero is the term for red, the colour of the edging (Firth and Tuki 1985:266) while 
fakasiki has two meanings: first, ,.to insert overlaying strips, usu [sic] red material, as ornamental pattern 
in kie mat [the kie is a mat which is wom, and not used in exchange]. Fakasiki mero - red border strips" as 
well as "Complete ... Fakasiki te raranga a nga atua - put the final decoration on the plaiting/ complete the 
plaiting of the gods i.e. complete the ritual cycle" (Firth and Tuki 1985:82). Firth numbers 75.01 (AM 
number E84082); 75.02 (AM number E84073); 75.03 (AM number E84089); 75.04 (AM number E84072); 
75.07 (AM number E84085); 75.08 (AM number E84087); E75.10 (AM number E84090) used as a bed 
mat at incision ceremony; 75.11 (AM number E84066) presented by Pa Fenoatara; 75.12 (AM number 
E84067); 75.13 (AM number E841fJO) used as a sleeping mat; 75.14 (AM number E84081); 75.15 (AM 
number EB4071); 75.16 (AM number EB4086); 75.17 (AM number E84069); 75.19 (AM number EB4149); 
75.21 AM number(E84068); 75.23, 24 and 27 (not in AM collection); 75.26 (AM number E84070); 75.28 
(AM number E84080). Fakasikimero are not specifically identified in Firth's object list (Firth 1928) although 
there are six items described as "mat, ornamented" or similar (see Appendix 1). 
55 Firth recieved two taka furinga before he left Tikopia. They were presented to him by the households of 
the Ariki Kafika and Fenuafuti; these houses had received them at the initiation ceremony of a boy of the 
Porima family, in return for their services as cooks. They were made by Nau Porima (Firth 1983:417). 
These mats may possibly be identified as Firth numbers 75.09 and 76.10, the latter held in the AM 
collections, registered as EB4090 (Wedgewood 1930:44). 
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Maro were basic items of exchange in Tikopia and Firth left Tikopia with three 
bundles specifically identified, one of them given to him at a young boys initiation.56 
Two of the maro were acquired from "prominent" Christians, the Ariki Tafua57, and 
Ellison Turgatok, the mission teacher placed on the island by the Melanesian Mission.58 
These maro had been used in ceremonial exchange. 
The epa, a small decorated mat used in one of the ritual cycles received little 
attention (Firth 1967c:294,302).59 It mat was associated with the Ariki Fangarere only. 
Epa are not represented in the collection. 
Firth does not provide information about the techniques of mat weaving. Nor 
does he discuss the role of women in making them or their status acquired through 
weaving skill. With regard to women, Firth recorded that marriage for a Tikopia woman 
was essentially an "emancipation". While it represented the relinquishment of sexual 
freedom, commitment to children, new obligations to her husband and the loss of her 
father's house as home, it offered the opportunity to exercise authority within the 
56 Firth collected three ceremonial bundles. The Firth list numbers are 82.01 (AM number E84096). This 
bundle was used as a ceremonial offering to the canoe "gods" and included mami, bark cloth squares, 
and marotafi, barkcloth dyed with turmeric. tt was given to Firth by Pa Nukurenga. A second bundle, 82.02 
consisted of seven fakamaru {men's waist cloths) and one marotafi {bark.cloth dyed with turmeric). One of 
the fakamaru is now held at the Macieay Museum, University of Sydney, (Macleay Museum number 
86.3.3). The remaining items in this bundle are not accounted for. The third bundle 82.03, consists of five 
fakamaru (AM numbers E84101-105, E84676-677, representing six, not five cloths). 
57 According to Firth's specimen list (Firth 1928) he purchased one bundle of ten items (including menga, 
marotafi, fakamaru) from the Ariki Tafua on 4 November 1928 for three lengths of white calico and one 
pocket knife. 
58 Given to Firth by Ellison on the 13 August 1928, at the punga umu, "firing of the ovens" of a boy's 
initiation (Firth 1983:394; Firth 1928). The punga umu was performed at a time when an individual was 
experiencing a crisis. According to Firth, the rite served the role of ,.social integration after a crisis" (Firth 
and Tuki 1985:365). 
59 Before the Tafua clan became Christian, the superincision ritual was performed to make rain . In former 
days (pre 1928), a ceremonial offering was made to the deity in the form of a small pandanus leaf mat 
called eps. The epe and food of a special type known as roi, was carried to the temple of the T afua clan. 
The mat was laid out by the chief and libations of kava poured to gods. The epa was hung up in the 
sacred house until another superincision ceremony was performed, when it was repJaced "The continuity 
of the gift had to be maintained" (Firth 1983:390). 
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sphere of her own home. "Since there is mutual deference between husband and wife, 
marriage by explicit social custom means freedom not servitude for [a woman]" (Firth 
1983:434 and Firth 1978).60 
It is a point for speculation that weaving may have a more complicated dynamic 
associated with it, given the importance of mats as articles of required ceremonial 
presentation in other Polynesian communities. Within Melanesian ethnography, Lissant 
Bolton's (1993) work on women's weaving in Ambae, Vanuatu presents a case in 
which the participation of women in high status activities mediated through mat making 
has been overlooked in earlier ethnographic records. The use and status of fine mats 
in Polynesia more generally suggests that the importance of mats in Tikopia, a 
Polynesian outlier, may have been underestimated by Firth. For despite the lack of 
technical detail about the making of mats and barkcloth on Tikopia, the movement of 
these items made by women contributed significantly to the maintenance of 
relationships between households. Men's contribution to the maintenance of these 
relations utilized different types of objects. Men made sinnet rope, wooden bowls and 
paddles which were used in formal gift giving. 
Objects that acknowledge exchange 
Kata, sinnet rope, kumete wooden bowls, foe paddles and pa te manga fish 
hooks were all part of formalized exchanges. The fakapenu, return gift, generally 
consisted of a coil of sinnet, but Firth noted that "nowadays" fish-hooks or a pipe were 
also used, or even sometimes yams or a couple of shell arm rings (Firth 1983:424 
60 In contrast, Firth typifies the transition from bachelor to husband as one which introduces a man to 
burdens and increased responsibilities. Firth notes that the perception of marriage as desirable for women 
and undesirable for men is a distinction perceived by Tikopia (Firth 1983:434). There is also an explicit 
casting of the woman in the role of "cultivator"{Firth 1983:442). 
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and (1965:373). Tikopia told Firth that a degree of choice was involved as to whether a 
return gift was required, but Firth added that to not give the fakapenu would have 
resulted in the loss of one's reputation (Firth 1983:422-423). 
Wooden bowls 
Kumete used for daily household purposes such as holding food, coconut 
cream, mud, lime and turmeric (Wedgewood 1930:1) were exchanged at marriages 
and deaths.61 They were also "placating gifts" te malai. if a woman had been snatched 
from her father's family for marriage. The family of the abductor presented a wooden 
bowl and sennit cord to the senior representative of the woman's family the day after 
she had been abducted. If the woman was from a chiefly family a pa tu manga, a 
61 Firth collected eighteen bowls, eleven of which are in the Australian Museum collection. Eleven of the 
total eighteen bowls were "purchased" from the identified individuals. The name of one "vendor'' is not 
recorded, but a purchase noted. In the following list, the purchase number is the number I assigned to the 
items listed in Firth's Specimen List. Purchase number 214, from Pa Nukuomanu, in exchange for one 
piece of white calico. Purchase number 213, exchanged for 11 fish hooks. Purchase number 178, Firth 
number 01.18, from Paito Faranga noa in exchanged for 12 fish hooks. Purchase number 181 from Pa 
Rangitisa, in exchange for 5 fish hooks and 2 pipes. Purchase number 176, from Rangi rikoi, in exchange 
for one piece of white calico. Purchase number 089, Firth number 01.15, from Pa Niu kapu a bowl and 
staff tokotoko, in exchange for one axe. The bowl was noted as "good, old named after maker Pu rangi 
Tisa". Purchase number 075, Firth number 01.10, a bowt for roroi, from Pa Rangi furi, in exchange for 1 
plane iron. Purchase number 076, Firth number 01.09, a new bowl for roroi also from Pa Rangi furi, in 
exchange for 1 plane iron. Purchase number 022, Firth number unknown, from Ariki mata in exchange for 
one piece of red calico ~nd six fish hooks. Purchase number 122, Firth number unknown, from Titus in 
exchange for one piece of red calico and three fish hook. Purchase number 131, Firth number unknown, 
vendor unknown, in exchange for 15 fish hooks (Firth 1928). 
Of the eighteen bowls collected by Firth twelve, (67%) and possible 13 (72%) were purchased by him. 
The following bowls were indicated as "from" the listed donors, and I have interpreted this as a gift: Firth 
number 01.01 , (AM number E84300), from Paito I Oliki ; carved with steel tools, by Ariki Kafika several 
generations ago. Given from Kafika clan to Taumako as part of malai marriage gift, for a woman from the 
Taumako clan, only 2 examples made (Wedgewood 1930:1-2). Firth number 01.02, (AM number E84869), 
from Pa Rangimaseke (Wedgewood 1930:1-2). Firth number 01 .07, (AM number E84376), from Pu 
Resiake (Wedgewood 1930: 1-2). Firth number 01 . 11, not in Australian Museum collection, from Ariki 
Tafua, old specimen Pu Resiake (could be purchase number 115 or even 131, more like the former, 
which is listed as "good" and "old" (Wedgewood 1930:1-2). Turmeric making bowl, Virth number 
01.12,(not in Australian Museum collection), from Pa Paiu. Firth number 01 .16, (AM number E84297), 
from Pa Mukava (Wedgewood 1930:1-2; Firth 1928). The remaining two bowls are not associated with 
either a donor or a purchaser. 
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bonito hook with a turtle shell barb1 was also sent, and sometimes a paddle. No food 
would accompany these items as the giving of this gift was unlike the exchange of food 
at other transactions.62 
In acquiring kumete 1 Firth drew upon the resources of a number of important 
and high ranking men. These included Pa Nukuomanu of Kafika clan (Firth 
1967b:11 O); Pa Rangifuri, one of Firth's bond friends (see below) and a son of the Ariki 
Tafua (Firth 1965:284); from the Taumako clan, Pa Rangitisa was an important man of 
rank (Firth 1967b: 11 O); as was Pa Rangirikoi, a ritual elder of Taumako and a very old, 
much respected man who had travelled to ''the lands of the white man" (Firth 1983:62); 
Pa Rangimaseke of Kafika clan was heir to the elder, Pa Tavi, one of the ritually 
privileged of the Kafika clan. Although not the highest ranking ritual elder of Kafika, he 
was, along with the elders of Rarovi and Porima, among the party to the "Work of 
Somosomo" 1 which involved the re-carpeting the floor of the temple with mats. This 
gave Pa Tavi greater status than the other Kafika elders, at least for the duration of the 
rites of Somosomo (Firth 1967c:385).63 While Firth attended the "Work of Somosomo" 
it was Pa Rangimaseke who provided him with some of his information about the rites 
and the "formula" used to invoke the "gods" (Firth 1967c:393). 
Wooden bowls represented a cross section of uses in Tikopia life, and were 
used for both cooking and presentation. Upon a man's death, his kumete may be 
destroyed if he had no canoes (Firth 1965:346). The gift of a bowl made by an ariki, or 
possessed by an ariki, would have imbued the item with greater status, stemming from 
62 Depending on the status of the gift bearers, they would ordinarily have had to crawl to the senior 
representative of the family, either under a layer of mats or on top. While crawling to the senior man of the 
household, someone would try to hold down the mats (if he were under them) and the woman's relatives 
would hit the gift bearers and pull their hair to obstruct his progress {Firth 1983:447-448). This beating of 
the bearers varied, sometimes resulting in bodily damage, some people using a token fonn of battery, 
depending on the individuals concerned. In the event described by Firth (1983:448) not only the bearers of 
the malai were attacked but the bowl itself was hacked. 
63 The temple of Somosomo was said to have been buiit by the Atua i Kafika but had been washed away 
by a tidal storm in 1918, and so no longer existed as a structure. It was next to the site where the first 
turmeric processing took place (Firth 1967e:385). 
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the transfer of mana from the chief to the bowl. A bowl such as E84300 made by the 
Ariki Kafika several generations ago and given to Firth by the house of Paito i Oliki, 
would therefore have been a significant gift. 
Sinnet rope 
Rope made from coconut fibre, kafa was used for deep sea fishing and house 
building as well as for ceremonial exchanges. 64 Rope making was associated with 
men's work. The fibre was treated in water, beaten, dried, rolled into short lengths and 
plaited by men (Wedgewood 1930:24).65 
Kafa was used for shark line, or shark nooses called maia noa manga66• If worn 
as a man's belt, especiaUy in times of war, they were termed tautu.67 If worn for fighting 
the rope was usually of a finer manufacture. Sinnet for shark fishing was more valuable 
than the ordinary sinnet. It was made by an expert, and was generally only kept in 
chiefly families (Firth 1965:252). 
64 Firth collected fourteen examples of kafa, ten of which are in the AM collection. Two examples are 
noted as being of poor quality, Firth number 33.09 and 33.10 (AM number E84626). Another two items 
were collected to illustrate the manufacturing technique (Firth number 33.13) and the raw material the 
rope was made out of rau rino (AM number E84678). The former was probably given to Firth by Clement, 
(Firth 192B:number 1B), who also gave Firth a coiJ of sinnet (Firth 192B:number 17). The latter was from 
Pa Motangi (Wedgewood 1930:24). In addition, another coil was given to Firth by Ellison Turgotok, the 
mission teacher from the Banks Islands, along with two paddles as a gift at his son's punga umu, "kindling 
of ovens". Other types of rope were also made using hibiscus fibre, matai tau and the inner bark of a 
plant called suka (Gnetum gnemon) which was catled matai kart suka (Firth and Tuki 1985:249). 
65 One coil of sinnet between three to six metres (ten to twenty fathoms) long could take up to five to six 
weeks to make and around six coils were kept to hand for ceremonial exchange (Firth 1965:252). A rope 
of three ply twist was an ordinary type of rope, whereas that made with 4 ply was termed matai kafa and 
produced a rounded rope. 
66 Firth collected three of the more valuable shark nooses, all of which are in the AM collection. Firth 
number 40.01, (AM number E64169). firth number 40.02, (AM number E64685). firth number 40.03, 
(AM number E84770) (Wedgewood 1930:26). 
e7 Of six tautu, (men's belts) collected by Firth, four are now in the AM collection. Firth number 40.04, (not 
in AM collection); Firth number 40.05, (AM number E84628); Firth number 40.06, (not in AM collection), 
possibly sent to the Museum filr Volkerkunde, Basel. Firth number 40.07, (AM number E64907); Firth 
number 40.08, (AM number E84906). Only one donor is named, Pa Ranigfuri, Firth number 40.09, (AM 
number E84906). This is probabJy item number 228 on the Purchase list (Appendix 2), a belt given to Firth 
in exchange for fifteen fish hooks {Firth 1928). 
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Rope, therefore, was not merely rope (compare MacKenzie 1991). If a man 
caught a shark with new sinnet which had been given to him, he was obliged to take 
the shark to the maker of the sin net. "Such a gift is called a sunusunu o a kafa; it is a 
kind of celebration of the efficacy of the tackle in doing its work. It is made also for nets 
and other fishing gear'' (Firth 1965:283). However, should the fisherman wish to give 
the shark to a chief, then the chief took priority over the maker of the sin net rope. The 
point is that rope was attributed with a quality endowed by the maker which made it a 
successful fishing rope. (For a description of fishing net making and associated ritual 
activity see (Firth 1965: 17 4-181 ). 
item: 
In addition, when sinnet rope was exchanged, coils were compared item by 
... coils of sinnet are carefully matched. The recipient of one goes to his house, 
takes down his bundle, and selects from it that coil which is most nearly the 
same to the one he has received (Firth 1965:252). 
Kata was given to Fjrth by Pa Rangifuri (who also gave Firth a kumete), the 
eldest son and heir to the Ariki Tafua who had led the mass conversion of the Tafua 
clan to Christianity before Firth's arrival. Like his father1 Pa Rangifuri was a Christian, 
(Firth 1983:5). He was a teacher at the mission station. He had supported his father's 
conversion to Christianity and took a stand against those in his district who would not 
follow suit: 
He stood up on the open beach with his club in his hand, and whooped in 
token of his warlike purpose. He said, "If there be a man in Faea who does not 
go to the rotu (Christian service) I will enter his house, seize him by the wrist 
and drag him there". (Firth 1983:48) 
In taking this position, Pa Rangifuri viewed himself as a "benefactor'' of the 
Church. Firth records that Pa Rangifuri was disappointed when he wasn't given an axe 
by the mission teacher for his trouble (Firth 1983:48). 
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Fish hooks 
Two types of fish hooks were considered significant, the pa tu manga68 and the 
pa atu69. Both were very highly valued and again were associated primarily with chiefs 
and men of rank. Firth's "purchase" information (Firth 1928:number 102) notes that the 
pa ata was koroa ariki. Koroa means "property", "valued object", "treasure" hence 
koroa nga ariki "property of the chiefs or appropriate for presentation to chiefs" (Firth 
and Tuki 1985:194).70 Pa tu manga with barbs of turtle shells or whale-bone, were the 
only candidates for gifts to chiefs to appease offenses against them (Wedgewood 
~eW\ 
1930; Firth 1952a). The association of pa tu manga with chiefs placedLoutside of 
general circulation. Pa tu manga were buried with their owners, placed into the ear lobe 
of the deceased. However, under some circumstances they were circulated. 
If a commoner has a good tree for a canoe growing on his land ... and a chief 
desires it, the man may be unwilling to part with it. But if the chief presents him with a 
bonito-hook his objection vanishes. I was told that he will hold the hook among his 
treasures, but he will not term it his; it is held as 'the property of the chief. When the 
68 The pa tu manga in the Australian Museum are: Firth number 44.01 (AM number E84584) acquired 
from Pa Rarovi, an elder of Kafika; Firth number 44.04, (AM number E84579) from the Ariki Fangarere 
which shows the ucorrect lashing"; Firth number 44.05, (AM number E59459-5) acquired from the Ariki 
Kafika; Firth number 44.09, {AM number E84680) acquired from Pa Motuata of Taumako clan 
(Wedgewood 1930:29-30). 
69 Firth collected thirteen pa atu. Of these, seven have been registered into the Australian Museum 
collection. Of the thirteen collected, five have turtle shell barbs and thus under Firth's definition can be 
viewed as pa tu manga. The shank of the bonito Jure and fish hook was usually made of clam sheJI, with a 
turtle shell barb attached and a Jure of hibiscus fibre (Firth and Tuki 1985:324), The bonito hooks in the 
AM collection have barbs made of other materials, such as clamshell , bone and stone. 
The pa atu in the AM collection are: Firth number 44.02, (AM number E84582) acquired from Pa Porima; 
Firth number 44.06, (not in AM collection) from Pae Sao; Firth number 44.07, (not in AM collection) from 
Pa Faioa; Firth number 44.08, {AM number E84681) acquired from Pa Vainunu and noted as a good 
specimen; a "beautiful old specimenn Firth number 44.10, (AM number E59459-2); Firth number 44.11, 
{AM number E59459-1) acquired from Pa Nui Kapu; a hook with bosun bird feathers attached Firth 
number 44.12, (AM number E84578) from Pa Fenuafara; Firth number 44.13, (AM number E59459-4) 
from Pa Motuangi (Wedgewood 1930:29-30; Firth 1928). 
70 This item is not in the collection . 
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Figure 9. Pa tu manga acquired from the Ariki Kafika 
(AM number E59459-5). 
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time comes that he goes to 'the hearings of the chiefs', an important ceremony such as 
the death of the chief and the succession of his heir, he takes the bonito-hook and 
presents it to the new ruler. It is not handed over to another commoner (Firth 
1965:338-339). 
In what Firth terms "exceptional circumstances" a person could obtain a canoe 
with the presentation of a pa tu manga and a coil of shark line. Given that the 
"ownership" or primary use rights of canoes (see chapter 4) normally lay with chiefs, 
high ranking people or elders, the sphere of bonito hook transactions must have been 
a small one, mainly involving those with high status. Indeed, a commoner rarely held 
these bonito hooks (Firth 1965:339). 
Both the Ariki Kaffka, the foremost chief of Tikopia and the Ariki Fangarere, the 
fourth ranked chief, gave pate manga to Firth. Firth also acquired another from Pa 
Rarovi who was the highest ranking of the Ariki Kaftka's principal elders. It was Pa 
Rarovi's role to carry the "sacred things" during the ritual of the sacred canoes (Firth 
1967c:67). All the above donors were from the elite of Tikopia society and a motivation 
for giving Firth pa te manga may have arisen from their perception of Firth as an 
European outsider of sufficient status. 
Pa atu were given to Firth by Pa Porima, a ritual elder of Kafika clan (Firth 
1983:176-177); by Pa Vainunu, the classificatory brother of the Ariki Kafika, and 
important man in the councils of the house of Kafika; and by Pae Sao, a good friend of 
Pa Porima. Firth described Pae Sao as follows: 
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As an elder of high status he is a storehouse of traditional knowledge, and his 
god, who is one of those responsible for thunder and storms, gives him great 
power in sorcery ... Much against his wish - for he worships the gods of his land 
.. he allowed Pureseiroa [his son] to be carried off in a proselytizing campaign 
to Vureas in the Banks Islands by the Mission. He feared lest his son might die 
there, and was careful to do all he could to ensure his safe return. He was 
unwilling to give me the final residue of his sacred lore lest it imperil the boy's 
spiritual defenses; he implored me to use my supernatural powers to bring him 
back to health" (Firth 1983: 148). 
Firth relied on Pae Sao as an informant because of this status and knowledge 
(Firth 1983:41 ). 
The pa tu manga remained important into the 1960s. In 1966 a pa tu manga 
was sent to the Queen 1 as a sign of arofa1 to acknowledge her status after a dispute 
between the Tikopia chiefs and the British Solomon Islands government (Firth 
1969:364 and discussed further in chapter 7). This term is translated from Tikopia as 
"sympathy, affection, love" as well as "material token, gift, of sympathy, loyalty; 
expression of obligation". The word is both a noun and a verb (Firth and Tuki 1985:18). 
While on Anuta, Feinberg said "Send them my arofa" to someone who was leaving 
Anuta to visit mutual friends. The response was ''Where is it?" (Feinberg 1981 :69). The 
allocation of these qualities to objects is an indicator of their position as markers of 
social relationships. 
Paddles 
Foe71 paddles made for open sea sailing were also used as ceremonial gifts 
(Wedgewood 1930: 13) and could form part of the pa te manga gift, as well as forming 
71 The crew members of a canoe were sometimes referred to as a paddle (Firth 1983:176). This 
metaphor was extended to include one's father as well as in sexual innuendo to refer to a man's penis 
(Firth and Tuki 1985:127). 
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part of the gifts at a boys initiation ceremony (Firth 1983:380ff).72 Two of the paddles in 
the Firth collection are from Pa Pangisi, (named Elison Turgatok before his marriage), 
the mission teacher from the Banks Island, an acculturated outsider. His position 
perhaps could be compared to that of Firth's, a knowledgeable outsider or an 
ambiguous outsider. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, these objects also had multiple associations. 
In Tikopia a bowl can be treated as if it were a canoe, a bark doth blanket can be an item 
of dothing, a rope to catch shark can also be a belt worn during war, a fish hook shank can 
be a valuable necklace. 
Objects were not, however, necessarily of equal value. Objects used in either 
ceremonial or ritual exchange were viewed as having unequal value, there was no 
single common value by which to gauge comparative worth. That is, they were not 
regarded as equivalents or of equivalent value in exchange. However, Firth (1965:338) 
did press his informant Pa Rangifuri to make a comparative statement on the value of 
specific items. Pa Rangifuri used two reference points: mafa, "weighty" and mama, 
"light". The terms refer to heaviness in terms of "density', but also to the degree of the 
ritual sanctity attached to the items. These terms also applied to the names of "gods", 
ritual "formulae" and types of ceremonial activity. Items which had mafa include bonito-
hooks, sinnet cord used for catching sharks, bowls and spears. Those items 
considered mama include arrows, bows and pandanus mats. Quoting his informant, Pa 
Rangifuri, the eldest son of the Christian chief, the Ariki Tafua, Firth stated 
72 Firth collected four paddles, which are all present in the Australian Museum collection. Two of these 
(AM numbers E85140 and E85014) were given to Firth and had been used as a gift on the occasion of 
the incision of a boy named John Munakina the son of Pa Pangisi, the Motlav teacher on Tikopia. He 
married a ''well-connected" woman of Taumako clan {Firth 1983:47, 393). The paddles were a gift to the 
boy's mother's brother. A second pair of paddles, (probably AM numbers EB5142 and EB5143) were 
made by Philip Seramata, who was known as Pa Maneva upon his marriage, and were a gift to Firth from 
Ellison Turgatok. 
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The mat and the bonito-hook are not equivalent; they are not exchangeable. 
The mat is somewhat heavy (mamafa), but the bonito-hook, it is alone, in the 
forefront. And the sinnet for the shark-hook is next to the bonito-hook, while 
next to it is the mat. The mat and the sinnet (of ordinary type) are reciprocally 
equivalent" (Firth 1965:338). 
The quality of heaviness or lightness of items was associated with their status 
regarding ritual activity, which involved proximity to chiefly use and or chiefly influence. 
The chiefs1 and foremost the Ariki Kafika1 were the earthly contacts with the atua. Items 
associated with chiefs were therefore associated with the a tu a, and were affected by 
the chiefs mana, and his success in dealing with the atua (see Firth 1967a). 
Objects as mementos of friends and family 
Objects such a sinnet cord, bonito hook necklaces called raurau pa (the shank 
of the bonito hook worn as a necklace) 1 betel mortars and headrests could all become 
family heirlooms on a person's death 1 or be considered as so tightly connected to the 
deceased that they may be buried with him. When a household head died, his famiJy 
property such as mats, sinnet cord 1 barkcloth 1 paddles1 bowls, fishhooks and tobacco 
was distributed through ritual payments to his mother's family and other mourners. 
Other objects went to his daughters in other households and their children. Land 
interests were also distributed. Objects such as sinnet belts, clubs, spears and body 
ornaments were treated as heirlooms, tauarofa. The history of these objects was 
generally known, and they were not given away lightly (Firth 1983:167-168). 
Sometimes after a man's death his son or daughter may decide to have his 
wooden head-rest as a neck ornament. It is slung round the neck and worn on 
the back - much as a tooth is ordinarily kept as a relic. It is usually the woman 
who does this. When she dies she may direct that the head rest shall be buried 
with her, in order that her father may see that it comes with her on her arrival 
into the spirit world. A betel mortar may also be an heirloom. Sometimes a man 
orders it to be buried with him at his death, but he frequently hands it on to his 
son instead. (Firth 1983:167-168) 
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One of Firth's informants, Pa Fenuatara, said, with regard to his own expectations 
of his inheritance from his father " ... the person himself will be dead, but he is as one living 
constantly in the presence of his sons through his property that is in the possession of 
them and their children" (Firth 1983:168). 
Objects such as fau headbands (figure 9) worn by women and made from the 
hair of a deceased relative, particularly husband, brother or father are cherished 
tauarofa, heirlooms.73 Other items may be remembered for those who made them. 
73 There is only one in the collection Firth number 34.01, (AM number E84697) (Wedgewood 1930:25). 
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Figure 9. Fau. Head ornament worn by women and made 
of the hair of male relatives 
(AM number E84697). 
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A case in point is that of the wooden urunga, head rests.74 While used by men 
to sleep on (women used soft barkcloth pillows), wooden headrests were used also as 
mementos or heirlooms. There were two types of headrest, those used by chiefs, and 
those used by other men. The latter took a variety of shapes, but those of chiefs had a 
particular style which Firth called "winged". This type was generally made by expert 
craftsmen. While Firth was on Tikopia the men of the Avakofe lineage had a special 
reputation for their wood working, which extended to the manufacture of wooden bowls, 
canoe building (Firth 1973b:29).75 Along with songs and string figures, wooden objects 
were identified by Tikopia with the individuals who made them. Firth called such objects 
"items of named personal authorship". Major items such as canoes and bowls "can 
have their maker identified not only by those who commissioned the work, but also by 
other people at large" (Firth 1973b:29). Further, "[t]he construction of such important 
objects is a matter of social interest and consequently the maker is borne in memory 
(Firth 1973b:29). 
74 Firth collected thirty-eight headrests, of which twenty-six are in the collection. They were made of hard 
wood Calophyllum inophyllum, fetau as well as soft wood such as breadfruit, Plumeria, poumuri, and 
afatea (Firth 1973b :33). Those associated with a donors name are: Firth number 4.01, (not in the AM 
collection), was Pae Sao's first piece wood work; Firth number 4 .-02, {not in the AM collection), described 
as unusual was given by Pa Ngatitiu; Firth number 4 .03, (AM number EB4630) was a llcommon type" 
given by Pa Niukapu; Firth number 4.04, (not in the AM collection) was also of "common type" and given 
by Pa Maniva; Firth number 4.05, (not in the AM collection) was of the type used by a chief. It was made 
by Pa Fangatau in about 1890; Firth number 4.06, (AM number E84642) was also a chiefly headrest, and 
was given by Paito i Veterei; Firth n1,.1mber 4.07, (AM number E84035) was made by Pa Rangifuri; Firth 
number 4 .08, (not in the AM collection) was made by Pa Avakofe and mended by Pa Motuata; Firth 
number 4.10, (AM number EB4019) was made from the natural shape of a branch and given by Mairunga. 
Firth number 4.19, (AM number E84637) was also given by the same donor; Firth number 4.12, (AM 
number E84024), and Firth number 4 .16, both "common" types, were given by Pa Fenua tara. The latter 
(4.16) was sent to Museum tor Volkerk.unde, Basel; Firth number 4.17, (AM number E84025) was from 
Paito Tanimua; Firth number 4.18, (AM number E84638) was from Pa Vae Toka; Pa Taunga gave a "very 
unusual type" Firth number 4.20 but this is not present in the AM collection; Firth numbers 4.22 and 37, 
(AM number EB4631 and EB4032 respectively) were from Paito Fetauta; Firth number4.25, (AM number 
E84030) was from Pa Fenua fara; Firth number 4.26, (AM number E84021) was acquired from Ti Forau; 
Firth number 4.27, (AM number E84018) from Rongo Taono; Firth number 4.29, (not in the AM collection) 
from Pa Fare ata; Firth number 4.30, (not in the AM collection) from the Samoan family; Firth number 
4 .31, (AM number E84029) was an "old specimen cut by father of Pu rangi rikoi, (the latter being about 
seventy years old)"; Firth number 4 .32, (not in AM cortection) a chiefs type was from Pa Niu Kaso; Firth 
number 4.34, (AM number EB4022) was from Kavarauniu; Firth number 4.38, (AM number EB4020) was 
from Pate Kaumata (Wedgewood 1930:5-7). 
Other head rests not associated with an individual name are listed in Appendix 1. 
75 Firth number 4.08 was made by Pa Avakofe. 
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Objects such as these were accorded particular significance depending on who made 
them and who owned them. In reference to carving Firth commented that the Tikopia 
invested "their crude, functional items with strong symbolic value" (Firth 1973b:31). 
Whi1e a head rest had additional value, occasionally used as a weapon to hurl at 
unexpected visitors (Firth 1973b:36)1 it was noteworthy in that 
... principally it has a peculiar association with its owner's personality since it 
pillows his head, the most important part of the body, which it is forbidden to a 
man's child to touch ... A headrest is the death property of this land and when a 
man dies, he is pillowed upon it. After a man has slept constantly upon it, when 
he is put into the ground, his head laid upon it, then he is wrapped up and 
buried. (Firth 1973b:36) 
Arguments could ensue about who would inherit a headrest if it was not buried 
with the owner (Firth 1973b:36). Firth also suggests that there was a relationship 
between the number of feet on headrests and the number of feet on rakau saro niu, 76 
coconut stools, as well as tau kava,77 kava bowls. This relationship included height and 
the position of the body relative to the ground (Firth 1973b:40-41 ). 
Other significant objects in the collection which could be used as heirlooms 
were umu renga, wooden cylinders (figure 10) used for cooking turmeric (also referred 
to as taonga (Wedgewood 1930:9).78 Like the bowls kumetet and urunga1 headrests, 
they were also given titles (Firth 1967c:445). Umu renga formed part of the equipment 
76 Firth collected three rakau saro niu, two are now in the collection. None were acquired from a named 
individual. Firth numbers 5.01 to 5.03, (AM numbers E84054, and E84055).The latter is described as "old, 
slight decoration - an unusual feature" (Wedgewood 1930:8). 
77 Firth collected three kava bowls. Two are now in the collection, Firth numbers 2.02 to 2.03 (AM 
numbers E84377 and E84290). The first is described as "old specimen, obtained from Pae Sao, Pure of 
Ariki Tafua. Has been in his family for generations" while the fatter was obtained from Pa Niu Kapu 
(Wedgewood 1930:3) . 
76 These containers usually had a notched design on them. According to Firth ''workmanship of these 
varies considerable and specimens are valued by the natives according to the volume and finish of their 
interior. Certain men are noted craftsmen in making these eyfinders (Wedgewood 1930:9). All seven umu 
renga are present in the collection. Three of these are listed as noteworthy in quality, Firth numbers 7.02, 
7,03, .and 7,05; (AM numbers E84796, E84979 and ES4792 respectively), Four of the .renga were from 
Tafua men, Firth numbers 7.01 (AM number E84795) was from Paito I Marangaone; 7.05 (AM number 
E84792) from Pa Nukufuri; 7.06 (AM number E84798) from Pa Mesara; and 7.07 (AM number E84793) 
from the Ariki Tafua (Wedgewood 1930:9). 
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Figure 10. Umu renga, for cooking turmeric. 
12..l 
needed to process turmeric, which included turmeric graters79 (described in Firth 
1967c:432) a needle80 for sewing fibre bags for turmeric and bags81 used for holding or 
filtering turmeric. Firth also collected the renga82 the turmeric itself, which was also 
buried with dead chiefs, as well as used in ceremonial exchanges (Wedgewood 
1930:26). Turmeric was associated with the perfume of the principal atua, the Atua i 
Kafika (discussed in chapter4, see Firth 1967c:102, 416) and used to smear on the 
body as well as objects on ritual occasions.83 The processing of turmeric took place as 
part of the work of the gods (Firth 1967c:417-464), and was attended in secrecy by 
only the appropriate people. 
Clam shell bead necklaces, rei, also noted as rare, were heirlooms, and 
particularly associated with chiefly use although they were no longer made at the time 
of Firth's fieldwork in 1928 to 29 (Firth 1951 :131 ). Firth received one from the Ariki 
Taumako and other men of rank as a valuable gift (Firth 1951:131).84 
Other objects in the collection not discussed here are listed in Appendix 1. 
79 Firth collected three graters, two of which are now in the collection. One, Firth number 21.01 1 (not AM 
collection) was from Paito i Fetu, while the second, Firth number 21 .03, (AM number E85145) had 
belonged to the family of the Ariki Tafua for "several generations". It had new lashing put on it, and was 
given to Firth be Pa Rangifuri {Wedgewood 1930:20). 
80 Called sau, Firth number 62.01, (AM number E84691) described as an "Old spec. of whale bone - very 
fine - for sewing fibre bags for turmeric etc - unique specimen" (Wedgewood 1930:38). 
81 Kaka bag made of coconut fibre, Firth number 77.02 and 77.04 (neither in the AM collection). The 
second item is also referred to as a filter (Wedgewood 1930:46). 
82 There were two types of turmeric produced in Tikopia in 1928. One was used for eating, and the 
second, renga, was used as a dye, and was considered the more valuable. In this form it was known as 
"the property of the chiefs" (Firth 1967c:416). Firth collected four samples of renga, three of which are 
now in the AM collection . These were acquired from the Ariki Tafua, Firth number 38.01, {AM number 
E84700); Pa Korokoro, Firth number 38.02, (AM number E84699); Pae Sao Firth number 38.03, (AM 
number E84397); and from the Ariki Tafua, Firth number 38.04, (not in the AM collection). This object was 
described as a "large specimen, generally reserved for chiefs" (Wedgewood 1930:26). 
83 At the end of Pa Rangifuri's period of mourning he was painted with turmeric to cleanse him of his 
mourning obligations "cleansing the earth" (Firth 1960a: 11 ). 
84 There are six groups of rei collected by Firth, four of which are in the collection. One of these, Firth 
number 53.01 was obtained from the Ariki Taumako, but is not present in the collection. Firth number 
53.02, (AM number E84466) was obtained from Pa Nukura. Firth number 53.03, (AM numbers E84467); 
Firth number 53.04, {AM number E59460) was from Pa Siamano; Firth number 53.05, {AM number 
EB4468); Firth number 53.06 comprises three individual "beads, (AM numbers E84595 to E84597) 
(Wedgewood 1930:35). 
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Establishing relationships through objects 
Your brother, the eldest of the family, is dead, so it is for you to be the maru to 
the land ... Your work is one only: to look after this land. If a stranger comes, 
look after him; if a time comes when the chiefs and their people agree together 
in anger against him, you protect him that he may not be killed or sent off to 
sea. (Pae Arakofe to Pa Tarikitonga in (Firth 1949: 172) 
Firth's principn.L informants were from chiefly families or elders, and included Pa 
Rarovi, Pae Sao, Pa Fetauta but mostly the Ariki Kafika and his son Pa Fenuatara 
(Firth 1967c:2). 
Firth ( 1960a) singled out one relationship he established while on Tikopia, 
although it might safely be assumed that after a long period of fieldwork other 
friendships also developed. Pa Fenuatara, the eldest son of the Ariki Kafika was a 
particular friend, with whom he entered into a formalized relationship called "bond 
friendship", a relationship requiring the mutual aid and assistance in all manner of 
things from the exchange of material items to support in dealings with other people 
{Firth 1936a). 
Pa Fenuatara's friendship with me was also a somewhat unusual character. 
Our relationship followed a well-known Tikopia pattern that a man of rank 
should receive a visitor from abroad and bind him to himself in ties of 
friendship. (Firth 1960a:10) 
The reasons for this were that he might benefit from any gifts the stranger 
brought with him, he would also gain notoriety through the novelty of the visitor as well 
as obtain knowledge and information from outside Tikopia. Over the period of Firth's 
fieldwork, Pa Fenuatara became a key informant. 
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Scientifically and professionally, in general, I was much indebted to him for a 
great mass of information about Tikopia culture and many special insights into 
Tikopia custom ... [he was] ... prominent in general economic life ... under the 
aegis of his father, the Ariki Kafika, he acted as senior executive in the affairs 
of the Kafika lineage, and as a leader in the affairs of his clan. (Firth 1960a:3-
4) 
Firth also had a "bond friendship" relationship with Pa Rangifuri of Tafua1 but he 
describes this as having a greater formality to it than his relationship with Pa 
Fenuatara. 
While an relationships in the fietd are personal to some extent, relationships 
which developed into friendships from more formal arrangements, such as bond 
friendship or adoption into a specific familial group 1 must have played a part in the 
acquisition of parts of this collection. In this sense the exchange of objects between 
Firth and Tikopia friends has to be acknowledged as a mutually agreeable act1 again, 
not one which takes an object out of its context. The identification of such relationships 
is not attempted but a list of all named people1 and the items they gave to Firth, is 
presented in Appendix 4. 
Objects of inclusion 
Many items represented in the collection are associated with activities relating 
to formal exchange activities, either ceremonially or ritually. Objects such a bowls, 
paddles, sinnet rope, bark cloth and mats, the latter two incorporated in maro, were all 
objects that circulated between groups of people, usually in the fulfillment of kinship 
obligations, or in the initiation of new relationships. The fish hooks, pa atu and pa te 
mange, were moved between high ranking men, or were left as inheritances to sons, 
and only occasionally left this circle. Generally these objects were restricted to chiefs 
and men of rank. Giving these objects to Firth was not inconsistent with the intention 
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of original use: to initiate, maintain and further relationships, and repay services 
rendered. But by doing so Firth's status within Tikopia was assigned and established. 
Firth was formally at least, incorporated into Tikopia lived practice. In deed Firth 
(1983:8-9) tells us that that he did not merely observe the activities he recorded, but 
participated in the activities he was observing (although at first he had been shut out of 
ritual activities).85 It was in this context of participation and incorporation that Firth 
acquired the objects now in the collection (Firth 1992b). 
The role of the objects described as fakatino, (chapter four) was different to the 
role of objects in formal exchange described here. The sacred adzes and other items 
regarded as fakatino, did not move between individual people or groups of people 
within their context of use. Clearly all objects which were associated with the atua as 
fakatino were not circulated. The weapons were kept in temples which were not places 
of general access, they were treated in a ritual manner which placed them outside the 
domain of the transacted object. They had associations with the atua, were regarded 
as the property of the atua, and cared for through consecutive generations of chiefs. At 
the same time, care of the sacred adzes legitimized the status of the chief, as seen 
through the ceremonies concerned with the re-hafting of adzes and maintenance of the 
sacred canoes upon each new succession. Giving away such items reflected a 
significant departure from pre-Christian religious practices. 
In January 1998 I showed a Tikopia man, Moses Lonsdale, the collection in the 
Australian Museum storerooms. He was surprised at the size of the collection, intrigued 
as to how Firth transported it from the island and got it to Sydney. He was 
85 At the beginning of his fieldwork Firth walked through the village in search of news and events, 
particularty ritual activity. After some months Firth was given access to ritual activity, from which he had 
previously had been exciuded (firth 1983:8). 
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perhaps more amazed that the collection included what he described as disposable 
material, such as fire tongs and baskets, which he considered were made to be cast 
aside after use. On my questioning, Lonsdale agreed that items such as carved 
wooden material would not have been easily given away, for reasons relating both to 
their significance of use, as well as the labour and energy involved in their 
replacement. In fact, he suggested that such items as turmeric containers, chiefly head 
rests, paddles, clubs, mortars and pestles would only have been given to someone of 
comparable social standing. 
Both Christian and non-Christian donors are represented by the collection. With 
reference to objects described as fakatino, embodiments, I suggest that these objects 
were being disposed of, and that this in itself reflects changing circumstances on 
Tikopia. However, these acts of donation, exchange or "purchase" were not 
unprecedented, and followed earlier transactions and interactions with Europeans.86 
Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate that in making the collection Firth was inadvertently 
documenting in physical form changes then occurring in the indigenous religion as a 
result of the impact of Christianity. Further, the collection illustrates how Firth, arriving 
as a stranger, was incorporated into Tikopia life. The collection is evidence of 
appropriate interaction between Tikopia people and Firth through the giving and 
receiving of objects. 
This interpretation of the collection has repercussions for museum collections 
today which are viewed as an undifferentiated category of "cultural heritage" or "cultural 
property". The repatriation or return of collections is often associated with objects 
immorally, if not illegally, removed from their place of origin. Indeed the corpus of work 
put out by Unesco is testament to the restitution argument in which collections are 
considered to be lost cultural heritage, and wherein the concept of "loss" is generally 
86 Appendix 5 lists objects from Tikopia collected before 1928 and now held in public collections. 
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associated with immoral acts of removal. A full analysis of the processes which led to 
the acquisition of collections can yield a better understanding of the complicated 
interactions between individuals or groups. An understanding of these interactions 
should inform the contemporary contexts of cultural heritage. 
An examination of the circumstances of object acquisition reveals a complex 
set of relationships between the parties to the exchange which extends beyond the 
immediate sphere of the individuals involved. For example, the papers presented in 
"The Scramble for Art in Africa" (Shildkrout and Keim 1998) reveal a diverse array of 
interpretations surrounding the collecting of material culture from the Congo. Collecting 
"provides some insight into the interactions and transactions that shaped history" 
(Schildkrout and Keim 1998:3). Referring to the literature on collection in the Congo, 
Schildkrout and Keim further note that "the history of collecting, like that of 
representation, is complicated and cannot easily be summed up using words like 
"pillage" or "appropriation" or even "commodification". As valid as these descriptors 
may be in some situations, the transactions were often complicated and multifaceted" 
(Schildkrout and Keim 1998:4). 
We should not be looking for the "shared understanding" of an exchange, but 
the motivation of each party, considered separately. In short the movement of objects 
outside of a society into another, via the agent of a collector, must be viewed as a 
transaction of sorts, but not necessarily an economic one, as western tradition would 
interpret an act of barter. The transaction may have social ramifications in the form of 
acts of inclusion, or acts of disposal, in addition to theft and loss, where indeed the 
latter have occurred. 
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Chapters 4 and 5 have focused on the cultural context of exchanges between 
the Tikopia and Firth. This has embraced a broad interpretation of the meaning of 
objects, but also the possibility of change in these interpretations. In the next section, 
"Contexts present", I examine the meaning of the objects in the Firth collection to 
migrant Tikopia today. 
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Part 2 Contexts present 
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Chapter 6. Objects mediating the past: Migrant Tikopia reflect on the Firth 
collection 
In 1996 I visited the Solomon Islands to meet Tikopia people living in Honiara, 
Nukukaisi and Lata to ascertain their opinion of the Firth collection. I showed them 
photographs of the collection and asked for information about both the objects and the 
names of people recorded by Firth. In this chapter I present several vignettes to 
illustrate the varied responses discussion of the collection elicited. I have chosen to 
present these accounts informally, because in a real sense, this reflects the 
interactions I experienced in the three weeks that were available to me. Instead then, I 
present an array of responses and comments, including those made by people who 
were not interested in the collection as well as by those who were. 
Vignettes from Honiara 
Frieda Tuki. 
Frieda Tuki grew up in Nukukaisi village, a Tikopia settlement on Makira, 
established in 1962. She now lives in Honiara. She was 22 years of age when we met. 
Frieda's primary interest lay in her church group, Rheema. Through friends who had 
travelled to Australia with her Church group, she had heard that many Aboriginal 
people had lost their language. She reflected upon this, commenting that she was 
fluent in pidgin but not Tikopia. 
While reserved about the collection, Frieda was most impressed by the 
European style spoon (figure 11 ). She commented on the images of the mats, and 
said that all of them 1 bar one (figure 12), were from Tikopia. She noted that the mat 
was special, but didn't know any more than that, and said that the older women on 
Tikopia would know. She was also interested in the baskets. 
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Figure 11. Spoon, "puni" given to Firth by Sefokisaki in exchange for 4 fish hooks 
(AM number E84908). 
Figure 12. Mat (AM number E84151) 
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Frieda said that the Tikopia people loved "Raymond" and would do whatever he 
asked. If he wanted to see a custom dance, then they did one. She and her brother 
Kenneth, who also lived and worked in Honiara! were very interested in the list I 
showed her, in which Firth recorded the names of people who had given him objects. 
-
They were keen to identify descendants of the people listed and where they now lived. 
Later, she took me to meet her mother's father's brother, Joseph Manu-tai who lived 
with the Dean of St.Barnabas' Church in Honiara. 
Frieda had never been to Tikopia, and did not want to go there until there was 
an airstrip. Nor did she want to go back to her home village of Nukukaisi. 
Joseph Manu-tai 
Joseph Manu-tai (figure 13) was a very old man who told me that as a boy he 
had cooked for Firth. He left Tikopia in 1967. Conversation with him was difficult 
because he was very hard of hearing. The conversation was carried out in a mixture 
Tikopia and Solomon Islands pijin translated into English by Frieda. Joseph Manu-tai 
said he remembered Firth. He recognized one of the bowls (E84376) as one that was 
made by Pu Resiake but given to Firth by one of Joseph's brothers. He said that they 
were just given to Firth as presents and Frieda concurred with a "this is what Tikopia 
people do" statement. Joseph recollected that Firth was always following people, taking 
pictures, and added he knows everything, including women's knowledge. He said of 
Firth, "No missem ani custom" and added that when Firth left Tikopia he had objects 
sticking out all over the "Southern Cross", the Melanesian Mission boat. 
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Figure 13. Joseph Manu-tai. 
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Fred Soaki 
Fred Soaki, the Commissioner of Police, was a man of Kafika, and made a 
point of identifying himself as such. The images of the objects sparked him into 
discussion of the actions of the Number 2 family, Tafua, and the Anglican Church in 
burying many of the Tikopia sacred items in 1956. He said the last chief was baptized 
in 1956, and all the "old things" were buried and that a priest from Isabel was involved. 
While looking over the photograph album he singled out some of the clubs and 
recounted how his own grandfather was the first person to bring firearms to Tikopia. 
His grandfather had been a plantation worker in Queensland and had joined up with 
blackbirders three times. The association of the club E84651-2 with the gods prompted 
him to comment that the Tikopia stilr believed in spirit possession. The Commissioner 
was supportive of the idea of someone researching the collection on Tikopia and 
offered his assistance . 
. . . from Nukukaisi 
lsmeal Tuki 
Of the several names given to me as contacts in the Solomon Islands, lsmeal 
Tuki, Frieda's father, was the one who responded to my initial letters broaching my 
wish to visit and meet up with Tikopia people and talk to them about the Firth collection. 
It is through him that I was invited to Nukukaisi, where I stayed for one week. Nukukaisi 
viUagers describe the settlement as a centre of trade for Tikopia people. The women 
made pandanus mats and traded them to the Tikopia settlement in the Russell Islands 
and to Tikopia living in White River, Honiara. They sent betelnut to Tikopia and White 
River; barkcloth and turmeric to Tikopia, the Russell Islands and to White River. As 
Vanikoro, the third Tikopian settlement, was said to be off the path from Honiara and 
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Tikopia, no trade had been established with the Tikopia there. Tikopia who travel from 
Tikopia to Honiara and vice versa, stopped at Nukukaisi on the way, because the boat 
called in there once a week.87 
Tuki's family belong to the Tafua clan, and include the Dean of St.Barnabas 
Church, referred to as "the Dean" and his daughter Frieda and son Kenneth, both living 
in Honiara. Because of their association with the Tafua clan, Tuki referred me to the 
number 2 chief concerning inquiries about visiting Tikopia. Tuki was a well travelled 
teacher who remembered Firth and Spillius from their 1952 visit, when he was a small 
boy. In 1965, aged 20, he received a scholarship from the British Government to 
attend Birmingham University to study English for one year. 
Tuki's comments on the collection included specific information about what was 
still made and what was not.88 He thought that Firth's 'exchange nights" could have 
been made in the context of dances, as this was a time of non-ceremonial exchange. 
He suggested that people from all over the island would have visited and brought more 
portable items to trade and exchange with people providing food. 
Like his daughter Frieda in Honiara, Tuki was concerned to match the list of 
individual names with family names, identify clans and various branches of the family. 
His comments were largely unsolicited. He launched into discussions of the types of 
wood various items were made of, and began a tour of the village, pointing out the 
number of plants growing and their uses. This visit had very much the feeling of a 
"tour'', or a pre-organized event. I had a feeling that Tuki knew what types of things he 
thought "anthropologists" wanted to look at. 
Another of Tuki's sons was present at a number of conversations and was 
quick to get a copy of the English .. Tikopia Dictionary (Firth and Tuki 1985), co-written by 
87 No statistical survey was carried out to confirm this information in 1996. 
88 For example, chiefly headrests were still made, but no longer by specialist carvers. Like canoes, 
anyone can make them now; canoe bailers were no tonger made in Kira Kira, and that where they were 
made (i.e. elsewhere) the position of the handle had been changed. 
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his father and Firth, to check the meanings of terms which were raised. Tuki remarked 
that he and Firth had argued at some length about words and their definition. While 
another villager had remarked to me that "things were different now'' compared to 
Firth's time, Tuki was of the view that these differences were minor only. However! 
having said that, he remarked that the process of writing the dictionary with Firth was 
very intensive, and that they had both struggled with one another over the meaning of 
words, and Firth had been adamant that what he recorded was what the old men had 
told him. 
Lily. 
Lily was Tuki's wife, and a relative of the elderly Joseph Manu-tai whom I had 
met in Honiara. One afternoon as we were sitting around a neighbour, Casper, 
dropped in as Lily was weaving.89 While Lily was working, it was Casper who spoke 
about how to make mats, while Lily agreed with and deferred to him. 
Lily described a particular mat in the collection (E84075) as a woman's mat and 
called it a firavarava, because of its fringe. A man's mat (such as E84148) without a 
fringe was a tekie. She and Casper commented that Firth called this a kie1 (figures 3 
and 4) but then noted that Firth hadn't given the full name. They suggested checking in 
the Tikopia-English dictionary (Firth and Tuki 1985). They discussed the possibility of 
the language changing from the time Firth visited in 1928, but agreed that today, one 
must say tekie90 . These mats were worn before kava was made. Both Lily and Casper 
89 She was making a menga, a sleeping mat with a toothed edge called fakanifo. She pointed out that the 
mat E84084, which we were looking at, did not have this, and described it instead as fakapapa "smooth 
finishing''. The mat Lify was working on was made from the bark. of a tree called tefau. The name of the 
pink dye used in the decorative strip was karivakai, and either a European dye, or the liquid from a tree 
~!Jed t~nonoµ was Ysed to ~chieve the coJoyr_. 
90 These mats can only be worn by chiefs, at ceremonies. The decoration was meant for men of high 
rank i.e. the ariki, (chief) and the tamangariki (sons of chief), or an important person in the clan or sub-
efan. 
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said there was no specific family design, although there may have been in the past. 
Tekie are still made and worn today 
Conversation turned to the distinction between weaving techniques and the 
decoration applied to the mat. Each mat weaver decides what to make within a specific 
form. For a tekie, the weaver uses a particular weaving technique and the size of the 
waist mat was important. The decoration on it is not as important. A man of Nukukaisi 
village, Marvin Maneva was named as knowing all about the decoration on such mats, 
because the people in his sub-clan were very important.91 In contrast the women of 
Nukukaisi did not know how to make tekei, or the mat E84151(figure12) although they 
told me that some of the old women of Tikopia would know how to make both these 
mats. I asked if it was unusual for a man to know about weaving, to which they 
responded that it was. 
Casper 
Casper, a villager of Nukukaist , noted that the headrests in the photographs I 
showed were very high, and speculated that the Tikopia men who used them must 
have been much taller than people today. He said that one headrest (E84637) was a 
sacred weapon used by Tafua, for sleeping and throwing. He explained that in the 
past, the owner would hurl the headrest to at intruders. Headrests used to be sacred, 
but now, because of Christianity, they were "okay". It was sacred because a chief used 
it to kill other people. 
Casper said that there had been plenty of fighting in Firth's time, fighting all over 
the land. People were being killed, at the "taking of a chief' or even at a ceremony if 
there was disagreement. They argued over land and marriage. He pulled out bows and 
91 Unfortunately I did not meet Marvin during this visit. 
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arrows and explained that it was possible to kill someone by calling their name and 
then saying where they live (fakasoa kiengtua). The gods of the person "shooting" the 
arrow ensured that the arrow "arrived", even if the person was out. This worked for up 
to 4 kilometers. The person used words to talk to the gods, and the arrow was carried 
by devils to that person. Casper compared this to having a rifle in the house. 
He showed me various implements, such as the tetama, for scraping turmeric. 
He told me that he had read some of Firth's works and understood that because Firth 
had participated in ceremonial activities, the Tikopia felt sympathy for him. Casper was 
impJ essed that on his second visit, during a famine, Firth had contributed medication 
and food from his own stores to help the Tikopia. Casper felt that Firth had left a good 
collection of kastom in his books. 
Angamoa 
Angamoa was an expert drummer who had been taught by his father. He was 
little interested in the photographs of the collection but was interested in my dealings 
with Firth and whether or not I had come across any photographs of his father, who 
had died. Angamoa spoke mostly about music, drumming and dancing. Each song has 
a set of gestures and rhythms that the drummer chooses to use. Each dance gesture 
has a meaning and the drummer controls the action and gestures through the 
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rhythm. The dancer must follow the lead of the drummer. Hand dancers are governed 
by those who clap. When I asked if it were possible to have no action singing, Lily said 
yes, and Tuki said no. This prompted them both to consult the Tikopia-English 
dictionary. 
John Rangikofe 
John Rangikofe was enthusiastic about dancing and performed a dance for me 
while Angamoa played the drum. He showed me two paki (dance bats, figure 14) in his 
house, which were stored in the roof (figure 15). One, with raised lines and zig-zag 
patterns, arranged transversely, was a design associated with Anuta, a design used 
there as an arm tatoo for men, and on the chest for women. Tikopia paki had a notch 
pattern around the edge as well as a protruding, square notch at the blade end of the 
paddle. John said that the designs did have meanings, but he couldn't tell me about 
them. Whether this meant that it was not appropriate for him to tell me, or that he 
couldn't tell me because he didn't know, I could not establish. The zig-zag pattern on 
the pakiwas also a tatoo design in Tikopia, used similarly on the arms of men, the 
chest of women, from the throat to the waist, and also along the face. 
John Marakei 
When shown the photographs of the collection, John spoke about the 
headrests, baskets and turmeric bowls. He described how turmeric is made, noted that 
anyone can make it, although it is possible to pay someone to do it for you. John 
Marakei had turmeric containers prominently displayed in his house (Figure 16). 
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Figure 14. Two types of paki, dance bats. 
Figure 15. John Rangikofe and paki. 
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Figure 16. John Marekei with turmeric containers and dance bats. 
Mane, a widow 
Mane, of Tafua, was a young girl when Firth came to visit and she said that she 
remembered his arrival in 1928 (figure 17).92 She remembered that Firth was carried 
ashore. This action placed him in her view, immediately into a status of respect, as 
chiefs were carried this way so that their feet do not get wet. She remembered that 
Firth was taken to the see the chiefs first, and then he visited all the houses to meet 
people. She shook hands with Firth. The Tikopia knew that Firth was to arrive as the 
visit had been arranged through the Governing Council via the colonial government. 
Firth had to have permission to come to Tikopia. She said that the Tikopia were happy 
for Firth to come and record kastom and to make a record of the history of the 
generations. Mane thought that waist mats and barkcloth were all given to Firth as 
presents and remembered exchanges of material occurring 
Mane was tattooed. She noted that some designs are the same as those on 
the paki. 
A village meeting in Nukukaisi 
A meeting was arranged with some of the village members by Tuki.93 During the 
meeting everyone looked at the albums which I passed around. Some people 
92 Tuki also thought that Mane could have been around during Firth's 1928 visit and thought that she may 
have been about thirteen then. 
93 The meeting was held under a tree and an interpreter arranged. As it turned out he said his services 
were not needed as my pigin was OK. I discussed the composition of this group with Moses Lonsdale 
later. Lonsdale commented that not all the village leaders were present at that meeting. There was some 
significant disagreements within the viJJage concerning "traditional" and "modem" approaches to viJJage 
life, and this was causin9 bad feelin9 within the villa9e. Lonsdale indicated that the meeting at Nukukaisi 
was npt representative of the village which was in state of political turmoil, with all four clans present and 
struggling against one another. MacDonald (199·1) spoke of unhappiness in this village during her visit in 
1980. This account rang true to my experience in Nuk.ukaisi for the short time I spent there. 
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Figure 17. Mane of Tafua 
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were very interested, others less so. One older man in the audience was very 
interested. I introduced myself and said that I was interested in the collection that 
Raymond Firth had made! and wanted get some information about it. The response 
quickly moved to whether or not I wanted to buy artefacts. Someone wanted to know if 
I was working with Firth, to which I replied that I wasn't, but that I had met him. The very 
mention of meeting Firth seemed to instantly elevate my status. One man offered that 
Firth would know more about the objects than any one in Nukukaisi. Discussion moved 
somewhat rapidly back to whether of not I would pay for any new objects, and should 
people start carving straight away? 
... from the Church 
Bishop Lazarus Munamua. 
Bishop Munamua's father was the first catechist on Tikopia. One of his uncles 
had been a pagan priest and as an elder had been a spokesman for the chief.94 A 
second uncle was also a pagan priest, as was a third who died in Vanikoro. Bishop 
Munamua however grew up in a Christian family. After finishing school 1 he spent four 
months with his first uncle who at that time decided to become a Christian. 
Of the people I spoke to 1 the Bishop was the most interested in a project 
examining the objects Firth had collected. On seeing the photographs in the albums he 
spoke unprompted about designs and their potential for meaning. He noted that the 
notch design on the sacred canoes trace genealogies (compare Feinberg 
94 The term "pagan" was used by the Bishop. 
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1988:50-51 in reference to the association between people and birds on Anuta. See 
aJso Firth 1966b and Milner 1969). The Bishop first commented on this while looking at 
the notches on some of the headrests (Figure 18), but said they also occur on the 
sacred canoes. 95 
Bishop Munamua also commented that some designs on the paki (dance 
paddles) appear as tattoos for women, and that some designs were not meant to be 
tattooed. He explained that stories belonging to a family are held by the head of the 
family, and there are different levels of knowledge pertaining to the stories. For 
example, the mother's family has a set of tattoos and these are given to the oldest 
daughter. Later it is the daughter's responsibility to pass these designs onto the next 
appropriate daughter. 
The Bishop also commented that there was a distinction made between the left 
and right, which he noted Firth had talked about in regard to houses. The Bishop 
explained that left side sema was "unclean" while the right side matau meant variously 
hook, food, or woman's breast. This division, he explained, continued into religious 
terminology, where to move from the left to the right was to move to a place of honour. 
This orientation also applied in the house, in that the feet point to the left, where the 
food and oven are, while the head points to the sea. This type of knowledge had to be 
passed down to the next generation, and the Bishop was concerned that this was not 
happening any more. He added that the spirits of both men and women work side by 
side; that the word paki also means to move on and this was a metaphor symbolizing 
the way ahead: "to think positively". 
The Bishop was interested in a project which would investigate the meanings of 
objects. His purpose in understanding "traditional" Tikopia motifs was to provide more 
relevant translations of the Bible. 
95 AM number E84659 was a weapon as well as a dance paddle. 
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Figure 18. Urunga, head rests 
(AM numbers E84033, E840 16 , E84023) 
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He concluded with a story about Firth. Raymond Firth went to one elder to talk 
to him. The elder wanted an adze. Firth said he couldn't give him an adze! because he 
wasn't a chief. The elder told Firth to go and ask the chiefs about who he was. Firth did 
so, and came back with the adze. He then asked the elder to show him his gods. So 
the elder called out, and a lizard appeared and went straight towards Firth. This shook 
Firth, and he ran off. 
Dean of St. Barnabas Church. 
The Dean was eager to set up a small museum at the Cathedral for part of the 
Melanesian Mission collection which is located there. This collection did not include 
objects from Tikopia. The collection had been sent to the church in Honiara from 
storage in England. The objects related to the history of the church in the Solomon 
Islands. The collection was not well housed and the Dean was eager to enlist help to 
set up a museum in which to house these objects of Church history. The Dean did not 
express any opinion of the photographs of the Firth collection. 
Moses Lonsdale. 
Moses was born in 1961 1 or at least that is his baptismal year. His parents 
moved to the Russell Islands in the same year, where his father worked for Levers 
Plantation. He stayed in Nukufero with his parents and sister until 1968, when he went 
back to Tikopia. In 1969 he attended school on the home island. He was taught by 
Tikopia teachers. He stayed at school until he was 14, when he "lost interest" and 
withdrew. In 1978 his parents moved to Vanikoro because of food shortages, and in 
1981 he followed them when they needed help. At the end of 1981 he went to Honiara, 
where he joined the Church. Over the following years he carried out a number of 
religious studies courses and pastoral care programs which saw him live not only within 
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the Solomon Islands, but also in Papua New Guinea, and in Birmingham, England, 
where he attended theological college in 1994. In 1998 he enrolled at the University of 
Auckland in New Zealand to study theology. After many years of living away from 
Tikopia, and the Solomon Islands, he expressed a level of dissatisfaction with life on 
Tikopia. He wished only to return as a visitor, not as a resident. 
According to Lonsdale, the Tikopia call Firth the Master Writer. Lonsdale was 
more inclined to criticism of Firth's early work. He felt some tension towards Firth on his 
first meeting with him, because he felt that his behaviour as a Tikopia, his language 
and dancing, were being corrected by Firth; he felt that he was being told that his own 
practice was incorrect. However, he was not aware of the meanings of designs which 
the Bishop had talked about nor did he know that the Bishop knew these things. He 
was, on the other hand, quite demonstrative about the importance of the objects in the 
collection at an intellectual level, saying vehemently to a third party that these objects 
were "what make us Tikopia". There were complicated forces at issue in the 
discussions of the objects, which indicated that while such things were intrinsically 
Tikopian to Moses, they were not of themselves important. There were also simply 
objects that had been given away to Firth. This sentiment was clearly expressed when 
I showed the entire collection to Lonsdale during a visit to Sydney in 1995. The overall 
feeling was: how could Firth possibly have collected so much material, and why did he 
really think it was important? 
The idea of a treasure place on Tikopia 
I did not discuss the collection with Tikopia living on the home island, but Firth 
records the following concerning the idea of a treasure place during a visit Tikopia. The 
work of the gods had been abandoned for ten years when Firth revisited the island with 
Dr Torben Monberg in July to August, 1966. While the temples had been left to 
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deteriorate, Raniniu in Tai, the former "control centre" of the rites of the Taumako 
canoe yard was still standing and housed a number of "sacred objects" from pre-
Christian times as well as objects gathered since the adoption of Christianity and 
placed in the temple by the Ariki Taumako.96 While the temple was no longer 
considered tapu, Firth observed that no-one went inside it. During this visit, Monberg 
was invited by the Ariki Taumako to see the items in the temple, for the payment of four 
shillings (Firth 1967c:475). Pa Ngarumea, who bore the invitation, said to Firth 
Some chiefs ... had been stupid and had given away their sacred things. But the 
Ariki Taumako had gathered his together in Raniniu. When formerly Farther 
Stephen Talu, wishing to uproot all traces of paganism, had tried to obtain 
them the chief told him to go away - he held that this attitude was wrong and 
was very indignant. These objects were things of olden time. Though people no 
longer believed in the efficacy of the powers formerly attributed to them, they 
were memorials of the ancestors, if only because, like the sacred shell adzes of 
the canoes, they represented enormous work. (Firth 1967c:476) 
Firth upheld this opinion and referred to the European practice of housing and 
caring for special objects of history (Firth 1967c:476-478). Firth, Pa Ngarumea, and Pa 
Ngatotiu, a former ritual elder, discussed who should be allowed to see such important 
objects, and Firth's stressed the importance of respect towards the objects, so that 
they should only be shown to responsible people. Pa Ngarumea asked Firth to make 
this last point to the Ariki Taumako. After this discussion Firth visited the Ariki Taumako 
and spoke to him about this matter of showing the items. The chief repeated that he 
did not think the objects were powerful any longer, but they were "weighty'' because 
"they were things of ancient times, things of the ancestors, and as such deserved 
96 
"The temple .. . held various important relics, including a broken spear used by Pu Resiake to kill Kaitu 
of Tafua .. . The Ariki Taumako took me over to see this weapon. He said 'Let's crawl over quickly, the 
place is taboo.' We stayed about a minute while he showed me how the deed had been done ... ln the 
house also was a wrist ornament of Matakai II, the Arik.i Tauma.ko who voyaged frequently to Vani.ko.ro. A 
couple of little cylindrical boxes contained bonito hooks. The chief had not looked into them - 'sacred 
things'; he discussed showing the hooks to me but decided better not. Also there was an usero, a bundle 
of sage pinnule ribs bound together and used by chiefs to beat time to the ritual dirges known as sero; 
this was a replacement of an earlier implement" (Firth 1967c:254). 
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respect". They were objects which should be retained for future generations. Up until 
that time, the general Tikopia population had not seen these objects (Firth 1967c:476-
477). 
As a result of this conversation, both Firth and Monberg were taken to see the 
objects in the temple.97 The chief described the objects in hushed tones, at least 
initially, and let the visitors handle them and photograph them. At the end of the visit, 
Mon berg gave the ariki twice the amount asked for, and tobacco in addition. This 
initiated a discussion about what would be a fair price to show the objects, and 
warnings to the Tikopia chief not to give the impression that he wanted to sell the 
objects to visitors. In this regard, the term fakapenu1 was suggested by Firth, meaning 
reciprocity, rather than tauvi, which had connotations of sale. The fee was discussed, 
and identified by Firth not as an equivalence of value for seeing the objects, but as a 
fee for the participation in the event of viewing the objects (Firth 1967c:478). The 
objects in the temple had ceased to be ritually important, but were viewed as 
historically and culturally important (Firth 1967c:478-179). 
In 1980, the Ariki Kafika showed Judith MacDonald, a visiting anthropologist, 
the sacred adzes used by his father for the work of the gods (1991 :28). They were 
stored in the old temple. A day later, the Ariki Kafika asked MacDonald not to let the 
late chiefs brother know that she had seen them, as they were still not to be viewed by 
women. 
In 1994, in my discussions with Moses Lonsdale, he expressed the wish to 
establish a museum proper on the island, in which the objects of history could be 
housed for everyone to see. 
97 This included six sacred shell adzes, oil bottles for anointing sacred canoes, the objects seen by Firth 
in 1952. One of the shell adze blade$ was the Mafua Toki, Principo..LAdze, another a gouge wasTe Niapu, 
probably the !!adze of the seashore". Both were term faingata, adzes of great destructive foree. (Firth 
1967c:477) 
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Contemporary thinking about the objects 
In summary all these encounters revealed a regard for Firth and a view of him 
as the recorder and possessor of greater knowledge about Tikopia traditional life than 
anyone else. Firth's work had been read by some and accepted as authoritative by the 
majority of people I met. Only two people admitted argument with this 1 and both of 
these had been educated in Western schools and lived away from the home island. 
Many stated ignorance about how specific objects were used, others made matter of 
fact statements concerning the continued use of objects. Most people, if not all, were 
interested in the broader network of kin relationships which the collection represented. 
They were excited when they discovered a personal association with the people 
identified by Firth as the donors or makers of specific objects. This interest reflected an 
interpretation of objects which emphasizes the social associations of the collection, 
rather than the functional meaning of individual objects. 
The people of Nukukaisi considered that Tikopia living on the home island 
would still know about the use and meaning of objects as well as know about kastom 
life. People living away generally considered themselves ignorant of kastom life 
although selected individuals were singled out as an exemption to this. As a 
geographical place Tikopia was identified as the location of pre-Christian knowledge. 
Amongst those I spoke to, no-one expressed a desire to return to Tikopia. For one 
young person, the loss of the Tikopia language was raised as an issue. Most people 
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said that on Tikopia things were different. I interpreted these statements of difference 
as reflective of a growing integration into broader Solomon Islands life for those living 
away from the home island. 
Others such as Moses Lonsdale, chose to verbalize statements of difference 
through the objects. Bishop Munamua also acknowledged difference in his 
interpretation of the objects and was perhaps the most articulate in expressing his view 
of objects as a key to Tikopia thought patterns, a mode of thought that he, brought up 
as a Christian and therefore effectively an outsider, needed to comprehend. He viewed 
an examination of the collection as important. In this regard he was interested not in 
what was "lost" to Tikopia culture, but rn what an understanding of past customs might 
provide for him in preaching the gospel today. Both the Bishop and Frederick Soaki 
entered into discussion about culture at an abstract level. 
Further, Firth's record was viewed as a record of kastom, that is, pre-Christian 
behaviour. This interpretation is not inconsistent with other countries in the Pacific 
(Keesing and Tonkinson 1982). For some, such as Casper, Tikopia pre-Christian 
practice was associated with negative aspects such as devils and fighting, although the 
latter is an occurrence that Firth did not in fact record. Many people continue to believe 
in the power of the old spirits to some extent even though they are Christians. Indeed, 
Lonsdale expressed specific interest in this merging of Christian and indigenous belief 
systems. 
At the village level, as represented at Nukukaisi, there was very little discussion 
about "culture". But this could be my impression only as conversation occurred in the 
Tikopia language, and while discussions were often quite lengthy, the English 
translation was very short. 
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Despite the distinction between pre-Christian Tikopia and Christian 1 those 
people living away from Tikopia island! still held being Tikopia as a valuable emblem of 
difference1 of Tikopia identity as contrasted to an association with the Solomon Islands. 
For the people I spoke to, while tradition was a thing of the past, identity was expressed 
in the present, and everyone identified as Tikopia. 
In the next section I look more closely at the notion of difference which has 
been raised in these accounts and draw upon anthropological work on Tikopia since 
Firth's fieldwork, for instance Judith MacDonald's (1991) fieldwork of 1979 to 1980 as 
well as earlier work by Eric Larson (Larson 1960, 1966, 1968! 1977) in the 1960s. The 
expression of difference appears to operate at two levels. Migrant Tikopia feel different 
to those residing on Tikopia itself, but all Tikopia remain Tikopia in regard to the 
broader Solomon Islands population. In fact, past interaction has emphasized the 
positive value of difference. 
Maintaining difference 
At the time of her fieldwork in 1980, Judith MacDonald's recorded that the 
subsistence lifestyle and kinship support system described by Firth in 1928 had been 
maintained, although significant changes had occurred through the adoption of 
Christianity. MacDonald discussed these not in terms of religious doctrine, but in terms 
of the increased exposure to the outside world and increased mobility of Tikopia 
people, living either on the island or away and travelling between the two places. 
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MacDonald (1991 :69-113) noted that the Tikopia themselves discussed past 
events in terms of the maintenance of their cultural identity. 
While some of their accounts of the adoption of new religion and technologies, 
of their response to overpopulation and migration, and of their relationship with 
the wider Solomon Islands and its administration may appear as post hoc 
rationalisation of the inevitable, these accounts illustrate Tikopia ideas about 
the ways in which they coped successfully with change while maintaining the 
integrity of their cultural identity. (MacDonald 1991 :71) 
The assertion of cultural identity was also noted by Larson (1977:257-260) who 
carried out work in the migrant settlement of Nukufero! established in 1956 with the 
assistance of the Levers plantation at Samata.98 Nukufero is the original name for 
Tikopia, and this was chosen to emphasize the link between the settlement and the 
home island (Larson 1966 :55; MacDonald 1991 : 105). 99 The settlement was viewed as 
an extension of Tikopia (Larson 1966:55), a link which persisted during MacDonald's 
visit in 1980 (MacDonald 1991 :107). Larson noted that the Tikopia thought that 
Melanesians "lacked any customs", because they had not maintained their traditions 
(Larson 1966:48, 55). The word kastom was used by Tikopia whether they spoke pigin 
or not. The Tikopia equivalent was faka puri, which means "in the way of darkness" 1 a 
phrase adopted under missionary influences (MacDonald 1991 :16-17). 
The accounts of Larson and MacDonald also record expressions of Tikopia 
cultural difference. In her fieldwork in 1979 MacDonald noted 
While the Tikopia do not appear to feel particularly threatened by the Solomon 
Islands majority, they nonetheless choose to emphasis their difference. 
(MacDonald 1991: 115) 
98 In 1949 fifty-nine men left Tikopia to work for the Levers plantation at Samata in the Russell Islands but 
many died of malaria and unhappiness (Spillius 1957a cited in MacDonald 1991 : 100). In 1952 a second 
group was sent, but with the assistance of Spitlius the operation proceeded very differently and the 
settlement was successful (MacDonald 1991: 101 ff). 
99 
"Nukufero ma Tikopia e tau fongo tasi - Nukufero and Tikopia are the same" (Larson 1966:55). 
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MacDonald further noted that the Tikopia distinguished themselves both to 
outsiders and themselves through dress, "technology", spatial arrangements and 
dancing. In 1996 Lonsdale repeated these sentiments as part of a commentary on the 
photographs of the collections, declaring of the objects, "these are the things that make 
us Tikopia". In 1991 almost all Tikopia wore a turtle-shell hook on a string hung around 
the neck. This identified them as Tikopia as apart from other Polynesians in the 
Solomon Islands, such as the people of Rennell, Bellona, Sikaiana. The hook indicates 
to other Tikopia that the wearer is soa, a friend (MacDonald 1991: 116). 
The power of the chiefs 
One of the major factors maintaining a sense of difference is the power of the 
chiefs, not only within the island, but in regard to external relations with the central 
government. In regards to education for example, national legislation was often ignored 
(MacDonald 1991 :92). 
Despite the law of the land to ensure the education of all Solomon Islands 
children, the Tikopia do not value this law and continue to selectively comply with 
Solomon Islands national legislation.100 For examplet while primary school education is 
compulsory for both boys and girls in the Solomon Islands, on Tikopia the two schools 
are mostly attended by boys. In contemporary life in Tikopia the power of the chiefs to 
administer Tikopia, sometimes in direct opposition to Solomon Islands law and colonial 
rule prior to that, continues. As has been shown in the case of the early negotiations 
100 In 1952 eight boys were sent to the mission schools in Paama, on Makira. All completed their 
education successfully and some went on to become prominent figures in Solomon Islands life, becoming 
bishops, customs controffers, the chief of pofice and headmasters. The experience of girls in education 
was very different. Of a group sent away in the fifties, one caught polio and was sent home. This was 
interpreted as a bad omen for girls' education, and since that time girls have not been encouraged to 
attend school. The other girls in the group grew up to marry non-Tikopia and were so "lost" to Tikopia. 
Again, this was viewed badly on the home island and contributed to the distaste for education for girls 
(MacDonald 1991 :91 ) . Despite the success of the 1950s children, schooling for boys was viewed as good, 
but not a necessity (MacDonald 1991 :93). 
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with Europeans, the authority of chiefs in Tikopia today, is not without historical 
precedent. Tikopia have come to differentiate themselves from other islanders as well 
as from Europeans. 
Despite the fragmentation of the island's population through the establishment 
of settlements away from Tikopia (Larson 1966, 1968, 1977; Spillius 1957a, b, c) the 
authority of the chiefs remains unquestioned. The chiefs decided who could and could 
not leave Tikopia for the overseas settlements. In addition 1 the conversion or the entire 
population to Christianity in 1956 softened the Faea I Ravenga rivalry which Firth 
documented in 1928 (1983:71-76) and which had represented a split between the 
Christian inhabitants and the remaining non-Christian population. This impacted on the 
status of the chiefs, who had been central to pre-Christian religious life. But rather than 
losing the respect and rank accorded them, the locus of their power shifted from the 
religious sphere to the secular. The chiefs continued to symbolize the unity of the island 
and this was reinforced by their becoming the link in negotiations between the central 
government and other islanders (Firth 1969:360). The following three examples reflect 
the position of the chiefs. 
a) Taxes and difference 
In the 1960s Solomon Islanders were expected to pay taxes through local 
councils throughout the islands (Firth 1969:354-356; Larson 1966:67-70; MacDonald. 
1991 :94-96). The residents of Tikopia had been exempted from this tax because of the 
lack of facilities provided on the island by the central government, but with the 
establishment of overseas communities, namely Nukufero in the Russell Islands, 
migrant Tikopia were required by the government to pay taxes to the local council. 
However, the chiefs directed the Russell Islands Tikopia not to pay the tax. The District 
Commissioner responded by sending a government boat to the Russell Islands to pick 
up Tikopia representatives, press charges against them and take them to Honiara to 
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settle the matter in court. They abandoned this plan when all the Tikopia resident in the 
Russell Islands turned up at the boat, and demanded that should their representatives 
go to Honiara1 they too must go, as all had refused to pay their taxes. The matter was 
settled by the Levers Plantation management, who paid the levies on behalf of the 
Tikopia workers 1 as they did not want to lose their labour force. This money was 
subsequently reimbursed by the Tikopia (Firth 1969:355). According to Larson 
(1966:69) the Tikopia understood the tax to be a tribute to the headman in Nukufero, 
who they considered did not deserve this payment, as only chiefs received such 
tribute. In refusing to pay the tax1 the Nukufero Tikopia were rejecting integration and 
were expressing their allegiance to the chiefs of Tikopia. While there were initiating new 
forms of organization in the way the village worked, through the establishment of a 
village committee with a headman (Larson 1966:62) these new structures were built 
upon authority of the chiefs in Tikopia (Larson 1966:62-67; Larson 1977:251ff). 
In 1966, the District Commissioner visited Tikopia to discuss this matter with the 
chiefs and resolve it to the British Governments satisfaction, that is by getting the chiefs 
to agree to pay the tax. The day before the meeting the chiefs organised an assembly 
of the people and directed them to arrive at the meeting wearing their traditional 
barkcloth clothes, not calico. This was to impress upon the District Commissioner the 
islanders separation from the European government. The chiefs themselves wore their 
sinnet belts and fine pandanus mats. Firth, who witnessed this meeting commented on 
the "vivid sense of the symbolic value of uniform traditional clothing" and the force of 
the Tikopia chiefs statement of difference (Firth 1969:366). 
However, the relationship between the home island and the settlements was 
beginning to generate some internal tensions for some people. An elderly mission 
teacher who had worked in the Russell Islands did voice criticism of the situation during 
the 1966 stand off between the chiefs and the District Commissioner (Firth 1969:368). 
He commented that many Tikopia people who worked away from the home island 
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wished to stay in their new homes and did not want to return to Tikopia. Their life away 
from Tikopia was easier, there were facilities such as schools and medical clinics, but 
people would not voice any disagreement with the chiefs, even when they were away 
from the home island. 
b) Universal suffrage: democracy and chiefly power 
During the first general election after independence in 1980, Tikopia became 
part of the Eastern Outer Islands Province. The regional centre was located at 
Gracio~ Bay1 on Santa Cruz1 320 kilometres to the west of Tikopia. The Tikopia 
people were not canvassed for the election, as the island was seen as unimportant to 
the candidates. On their part the Tikopia were unconcerned about the election, 
because Solomon Islands affairs were regarded as separate to those of the Tikopia 
(MacDonald 1991 :96). A government ship visited Tikopia to ensure that the Tikopia 
were informed about the electoral process, which was compulsory. While 200 Tikopia 
men were put on the role, only 60 voted. Five voted for a Tikopia man, the rest for a 
Santa Cruz man who had given up land in Santa Cruz for the burial of Tikopia people 
who had died there. Despite federal laws pertaining to universal suffrage, the Tikopia 
men did not allow the Tikopia women to vote 1 because the election was seen to be an 
external matter, and therefore men's business. On this 1 the women concurred 
(MacDonald 1991 :97). 
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c) Constitutional rights of the Tikopia chiefs 
In his discussion of the nature of population mobility in the Pacific! Murray 
Chapman (1991) noted 
The four great chiefs of Tikopia ... insisted that they be given "Constitutional 
power to recall home any Tikopian ... causing public nuisance across the 
nation" ... because that reflected poorly on all Tikopians. (Mamaloni, Solomon 
S, 1988 Constitutional Review Committee Report, cited in Chapman 
(Chapman 1991 :284) 
The concern of the chiefs has a broader pan-Solomon Islands concern to it in 
relation to the acknowledgment of community rights over individual rights. In the 
Constitutional Review of 1987 rural community leaders proposed that visitors be 
expected to notify the acknow1edged local leaders before leaving their own place and 
arriving at another. In this way the problem of strangers taking over the land of other 
people and the disrespect shown by strangers to local customs could be controlled 
(Chapman 1991:281-283). 
The maintenance of indigenous cultural practices 
The chiefs also controlled the introduction of new influences onto the island to 
consciously maintain aspects of Tikopia lifestyle. In 1980 these influences were 
brought in by returning migrants (MacDonald 1991 :88). The senior men of Kafika 
smashed the guitars and ukuleles brought back by returning Tikopia. The chiefs did not 
want young people going off by themselves to sing foreign songs instead of joining in 
the fuatanga compositions, which were the central focus of Tikopia music making 
(MacDonald 1991 :90; for Tikopia songs and music see Firth and McLean 1990). In 
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the 1960s items such as tables and chairs were seen as inappropriate because they 
disrupted the conventions of body hierarchy which ensured that no-one stood higher 
than a chief. The head, especially that of a chief, remained tapu, not to be touched or 
have anything raised above it (MacDonald 1991 :89). 
Hair length was also an issue of concern to the chiefs. For women, short hair 
indicated a decorous person. For men, prior to the adoption of Christianity, the hair was 
left to grow long. In 1980 older men still wore their hair in this way, but younger men 
were more hesitant to do so, being more aware of European influences (MacDonald 
1991: 123). Chiefs, from the time of their accession, could not cut their hair. 
Strength and well being of the land was believed to be reflected in the physical 
well being of the ariki and no part of him should suffer damage which included 
diminution of his person through hair cutting. (MacDonald 1991: 124) 
Hair was under the control of the clan deity, and associated with the tapu of the 
head, especially of high ranking men (MacDonald 1991 :124). Because of these 
significant properties of hair, it was still incorporated into a head circlet and worn by 
female relatives of the deceased. The closer a women to the deceased, the shorter her 
hair was cut.101 However, the circlet was also warn by alder single women as a sign 
that they had given up on the idea of marriage (MacDonald 1991:125). 
In 1980, on Tikopia, people generally wore bark cloth or a p1ece of material, 
covering the knees, and children went about naked. The women coveted bras and 
some wore them despite the order not to do so by the ariki, who stated that this 
practice hid pregnancy. Married women and older single women wore their barkcloth 
101 MacDonald (1991) suggests that Firth underestimated the significance of hair length for women as an 
indicator of social relations and the relationship of the cutter to the person being cropped (MacDonald 
1991:126). She suggests that hair and sexuality are controUed in two stages, pre-pubescence and post-
marriage, and the act of cutting the hair is in control of the women who have married into the patriJine, f.or 
those in the patriline (MacDonald 1991 : 128). 
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held by a red sinnet rope and a turmeric dyed rope on special occasions. A few wore a 
cross on a chain, a manga turtle shell hook on a string. Tattooing was absent since the 
termination of ritual turmeric production and other pre-Christian practices, which were 
forbidden by the mission priest (MacDonald 1991: 130-131 ). While men in Tikopia 
generally wore barkcloth, men in Nukukaisi tended to wear shorts (MacDonald 
1991 :131) and while the young people were beginning to tattoo themselves, they were 
not using Tikopia motifs (Ismael Tuki pers. com.1996). 
Social space re-asserted 
While Firth discussed the spatial division of Tikopia houses and temples and 
introduced the concept of men's and women's areas within the house, MacDonald 
(1991: 136ff) expands this analysis to encompass the pathways and the geography of 
the island as a whole. She also describes geographical space as gendered and 
additionally hierarchical within gender. While women operated socially in the domestic 
sphere, in terms of the geography of the island, this incorporated the reef, the sea 
shore, the lake and the paths on the island. Men were associated socially with the 
sacred, which geographically incorporated the deep sea, free access across the island, 
with no restriction to the established paths. Married women operated in a narrower 
sphere than men or unmarried women and in addition to prescriptions on dress, 
hairstyle, activities, they were constantly chaperoned as they moved around the island. 
MacDonald outlines a complex set of relationships between women of different 
statuses. 
Indigenous views of spatial organization reasserted themselves in behaviour at 
Church. In 1966 women sat to the back of the church. By 1980, they had moved to the 
left, while men sat on the right side. This was congruent with the spatial division of the 
house (MacDonald 1991 :84-85).Further, menstruating women were disallowed from 
entering the church. Menstrual blood was toto pariki (bad blood) and not to be brought 
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into contact with the mats placed in the church, or brought into proximity with Christ. 
Menstruating women had to stay away from men, in case their blood "jumped" onto the 
man. As God is considered male, so menstruating women must stay away (MacDonald 
1991 :84-85). 
The role of Firth in the maintenance of cultural identity 
In "Cultural Identity and Ethnicity in the Pacific" Linnekin and Poyer (1990) 
discuss cultural identity as an expression of difference. In her discussion of Tikopia 
opinions of difference, MacDonald recorded that Firth was referred to when asked 
about traditional practices. On inquiring of a woman about childbirth practices she was 
referred to a male nurse. "I recorded a sixty minute tape of his account of traditional 
childbirth practices which ended with the statement 'At least, that's what Raymond 
says' " (MacDonald 1991 : 17) 
She added 
This brought home to me the fact that several of the Tikopia men who could 
read had copies of some of Firth's books and that the information in them was 
shared and discussed. When informants later gave me statements about 
Tikopia life which were couched in exactly the same words Firth had reported 
50 years before, I had to ask myself (without satisfactory answer) whether this 
was an example of the persistence of culture or whether Firth had fixed for all 
time, in the mind of readers of ethnography and the Tikopia themselves, the 
received version of Tikopia's belief and practice. That they had been made 
famous through the ethnographic record was a matter of pride and another 
factor which defined them vis-a vis their supposedly unrecorded Melanesian 
neighbours. (MacDonald 1991 : 17) 
It was evident to me in 1996 that Firth's work was used to verify information. 
Firth's ethnographies have entered the realm of canon, a possibility speculated upon 
by Larson thirty years earlier, although not quite in the way Larson anticipated. 
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At least one Tikopia possessed a copy of We the Tikopia and another of Social 
Change in Tikopia. In 1965 it was ~oubtful that any really understood these 
works, but the fact that they possessed them and showed keen interest in their 
contents should indicate that as their educational opportunities improve they 
will be eager to analyze them carefully. (Larson 1966: 146) 
Larson also noted the Tikopia's reflexivity in regard to their own cultural 
practices. In 1964 Tikopia were aware that the anthropologist was interested in their 
cultural activities in a way which differed from an interest in European behaviour 
(Larson 1966:39). However! the degree of confidence expressed about their own 
cultural values differed between Tikopia and Nukufero. 
In 1964 Tikopia on the home island felt themselves to be Larson's social equals 
and were unreserved in the treatment of him. In Nukufero, the residents distinguished 
Larson as an European anthropologist and were more reserved in discussing cultural 
practices (Larson 1966:40). Larson suggests that anthropological interest in Tikopia 
may have reinforced cultural conservatism and pride in Tikopia. Tikopia had 
incorporated the word "custom" into their language and ridiculed their island neighbours 
who they felt had lost their culture (Larson 1966:40). 
In Tikopia the work of Firth, the anthropologist, has reinforced a sense of 
cultural identity and contributed to the spoken debate concerning what constitutes 
kastom. A similar phenomenon has been observed by Joan Larcom (1982) in 
Vanuatu. On Malekula, the work of Bernard Deacon, an anthropologist working in 
Vanuatu in the 1930s, is used as ethnographic descriptions for the identification of 
traditional behaviour, particularly in regard to issues of land ownership (Larcom 
1982:335). 
The objects in the Firth collection mediate the relationship of the Tikopia with 
Firth, who is highly regarded by them, as well as representing a connection with earlier 
generations. To a far lesser extent do the objects in the collection mediate expressions 
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of cultural identity. Many of the items continue to be made and so their existence in a 
collection in Australia remains an interesting curiousity but not a matter for concern. At 
the moment, Tikopia people maintain their sense of cultural identity without reference to 
the objects in any museum collection, although their is an interest on the part of some 
individuals to maintain specific objects as memoirs of a past way of life. 
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Chapter 7. The Tikopia collection as the national cultural heritage of the 
Solomon Islands 
I have examined a number of contexts for the Firth collection, including how 
Firth interpreted the collection, how the objects mediated relationships between the 
Tikopia and Firth, as well as how the collection is viewed by Tikopia today, particularly 
by those living away from the home island. Here I examine how the Firth collection has 
mediated relationships between nation states by looking at the repatriation request 
made by the Solomon Islands National Museum for the return of the Firth collection. 
This request was made to the National Museum of Australia, which housed the 
collection in the 1970s. 
Before moving on to this request, I present a review of the arguments for and 
against repatriation. Karen Warren's review (1989) summarizes the pro-repatriation 
project as follows. Arguments draw upon the rights of people to access their own 
cultural heritage and further, the right of ownership of items by the people of the 
country of origin. In addition, removal of objects from their country of origin is seen as 
diminishing the cultural integrity of the objects, as they are no longer in their "true" 
context (1989). Arguments that support this position may cast museum collections as 
"booty''. While some collections were made under questionable conditions (for example 
see Eyo 1994, and other discussion essays in Messenger 1989; Allen 1998) as I have 
illustrated, this has not always been the case. 
Some of the arguments against repatriation ( 1989) include the "salvage theory". 
This proposes that objects in museum collections would have been destroyed if they 
had not been collected. It is claimed that some objects in museum collections were 
removed legally; that the concept of a common humanity places objects into a context 
of world heritage beyond merely local or regional interest; the transmission of cultural 
material from one place to another enhances everyone's cultural experience and is of 
benefit in its 'enriching role' in education. Another argument proposes that scholars 
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require the right to access and research freely, and collections should stay where they 
can be used, while some believe that returns would encourage black market activity. A 
final argument would state that it is impossible for objects to return to their original 
contexts anyway, as the conditions of the past no longer exist. 
These issues have ensured that Australian museums view their collections in a 
way vastly different to the imperial, expansionist forces of developing nineteenth 
century Europe which spawned their establishment (Strahan 1979; Pearce 1995; 
Barringer 1998) and for whom the terms "cultural property", "cultural heritage" and 
"cultural identity" would have had no meaning outside of the European arena (for 
discussion of legislation protecting European cultural property and case studies see 
Pratt and O'Keefe 1989; Eyo 1994 ). 
Founding of the Solomon Islands National Museum 
In the 1960s the Honiara Museum Association was formed to find funding to 
build a museum to house the various collections scattered throughout colonial 
government buildings. The Association consisted largely of ex-patriot government 
officials but also two indigenous Solomon Islanders. The Association obtained funds for 
a building from the Gulbenkian Foundation in England and the first gallery opened in 
1969. Annual contributions from local councils together with both local and international 
donations provided further financial support. In 1972 the Honiara Museum became the 
Solomon Islands National Museum and Cultural Centre and came under central 
government control. Its aims were to collect cultural materials and 
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information! carry out research, disseminate information through exhibitions and 
educational programs, and entertain the general public. The collections comprised 
mainly of ethnographic material and archaeological material, but also included natural 
history, geology and social history collections, as well as war relics (Foana'ota 
1994:96). 
Repatriation of the Firth collection 
In the early 1970s, Anna Craven, an expatriate, commenced work as curator of 
the Solomon Islands Museum. She approached Australian museums holding Solomon 
Islands material and requested the repatriation of these collections to the Solomon 
Islands. She also approached Firth directly to enlist his aid in the return of his collection 
held in Canberra.102 Professor Firth wrote a letter supportive of Craven's request to the 
National Museum of Australia and requested part of the collection be returned. 
Though I used to think that such a collection should not be divided, I think the 
situation now has altered, and the needs of the people of the region should be 
very seriously considered; they have a right to be educated in their cultural 
heritage. (Firth to Mrs. Keith, National Museum of Australia, 3 December 1973, 
University of Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988) 
Earlier Firth had written 
.. . there is an increasing interest in the Solomons in objects of 'custom', i.e. the 
traditional cultures, and the museum has plans for storage and extension .. 
Since the Museum has very few Tikopia specimens, and since my collections 
have duplicates, it seems appropriate that some duplicates should go to the 
Solomon Islands Museum, not founded when the Tikopia collections were 
made. (Firth, 16 March 1973, National Museum of Australia, University of 
Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988) 
102 At this time, the Firth collection, as part of the University of Sydney collection, was held in the 
basements of the Institute of Anatomy along with other ethnographic collections. These were to be 
incorporated into the National Ethnographic Collection to be housed in the proposed new building of the 
National Museum of Australia. 
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From Craven's point of view, there was so little material held in the Solomon 
Islands that the identification of "duplicate" objects was irrelevant. 
... I am inclined to say that, since we would like so much, that it is perhaps 
better for you to say what you are willing to let us have. Although many items 
seem to be duplicates according to the description, of course they are probably 
not. .. Please work under the assumption that we have next to nothing, and what 
we have is insignificant. We want all we can get. .. (Craven to Keith, National 
Museum of Australia, 14 January 197 4, University of Sydney file, Anthropology 
Division, Australian Museum 1988) 
Craven challenged the concept of "duplicate", the idea that items of material 
culture were parallel to scientific units of data. In a sense she prefigured the ideas and 
issues raised in formal debate on the status of ethnographic collections as cultural 
heritage at the Unesco Regional Seminar "Cultural Heritage, Preserving Indigenous 
Cultures. A New Role for Museums" held in Adelaide in 1978 (Edwards and Stewart 
1980). Despite Craven's efforts, by 1977 no material had been returned to the 
Solomon Islands, and again she wrote "We are being very patient! But it is a bit 
discouraging to seem to move no further getting things back-especially since the 
interest in such things in the Solomons has increased enormously since I first came 
here in 1973 ... " (Craven to Keith, National Museum of Australia, 19 January 1977, 
University of Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988). 
Again in 1978, Firth wrote to the Public Affairs and Cultural Relations Division of 
the Department of Foreign Affairs stating that in earlier times the Solomon Islands had 
no Museum where these objects could be preserved. But 
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The cultural situation has now radically altered. For some years now the 
Solomon Islands has had a Museum, which under a vigorous Curator has been 
developing rapidly and most effectively. In particular now that the Solomon 
Islands have attained Independence, the Museum is becoming the centre of 
intense cultural interest to the Solomon Islands people themselves, as a 
repository, indeed a treasure-house, of the art and craft work of their 
forebearers. It now houses much material of great scientific importance and 
historical interest. ... It would be most appropriate then, for these early Solomon 
Islands collections, or for a substantial proportion of them, to be housed in the 
Museum in Honiara as part of the Solomons national heritage which people 
have access to as part of their modern cultural experience. (Firth to Wilson, 5 
October 1978, National Museum of Australia, University of Sydney file, 
Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988) 
The legal status of the material was also at issue, and this took many years to 
resolve. In January 1979 Firth raised the possibility of repatriating his second collection, 
made in conjunction with James Spillius in 1956. While Firth wanted this collection to 
return to the Solomon Islands, before agreeing to this, Spillius requested that twelve 
items be reserved for him. Spillius asked Mrs Keith of the National Museum of Australia 
to pick out the "most elaborately carved" to be set aside (Spillius to Fox, National 
Museum of Australia, 17 July 1979, University of Sydney file, Anthropology Division, 
Australian Museum 1988). Both Firth and Spillius further asked that some objects 
remain in Canberra, for display at the Australian National University, for teaching 
purposes (Firth and Spillius to Fox, 6 July 1979, National Museum of Australia, 
University of Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988). Following 
this, conservators assessed the collection and preparations were begun for the return 
of the objects. A few objects were set aside for Firth and for Spillius. The total number 
objects included in the report was 980 (Preiss 1980). The return was approved by the 
Department of Home Affairs (Letter from Ryan, 
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Department of Home Affairs to Moyle, Department of Health, 26 March 1980, National 
Museum of Australia, University of Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian 
Museum 1988) although by April of that year changes to the proposed return where 
made. 
While there appear to be good arguments for the retention of duplicated items 
and we would not anticipate the Solomon Islands objecting to this request, we 
consider that, in the spirit of the UNESCO Director-General's call for the 
restitution of cultural property, the National Museum of Honiara should be 
given a description of all items in the collection and their agreement sought to 
the retention in Australia of those items which Professor Firth and Dr Spillius 
would like to keep as teaching aids and as personal mementos. This will 
provide an opportunity for the Solomon Islands to ensure that items of the 
greatest cultural significance are lodged at the National Museum. We should 
not wish to lay ourselves open to future criticism from the Solomon Islands that 
important items were retained in Australia without consultation. (McPherson, 
UN Social and Technical Section, Foreign Affairs to Parret, Department of 
Health, 24 April 1980, National Museum of Australia, University of Sydney file, 
Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988) 
Despite these arrangements, and the photographing of all the items prior to 
packing, the collections were not returned to the Solomon Islands. An explanation for 
this was not noted in the National Museum of Australia files transferred with the 
collection. 
Subsequently, the issue of the ownership of the collections came to the fore as 
the National Museum of Australia defined its collection policy to concentrate on 
Australian Aboriginal material. All of the Pacific Islands collections held at the Institute 
of Anatomy at that time were reassessed for their suitability to remain in the National 
Ethnographic Collection. These collections included the Firth collection of 1928, made 
while Firth was employed at the University of Sydney, and his collection of 19561 made 
while he was employed at the Australian National University; the Murray 
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Collection, including the Official Papuan Collection and the Rabaul collections. The 
legal status of these collections remained in question untit February 1989, when the 
National Museum of Australia received notification from the Attorney General's Office 
that as the situation was unclear, the possessor of the collection could dispose of it. 
Thus collections which had been collected by researchers employed by the University 
of Sydney, could be disposed of by the University of Sydney. The University of Sydney 
decided to transfer ownership of the collection to The Australian Museum. The 
Australian National University took back the Firth/Spillius material and other collections 
collected by their department researchers and visitors. The Murray collection remains 
at the National Museum of Australia where it is under negotiation for repatriation to the 
National Museum of Papua New Guinea. 
On receipt of the University of Sydney collection, the Australian Museum 
advised the Solomon Islands National Museum that the collection was now in its 
possession. The transfer of the Sydney University Collection included material from 
Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu as well as the Solomon Islands. A meeting was held 
on May 6, 1988 between Dr. Jim Specht, Head of the Anthropology Division, Lissant 
Bolton, Pacific Collection Manager of the Australian Museum and Lawrence Foana'ota, 
Director of the Solomon Islands National Museum (Specht and Bolton 1988). Grace 
Molisa and Godwin Ligo representing the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Soroi Eoe, Director 
of the Papua New Guinea Museum, also attended. A number of issues arose from that 
meeting. These included the inability of the National Museum of the Solomon Islands to 
receive large quantities of material from Australia given the nature of their storage 
facilities at that time. The reasons Foana'ota gave related to lack of space and 
appropriate storage, and a lack of trained staff to look after the collections. At this time 
the Solomon Islands was not a signatory to the Unesco 
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Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and 
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property of 1970 and this was presented as a 
concern. Foana'ota specified the need for reciprocal relationships between Melanesian 
countries concerning illegally exported items and added that the National Museum of 
the Solomon Islands was working towards national legislation to protect cultural 
property, and particularly to combat black marketeering.103 In the Solomon Islands 
each province was working on its own provincial legislation to protect cultural 
heritage.104 Foana'ota said that the National Museum of the Solomon Islands needed a 
new extension before it considered taking any collections but that it was also important 
to consider the wishes of the collectors in the disposal of their collections (University of 
Sydney file, Anthropology Division, Australian Museum 1988). 
A review of these events shows that the initial impetus for the return of objects 
lay with expatriate workers of the Solomon Islands Museum, supported by both Firth 
and later Spillius. Once an indigenous Solomon Islander became director of the 
national museum, concern for the return of cultural property changed. Foana'ota's 
comment that the wishes of the collectors must be taken into account is an approach 
which confirms an interpretation of museum objects as the foci for social relationships. 
Craven's challenge to the idea of "duplicate" material adds to this argument, as the 
103 Many of these issues remain for many Pacific Island museums and have formed the basis for cultural 
heritage workshops in subsequent years, see (Eoe and Swadling 1991; Foana'ota 1991, 1994; Lindstrom 
and White 1994b). 
104 Under the Local Government Act, 1981, provincial governments were given greater responsibility to 
legislate in cultural affairs. As a result of this, Guadalcanal Province and Western Province, two of the 
seven provincial governments, established cultural centres for the purposes of protecting cultural heritage 
and promoting traditional knowledge. However, white these centres have been established their 
functioning at a practical level has been impaired by similar issues relating to lack of funding, and lack of 
real power to prevent developments in the area of logging and forestry (Riley 1991; Roe and Totu 1991; 
Tatu and Roe 1991). 
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idea of duplicates carries an interpretation of objects as specimens, divorced from 
social contexts. On the contrary, I argue that each object has its own context of 
acquisition, its own set of social interactions surrounding it, which the concept of 
duplicates denies. 
Also evident in this brief history is the absence of Tikopia opinion about the 
return of this collection. Negotiations for the return of the Firth collection and any other 
Solomon Islands material reflected sentiments of nationhood rather than the expressed 
desires of the individual groups concerned within the Solomon Islands. The Tikopia, a 
strong minority in the Solomon Islands as we have seen in chapter six, were not 
players in the negotiations between the National Museum of Australia and the National 
Solomon Islands Museum. The collection was used to mediate the expression of 
Solomon Islands nationhood by expatriate and Australian professionals, rather than 
Tikopia cultural identity at a local level. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion: Museum collections mediating relationships 
This thesis has demonstrated the multiple contexts in which objects are 
interpreted, both in the past and in the present. In chapter two I built up a picture of 
how Firth perceived the objects he collected through the framework of his 
anthropological theory, interpreting objects as specimens of native craft acquired as 
part of a scientific program to gather as much data as possible about Tikopia life. The 
collection was not made as an example of the aesthetic arts of Tikopia, as Firth saw 
these to be best exemplified in musical and poetic composition. Further I have 
suggested that the objects in the collection mediated a complex interchange within 
anthropological theory. Objects which had previously been associated with 
evolutionary stages of progression were, in the school of British Social Anthropology, 
stripped of this interpretation. While Firth did not support ethnological interpretations of 
objects, he did nevertheless maintain a descriptive functional explanation of objects. 
His efforts to inject a more complex understanding of economic, social and religious 
practices has added greatly to an understanding of the objects in the collection even 
though his emphasis on functionalism downplayed an interpretation of the symbolic 
associations placed on objects. 
In chapter three, I surveyed a number of interactions between Tikopia people 
and visitors to the island prior to Firth's arrival in 1928. This chapter illustrated that the 
concepts of isolation and remoteness with which Firth labeled Tikopia did not reflect the 
Tikopia's experience of contact and interaction with outsiders. 105 Not only did the 
Tikopia have established trading networks with other islanders and the marine 
technology to travel between neighbouring islands, their experience with ships' crews, 
traders and missionaries exposed them to European cultural and economic influences. 
105 In "An appraisal of modem social anthropology" (Firth 1975) Firth takes issue with the claim that 
British Social Anthropology was a-theoretical, a-historical and non-discursive. 
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The Tikopia people were not passive receivers of influences from European visitors, 
but actively engaged with visitors and indeed, prior to Firth's arrival, absorbed several 
into their society. 
Chapters four and five also examine historical contexts. In these chapters I 
sought to establish the cultural context surrounding the exchange of objects between 
Firth and the Tikopia, inciuding an interpretation of Tikopia agency in the giving of 
objects. I illustrated how specific object types such as fakatino mediated relationships 
between Tikopia people and the spirit world and how other object groups such as maro 
and fakapenu mediated relationships between people. I suggest that Firth was drawn 
into Tikopia living practice through the exchange of these objects: while Firth was 
making a collection, the Tikopia were socializing Firth. 
The identification of the cultural context revealed change in Tikopia life in 1928. 
Firth's acquisition of key objects such as fakatino, embodiments of the gods, reflected 
processes of change in Tikopia and show that the process of acquisition of the 
collection belies Firth's presumption of "traditional" Tikopia practices in 1928. Tikopia 
was not a static, unchanging place at the time of Firth's visit. It had already changed its 
"traditional" practices as parts of the Tikopia population adjusted to and incorporated 
Christian beliefs. Evidence for this lies in Firth's acquisition of objects such as fakatino. 
I suggest therefore that Firth was witnessing a process of transformation that had been 
set in motion by the Christian missionaries and their island teachers before Firth's 
arrival. 
Thus part one illustrated that the acquisition of the objects in the collection was 
made through acts of participation on Firth's part and inclusion on the part of the 
Tikopia. Objects were not, I suggest, unethically obtained, although the parties involved 
in the transactions may have had different interpretations of these transactions. 
In part two I examined the more recent contexts of the collection. In chapter 6, I 
focused upon the contemporary views of Tikopia people living away from the home 
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island. The main concern amongst migrant Tikopia I met was an interest in the objects 
sparked off by the knowledge that members of their families had made the objects or 
given them to Firth. They were also interested in the association of the objects with 
Firth himself. Many of the people I spoke to did not have a detailed knowledge of 
designs and patterns on objects1 but made reference to other people who did. These 
people were said to be living on Tikopia 1 and the home island was seen as the locus of 
knowledge about the traditional, wherein traditional was defined as pre-Christian 
knowledge. But Firth was also seen as the authority on traditional Tikopia beliefs and 
some people referred to his texts when questioned about particular aspects of Tikopia 
life prior to Christianity. Everyone I spoke to however, identified themselves as Tikopia, 
particularly in contradistinction to the rest of the Solomon Islands, and the status and 
authority of the four chiefs of Tikopia continued to be acknowledged outside of the 
island. Knowledge of the collection and its existence in an overseas institution did not 
generate worry or anxiety over access to the objects1 or concern over special storage 
requirements. 
As MacDonald (1991) notes1 Tikopia's history has been played out somewhat 
separately to the remainder of the Solomon Islands. To a large extent the lack of 
exploitable resources in terms of exportable products has affected this. There has 
been no cash cropping and no foreign traders stores and the Tikopia have not needed 
to "re-invent themselves culturally" to cope with European influences (MacDonald 
1991 :72-73). 
However1 while the Tikopia people had a strong sense of their cultural identity, it 
was not necessary to express this through association with the objects in the Firth 
collection. Objects in this collection which are still made today were not noted by the 
Tikopia as remarkable when bereft of their personal associations with known 
individuals. At the same time 1 objects remained emblematic of what it was to be a 
Tikopia. That is, the objects were in their form and make, visibly distinguishable as 
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made by a Tikopia person. But the collection was not vital to the continued existence of 
Tikopia cultural identity, nor was it required emblem of a nostalgic past. While the idea 
of a "treasure house" has been adopted by a few, and although this is arguably not an 
alien concept but a continuation of the temple as store house, this development 
reflects a desire to respect the past expressed by a couple of Tikopia men, ratherthan 
a desire to return to the past, or revive it in some way. In 1996 the Tikopia I met did not 
interpret the collection at the Australian Museum as objects severed from their cultural 
origins or as objects through which they could or should revive pre-Christian religious 
practices. 
Finally in chapter 7, I examined the circumstances surrounding the request for 
the repatriation of the Tikopia collection. The objects here mediated relationships 
between nation states, not between Tikopia people and the National Museum of the 
Solomon Islands, or the Tikopia people and the National Museum of Australia through 
the National Museum of the Solomon Islands. The repatriation process was not 
completed and the files do not record an explanation for this despite the relevant 
preparations for a return having been made. I suggest that the repatriation was not 
completed because the request lacked a social context. The request was initiated by a 
expatriate museum worker, in the employ of the National Museum of the Solomon 
Islands at that time. The repatriation request was not negotiated within the context of 
Tikopia interest in the objects. The subsequent emphasis of the National Museum of 
the Solomon Islands on the wishes of the collectors in addition to the practical 
difficulties associated with the return, added another interpretation to the collection. 
I am not suggesting here that the Solomon Islands National Museum is 
disinterested in issues concerning cultural heritage (see Edwards and Stewart 1980; 
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Foana'ota 1991, 1994; Roe and Totu 1991; Totu and Roe 1991; Lindstrom and White 
1994a, b ). However, in the Tikopia case, I suggest that the repatriation request 
reflected statements about political difference, rather than cultural difference. On the 
international scene, therefore, collections are incorporated into statements of 
nationalism, and are used less as cultural markers than as political markers. In 
addition, there are increasingly complex regional and national dynamics at play, with 
Tikopia diaspora increasingly accepting of broader Solomon Islands life while the home 
island maintains claims to an autonomous Tikopia identity. Despite these 
developments, the maintenance of Tikopia cultural identity at home and away through 
lived practice has not placed a high value upon the objects in the Australian Museum 
collections as cultural materials through which expression of cultural identity is required. 
In university anthropology the discussion of cultural identity and the "invention of 
tradition" in the Pacific region, (i.e Keesing and Tonkinson 1982; Linnekin and Poyer 
1990) has become so extensive that Lindstrom and White (1995) have suggested that 
Anthropology's task ... is to explain the contemporary, end of the millennium 
popularity of discourses of culture, custom, and tradition by situating these in 
historical and political contexts. (Lindstrom and White 1995:208) 
In contrast, museology and academic criticism of museum anthropology has 
not focused on an analysis of museum objects and their interpretation as cultural 
heritage but has focused on the celebration of cultural revival programs (both 
indigenous and non-indigenous programs). This may be a reflection of the museum's 
transformation from "research centre" to "cultural resource". My point is that while 
anthropologists have focused on issues of cultural identity in the field , there has been 
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less said concerning an analysis of the processes which lead to the differing 
interpretations attributed to objects housed in museum collections. Are issues relating 
to cultural heritage held in museums necessarily articulated with an expression of 
cultural identity? 
While university anthropology addresses cultural identity in the field, museum 
anthropology has been confronted with issues surrounding cultural identity in the store 
rooms and exhibition galleries. Marilyn Strathern (1990) comments that the two 
"anthropologies" have been polarized: museums and their collections have been 
removed from anthropological analysis and the interpretation of artefacts has focused 
on the object as authentic or traditional while university anthropology has concerned 
itself with contemporary cultural and social context and the politics of cultural identity. 
Cultural identity is an important topic in both arenas, but in museums the topic has 
remained largely beyond critical analysis. 
My analysis of the Firth collection has not supported the interpretation of the 
museum as a contested site in which ethnographic and political authority is challenged. 
On the contrary I suggest that with regard to this collection, the museum is a site 
holding objects which mediate specific social relationships of inclusion and 
incorporation. The collection is important because the objects embody the relationship 
between Tikopia people and Firth, rather than for any symbolism attributed to the 
objects jn the context of original use. This collection was made by Firth in Tikopia, 
where half a century later his work has become authoritative. Firth has inscribed 
into text what it means to be a "traditional" Tikopia, his work has become canon, and 
Firth himself has been embraced. His work remains as yet largely unquestioned by 
Tikopia. 
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This is a marked contrast to the arena in which Australian museums operate, in 
which issues concerning the ownership of and access to objects of "cultural heritage" 
or "cultural property", the nature of authenticity and tradition, challenge the authority of 
the curator, the museum worker and the institution of the museum as a whole. Clearly 
the history of interactions and experiences of Tikopia with Europeans under colonial 
rule and with Solomon Island nationals since independence, has taken a different path 
to that experienced by indigenous Australians in the unfolding of black-white relations 
since colonization. 
Changes to conventional museum practice have been intellectualized in recent 
museological literature as a response to post modern analysis (Pearce 1992:89-117)1 
but from my perspective as a museum worker, these challenges are more readily 
understood as a response to the dissenting voices of minorities against public 
institutions holding cultural material. I suggest that museum workers must respond to 
new demands on collections with an understanding of the importance of how 
collections were made, and why some collections are drawn into the arena of cultural 
heritage debate, while others are not. The dissenting voice needs to be understood 
through the specific historical conditions that have created it, not through unquestioning 
adherence to unargued assumptions concerning museums and the acquisition of the 
collections now in their care. 
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Appendix 1. The Firth Collection at the Australian Museum 
The objects are listed in the order they appear on the collection lists made up 
by Camilla Wedgewood (1930) 1 followed by the registration number assigned by the 
Australian Museum. NAME is the Tikopia language name, and ITEM, the translation 
provided on the Wedgwood list. NOT IN CO indicates that the object is not present in 
the Australian Museum collection. 
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Appendix 2. Objects acquired by Firth, listed as "purchases" on his 
Specimen list (Firth, 1928) 
DATE, records the date Firth acquired the object or objects; ITEM, the Tikopia 
language name of the object, DESCRIPTION, name of the object; FROM, the 
name of the person who gave the object to Firth; FIRTHNO, the number on the 
catalogue deposited with the collection where this is identifiable (Wedgewood 
1930). 
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- ., .. PA-Nul<u r.Auo 
--.. --PA-PAi1T-
MATHJu 
PA FONGARE VAi 
ARIKI KAFIKA 
191 
20/09/1928 NGA SARE 
--20/091192$--; KIE. FAKARO 
'2D/09/1928 i SAUMO 
:-·20/w1928 -· - --·-rdKof&o 
;---2Qt69/1-928---- UR UNGA 
1 20/0911928 : TOKOTOKO 
-2Q/00/192{f- ( URUNGA 
-·21"/00/1928-- . ----f>J..J<T --·--
-- ---· ·- -· -- ---··--·- ·-·- ----· --
2110911928 URUNGA 
·-21/0911"928 ___ - --- uklJNGA -
21/09/1928 , TAVT 
·---21/W/-fgis -r -- NGASAU 
r · 2·11oons28- -: · - ----i,ifVi ---
r-·2110011-92a ·---- - ·soo ____ -- -
--- -- -- - ------- ---- - ·1-
21/09/1928 SOKA 
OF COCONUT SHEll 
--sf::iEJ\Ff*-
-- - -~ - tiEJ\0-REsf 
--oA:Nce·ct:u£f .. -. . .. -·- ----
HEAD REST 
HEAD REST 
. BREAST ORN OF FANGONGO 
' AR.Raw·· --·-·· 
MORTAR 
--- - --- , __ __ M0RfA_R_Go6o-sF>foiMEN 
f --21ioo/1928 __ i -- T1RtJNGA__ ; ·-t=is.\ifREST 
r__::~~0:~ -~f:_-_ ~ t?!.~~Au -- --- _l_ =~:~~:: ___  
. 21/09/1928 : SOKA MORTAR (""'21/ooi1"928"" - ----· kuf.~1"EYE--Vik1 - --- -- -~- - 8-C)wL __ ________ -- --
' 21 /09/1928--_,_ - ·uRiJNGA --HEAb_R_E_sf· --- -- -- -
~:_-~i?.~~:r.~~~--~-: -: __ -- f~~i~:- · · ---- . -- L . ~-~~~-~--~~~--:~ ·- ------- ---- --
S/KA NET SHUTTLE 
! 21/09/1928 i KUMETE 
t--·21'/00ii928- "- tii="A·- -----
\ BOWL 
. ---- .• .!. .. .• ·· ···- ··---·--·- -- -----·-- -··· - - -·· ··- ·-- ---· -·--· ·-· . 
BREAST ORNAMENT 
~--··:ii/00/1"928 "'; PA T NECK.ORN·; ·· ·· --· 
r· -21i09i1928 - "- -- iiFA _____ ---- --- --·- ---- --·sREA"sr-oRNAMEr::ir- --- ----- -. 
21/0911928 i URUNGA ! HEAi:fREsT· ·· --· ... --· ---
- --·------- --
PAITO ARIKI KAFIKA 
NAU NA NEVE'? 
PA RANG.A. TAU 
i:i.A.!Tof:ARE-KOFE 
-PA-FE-NUAFARA-
PA RONGO TA.ONO 
PA "MorDJ\Nof·-· -- -· - -
-···-- - --- ---·-· -·- ----·---·· ·-- --· · 
PA NUKU MANONGI 
PA ~ENUA fARA - . 
016.04 
004.25 
004.27 
----- ·-- ····· - --·-- ---- - - - - - ·· - ..... -
PAITO FARE FIKAI 
-- - - - j - -f6TC5ROT=AKA TONGA--
i -PA-FARE.At.A.· -
.. .. -- I . TUP?NGARi:T""" . 
-·-· - _)._ -·-·-·--·- ·· -·-----·- ·-·-- - -------- -·-·---· ·-
FARANGANOA 
- --- --- -- ----··--'·-·- --- - ---- .. ---· ·-- - ·-- - ·-· -
PA TANGA 
PA MARAE VAKA 
-- --PA--N"ui<U"Af:D -
_.J - --- - ·- - --- -- ----·-· -- ·--
PA MESARA 
. PAKOROATU 
PA RANG1 T18U 
PAKOROATU 
PA TARA NUIA 
008.oa · -
008.07 
' 001 .18 
-- 004·_·20 . -
O"fioo ------ , 
TIFORAU ·- -~ - -··1·-·ao.{20-----... -
·-· ·- ·· ---..- · - -- -·--- --· ·· -··-···--· - --~· ·----·---
1 KAVAVANIU ; 004.34 
FIRUA? 
-- -· - -p;t.;· MfrfOJ\NGI - .. .. .. ---- ... --·;· --004:·ai· 
r .. woo/1"928""-- ( -- ··"pf,,"" ·-. -· ·---· - .. .. -- . --- ---- -· 1· -·NECK-ORt·i* " Gcio"D .SPECIMEN .---- ·- --- ·i ... -··--···---- ---------- --- --·· ----_-::-~--~-----~--~:---~_:: - - ~~- ·_·- . .. -- _, 
[-:~~~:;:-+:~~:~1~~~~~~:- ---- ~ --~:- ~-~-~--~-~- --1-.-~~~-~~!~: ._:~·:_~ -~ -~~ - ~:-- .~--~: ·:- . -. ··----· _! ___ :f ~:~c: .· -- - - ~ - - ·-· ------:. 004:1·5· -- ·----
f 22/09/1928 f KUMETE } BOWL --·--- - -- ·pA-~J"t}KlJ"()_MAN_li_ .. ~---- -· -·-· -· ---~- - - --- -··-- -··--···-------
[-·· 22JOOJ192a ·-r··-··FANii"°oNGOi~EFiT - + ·- ---·· ·-· -····-·- ···- ·- ... ····--------- --- -·-· - ,--.-·- ·--··-· ----·--·-· ··- -------- ---- .... .. ( ... ..... -- · ·-·· ·--·· -···' 
r··-23709:;:192a ·-· ;--- -·· s11<x - -----· ------- ------ J ____ NEYsHuni::e-· · -- ---- -- ----- - ---- · · ------- --·:. --fi/\."Nf 1:Ti<Af:il:T- - ·· -· -- -·--- ----1 -·· «:ffi.-C)a· · ·· ---' 
f--·23iooi1928 ___ ---···--;o:r=-A __ __ ___ - - ---- -- . --- - -----·-c-- NET'GAUGE .. --- - .... - --- ·-·-···· -- ----- ______ , --PA·N·iu "KJ\p(j" ______ -··- ·- ··------; ... --· .. ... -- -- ·--- - -· 
j· · -2i/00l1928 --~ . " f..t\U KAVA .. -· . . i i<AvA.oowl.-* - -- _,: PA NiiTl<APu : 002.00 
~ - 23/0011"928"-r " ii<E _________ ---- BAR·K-CLOTH.BEATER* .. PA-Nfu"KJ\pu · ··----- _; _____ --- -
t ··-2370911920 ---r ------p,I\ .A"nT -- - ·-BON"lfo H"<5ol<-·· . -- ------. -- .. ·-PA-·N·iu KAPtT -·· -- -. -- - ---- .-·r_·-~:1.1~ . 
!~--:~~~~~~~~L._.·.~~~!!-~ET. A_~.15~ ~-- __ _·: _·:~ ~~~~----~~ ~- _ ____ _______ __ __  __ --~~--~~-~~1.:~~~L__ __ _ _ ________  --· _____ _ 
i 24/09/1928 ; MAIA 
: . . 4tt'iii928---r- -- 'MEtiGfl. 
i---- "4/11/1928--· ~----- RENG/i." -- . 
4/11 /1928 KIE 
--- 4H1H92a· +---- -i.i.A.f.4T - ----- -· 
4/11/1928 
4111m2a TOK! TAPV 
---··--· ·-·--- ·---·-- - - ·- -- -- -- -
4/11/1928 IRI 
-- - - - · - --- - - -- - H --··- -·--• - -
4/11/1928 MENGA 
·--·41f111m -. --· rx0 -·- · 
.4111/1928 
-- "4i11/f 928 
- MENGi. 
·· - -- - -· --
MARO 
; SfNNET, PROB BELT 
;--sTE'EPtNG M"..\r- ··· 
-- -;- --TURMERiccvliNDER 
WAIST MAT 
FISH LINE 
FISH UNE 
~ APZE __  
.. ·: --B-EA6S~-VALUEo 
SLEEPING MAT 
SLEEPING MAT 
MENGA,MARoi-:A:Fl}AKAMARU 
PA RANGf FURf J 040.09 I 
._ .. ,. - - :·· -·- --·-- ·· -···- -- - --· 
ARIK!TAFUA 
- .SA'.sAl:i"" _____ - - - - - - -~- .. ···· ·--j- -- -··-~ -· 
PAMUKURA 
--- - -· ··-· --- - - - -·--- ..• - - -- - -- . . -- - -- - - - - -- ~ 
PA TEVA 
f>{HILlfi] -sEREMATA. 
PAT~ .KAO.MATA --
-FAt·ff"RE:·s-iAl<E · ·· - · - - ~-- 059:1e 
- ·r- PA-RANGIFuR"1 - . --
. ---~ - --- - --·- -·--- __ ., - --- ----
PA RANG1 FUR1 
PAAVAKOFE 
·- -A.R1K1 TAFUA 
192 
135 
029 
223 
222 
1.3? 
084 
on 
085 
132 
028 
134 
030 
136 
088 
081 
140 
090 
001 
092 
149 
133 
008 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
027 
239 
009 
010 
083 
026 
025 
024 
D_8.2 
120 
Appendix 3. Items exchanged. 
The information in this table is taken from Firth's specimen list (Firth, 1928). 
Key: 1 Length of red calico; 2 Length of white calico; 3 Fish hooks; 4 Plane iron; 5 Beads; 6 Pipes; 7 Pocket Knife; 8 Knife; 9 Belt; 10 Axe; 11 Razor; 
12 Tobacco. 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
091 .00 
01-4.04 
009.11 
038.01 & .04 
091 .00 
093.04 
016.02 
046. 
011 .04 
011 .02 
TONGS. (2). 
. F~R':'_COLOURED O~GO? 
DANCE CLUB 
. ·-· • - -
BARK CL BEATER. ~EW ~~EC 
FINGER RINGS FOR GIRLS 
.ADZE BLADES, 1 BROKEN 
BASKET• 
TURME.RIC CYLINDERS (2) 
BARK C~OTH GD SPEC 
STIR~~S(2) 
4 PIECES COLOURED ON.GO? 
BOWL, SMALL 
SINNET (& TIK TOBACCO ?) 
SHARKtJOOK, OLD SPEC'.IMEN. 
SHARK NOOSE 
SPEAR• 
MAT ORN'D BORDER, LARGE 
FINGER RINGS 
SINNET FOR K(AUMAJFUTA 
BARK CLOTH 
CIRCl,JLAR .PEARLSHELL O~ 
MAT ORN'D 8QRDE_R, l.J\RGE 
BARK CLOTH MAT 
MAT OR~EN}ED, LARGE 
. MAT OR~f:NTED, SMAU 
. MAT ORNAMENTED 
SLEEPING MAT GOOD. SP.EC 
. Tl)RMERIC_ CYLINDER 
BONE_NEEDL~_<3.()QD OLD SP . 
COCONU! SCRAPER 
TATTO.OER_S CHISEL 
SINNET 1 C.O_IL 
P~DJ>LE ~.EBY PHILl_P_ 
PADDLE MADE BY PHILIP 
·- . - . . · ··-
•· T~TTO_~ERS CHISEL 
~ROVV.S, _BONE TIPPED . 
_UKOFI 
MARO TOKI 
f'AKI_ 
IKE_ 
RAl(A_U SARO NIU 
N.GASAf'_JE 
TOK/• 
LONG/ 
.RENGA 
MAM/ 
FE(2) 
FAKAMARU (man's wajst do 
KU METE 
MAIA 
KAU 
TOKOTOKO 
. F~NGAN!'O SA~O OTA . 
KA,fA 
M~M! · - · · 
MATAN/PARA 
MAM/ 
.~ENG-4:_ 
RENGA 
MA TAU 
KAFA 
fE 
FE 
MAT~U 
NG__ASAU 
. .~t.KJ..!~~~ 
' ELLISON 
PA.N_l!.J .~!J. 
.~~ N_llJ ~.Y 
PAMUKAVA 
PJHl_L! PJ S~.RE~TA. 
P(H.IL.IP _?l S.~~~TA 
~[HILIP] SEREMATA 
ARIKlT~UA 
EL.!-ISON 
ARIKITAFUA 
ELLISON 
ARIKITAFUA 
PA P~Nc;>ISl.S 
P[HILIPJ ~EREMATA 
PA TAETAE 
PA NIU KAPU 
0 
0 
0 0 
o_: o 
0 
0 
Q I O ' o f (J T (J f O i 
;. " :; i r _E_!1JT{ -- -
0 O • O O , O ; O 0 . 
a a - ·o- a :· a .--6 · a· _, 
0 0 . () 6"' 0 ;· 6 0 
6-:-· -~ :::_ 6 ~ · }~~ -· ~ : - -~- . 
o o ·· o --_ - ii ' ··a ' o 
0 0 0 0 0 o . 
a·· o · ·a o :··a ; 
o _ o: ·~ ~ ·0··: p·· : 9_ ,_ 
0 : 
- -( ·· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 .. ; 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 0 ' 0 l 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 o~-~:- 9T:-o·;._XT ·o 
0 : o . . : .. o 
0 ; 0 
__ , -· ~ 
0 
o o o , . o.. _ .2.L q ~ _ o. · .. 9 
o o o o ' o : o o . o 
- --· ····-· ~ ... --\"·· -··· -·r·· ... _ .. ___ , ·-- · · -·- t· .. _ 
) 0 0 0 · 0 ~ 0 1 0 : a . 
- ~ 
. PART_Q.~ -~IFT ~a._~32-1_36. 
~IFT ~T ~UN~A Ul~!J I COLOURED ANGI ? 
Nos. 81-:!l.5 ALL GIFTS FROM PHILIP. SEREMATA 
No~: e.~-86 . ALL. G]FTS .FROM PHILIP SEREMATA 
.PART OF GIFT Nos. 132-136. 
GIFT AT PLJ.f'!_Gft:. UMU . 
PAR'!' 0..F _G l~T Nos.132-136. 
GIFT _AT PUNGA UMU I COLOURED ANG!? 
PART OF GI.FT Nos.132:136. 
- .. . ~ 
. ~1-t15 ~~ ~IFTS FROM PHILIP SEREMATA 
GOOD OLD SP, PU NIUKASU 7? WITH No. 90 
- ·.-- -- 4· -- ·-·· . . - ~ -- .. . ~--··-· · · ~ f---· ... , . 
) 0 0 0 , 0 - 0 ~ 0 · 0 • PARTOFGIFTNos.132-136. ; ). ~ EJE~-Ffi- t -_ f'. : .~.· ·- F~-~ .- -~i--·~ - .. - . . 
. _PA J.EJ5!1U~T~. o - o .. __ 9 _ 9_' o,, __ o .L O_ [_ 9.i . o _: __ . __ o ' 
__ PATEKAUMATA O . O -~ .o . .:... O ~ iU O ~ ... 9 ,_ o . ··r _o 
~~-:g:g~~J6RA~I ci . ci .. ci ~ -:- ci-~ ~-f ··~ ~ ci '. ~· .c . ~ 
-· .. ~M~ff.L_=-~·~ -.:· -~ ·~ :·. r ~ ..-~ -.) . Ir· hILE ~f ___ ~ ' -.~-~ :~I - . 
JONS OF VANIKORO?? 0 0 0 0 i 0 : 0 ; 0 : 2 t 0 i , 0 14" GIVEN TO J OF VANIKORO IN X FOR SANTA CR LOOM 
· :~:ici~~u- - .. -· - ~ --6- ~ 6 ~-~ -: 6- ~.~r--~·fr~- :- ~ri=r-~1· .. F·· ~rr ·~-: -- --- --· -· -· · · ·· ·· · - -
.; ·-i ~ 
. c,;1rr ~T PUNGA UMU 
P(HILIPJSEREMATA , - 0 0 0 . ,- -a ·i -· c,· ;- 0 ! ·-o i" o ~·-·o·;- :-()- i 81-85.ALLGIFTSFROMPHILIPSEREMATA 
-=~~iC,"'~- -;I_-. -1-- r :·_miXHD+E_ ~: rj· _. __ ; ·im~i~~t~1:r:~1f JiLTA 
PA TAETAE 0 0 0 0 '. _ 2_ ~ 0 _ '. .q_ _! _ 0, : 0 1 0 
l'l3 
014 
121 
020 
051 
031 
011 
098 
097 
090 
095 
094 
091 
086 
087 
089 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT 
GIFT? 
GIFT? 
PICKED UP 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
099 PURCHASE 
093 PURCHASE 
109 PURCHASE 
122 PURCHASE 
119 PURCHASE 
118 PUR~E 
117 PURCHASE 
116 PURCHASE 
114 PURCHASE 
067 PURCHASE 
113 PURCHASE 
1 12 PURCHASE 
110 PURCHASE 
1Cl0 PURCHASE 
108 PURCHASE 
107 .Pl!RCHASE 
106 P\!RCH~ - . 
.105 PURCHASE 
104 .PURCHAS~ 
_1Cl'.3 PURCHAS_E 
102 PURCHASE 
~01 : . P~Cf!ASE . 
111 PURC~S_E 
039 PURCHASE 
052 PURCHASE 
050 PURCHASE 
048 PURCHASE 
047 PURCHASE 
046 PU~CHASE 
045 PURCHASE 
044 
043 
042 
069 
040 
055 
038 
037 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
P.URCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
096.01 
' 010.07 
on.03 
007 .05 
016.01 
004.32 
001 .15 
09CJ02 
004.30 
013.14 
001 .16 
021.03 
044.13 
009.08 
003.09 
020 
020 
SINNET BEATER, JOA WOOD 
l?Afi~ CLOTH GOOD PIECE 
_BOW ___ ... 
BAG, TUR~ERIC 
CORAL SINKER 
TARO _~T~, OLD SP 
TURMER.IC CYCUNDER • 
HEADREST 
HEAD REST 
ADZE BLADE, VERY LARGE 
CLUB .. SHORT 
SPEAR • OLD SPECIMEN 
HEAO_RE~T 
BOWL FOR RENGA 
ARR()~ TIPPED IN T ANGA TA 
ADZE BlA~E 
BARK CLOTH BEATER• 
HEAp RE~T 
HEADREST 
MORTAR GOOD SP, PANI 
DANCE CLUB 
DANCE CLUB 
PLAITING_ SLA,S 
f:lEAp_R~ST 
HEAD REST 
~O~ ~~ND LOW_ 
MORTAR 
. _NET SHun:LE 
":-'~l§T .~'.: ~- ~9~ 
. FOR .. GRA]'l_NG ~(;Q?_. 
BONf!,0 _HQ_()_~ • . .Q!:lDIN~_RY 
~~()~~-!:l!'P~~ .lt;!_ "f.AN~IA 
. BON._l'f.()H°-!JK• 
BAR~ C~OTJ:! e,EA !E~ • 
S~O()N,_~U~9f>~N MODEL 
CL!JB, ~O()Q_ O~D, SHELL CUT 
ADZE BLADES SHELL 
.. --~·- - . 
DART & F~TONGA & TALADA 
ADZE _BLAqES, SHELL 
SL~~l~GMAT 
HEAD REST 
HEAD REST 
DART 
SHE~L N_ECK ORN 
ADZES.,SLAD~S ,SHELL,BROKEN 
ARROW TIPPED HUMAN BONE 
SHELL FISH HOOK SHANK 
HEADREST 
TATT~ KIT, COMPLETE 
BREAST ORN GOOD SPEC:IMEN 
SA§.A~FA 
UKA MATA/ 
M_Af'!!._ _ 
FANA • 
. KA_f<A!ALJ<) 
FOIP_UNGA 
_SINA_ 
. UMU TE RENGA 
URUNGA 
URUNGA 
TOK/BLADE 
TUKI 
TOKOTOKO 
UR UNGA 
NGASAU 
TOKI FATU URI 
/KE 
UR UNGA 
URl!NGA 
s.o~ 
PAK/ 
PAK/ 
FU/ .RARIC:N_GA RAK_UU? 
URUN~~-
_LJ~Uf!.~~ -
K!!ME_TE _ 
§~~ 
TAN/PARA 
SIKA 
RA~U!_Af.!A 
K~E_-~ _KU~_T~ 
TAMA . 
f>_AATJ.1 _ 
~G~~A.lL . 
PAA_"fY _ 
_115g ,_ 
Ptjf'!t # 
RAKLJ_T~'!~. 
TOKI• 
TIKAISIKA 
TOK/• 
MENG A 
UR'!NGA 
U~UNGA 
TIKA 
TOKI" 
NGASAU . 
PA MAORI 
_URUNGA 
TAVI 
P.A:!ff<:'\~.!A . 
.. E_LLIS~_N 
fW<¥1}'1NO 
.! VA!T~E -... 
ARIKI ! AF_UA 
F,OUN!J.IN T.O?? . 
PA_PAIU 
PANUKUFURI 
. PA FETAUTA 
PAAA.RO TO'°'. 
~URARO 
PA NUI KASA 
PAFETAUTA 
PA".llU KASO 
PANlU KAPU 
PA RONG_oTAU 
_PA~ROTOA 
PANUKUTAI 
~QA 
SAMOA 
---. , in:~L .~ .. 
KA.f~I~! 
TUKURINAPA 
, RE!!gOREI 
·•. 1.:~'\'~~---­
'-·· P_t.~~.1!':_~':1 ... 
• PAMUKARA 
" .f>~-~~ii=iii : . 
~~~l<A_l}t,1AT~ --
. P~. ~IU~~L. _ 
. ~-A_R~-~0'3_EI_ .. _ 
SEFO_!<~~I . _ 
p~~~U~F._Q_? 
MAIF_UN~ 
PA TE KAl)MA T _A 
JAM~S FIRl!A 
MATHIU 
CALET? 
DANIEL 
·· : ,_ 1 +tlt~HHHiF Th .r~:·. 
0 : 0 0 . 0 . 0 ; 0 i 0 ' 0 0 . : 0 : . PROBABLY FROM NUANGA? OF ARIKI TAFUA 
· ci ~ ci ....... o :· -ii 'T" a··:---o ··· c> ;--a·: ;---0.. ... - ~ .......... .. · · - ... .. - · ... 
12 . 0 . . 0 j .. o .· ..· '() ; ci . :: -0 0 . 
9 0 Q . O ' O . O 0 0 
9- 0 . 0 o .. ' 0 : 0 0 0 
9 
6 
10 
0 
o o_, o : . o , 
9 . 0 0 0 : 
0 0 \ 0 ' 
9 0 0 
o o ; a ci :· 
0 . 0 : . 0 ~- 0 :·. 
0 
0 
0 . 
o a . o o o \ o o o o 
0 . 4-- , .. 6 , ~~-~ ~- ~--; .. : ~~ : ~-r -~~ : ---: .9:- : ~ ... -
0 7 
0 : 9 ~ . ..9 ; : . ci~ ;· : _o ~---· Q. ; : ·9-. ; . 
OLD SPECIMEN 
9 BEADS, ~MALL STRINGS 
BELONGED TO PU RANGI TISA? GOOD OLD SP. WITH No. 91 
ci_ ~- ~ -·~ - ~- ., - ·~+ F. ·: tf JT~trtr. _~.-- · ~ · ·-- ·'. ~ .. ~ou~_H ~u~ ~ELL WO~N 
0 , 0 0 i 0 . 0 '. 1 i 0 · 0 ! 0 '. ROUGH, BUT WELL WORN } :FltlHrn·r~-~i + ;... . · , ·_:: · ••· ·•· •·  · 
o-i-- o]"-ci ~- oT"ci"; ·a .. o· 1· .. . o_: Q ! o : o ! e 
.: ; : : : ' ·· :; tl:ij 1tJE:-l i ; ~- -~"'~"!l'!'f'.~' -
0 , 0 0 . 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 I 0 1 0 , ' 0 : , , BOWL, 1 'TOMAHAWK' RATHER THAN AXE 
f ·_i 1_-! i_ .:~ : !Utff t1T~f =2t:H.--:,_· : :: .. ·::::~, · . . . 
o i o 1 7 o ' o o ' o · o : o : i o ! 1 : 
:i E f ~ Fff~ff fit-F· TJf ~:[;~ ,o~s ~evPAfeNuiFo 
0 1 : 0 0 i 0 : 0 : 0 0 , : SIKA, NET SHUTTLE 
~ --·; . o .· ~· _o J ~- '. -ol Q,. . ... . . ~o i -~~:···· .. · --· · 
0 0 ; 1 .1 .. :. _o_: ~ Q , Q I 
o , o . o_ ; ·- _o . , o . o o_ ~ o : FOR 1 TOKI FAKA.TO?? 
0 0 o. . 0 . ~ ~ - Q . _Q . 1 
o o_L o_, __ o ·. o o_ .9. 
o . o_ . .9. l .o , o. o ~ .... , __ o 
.1. ~-..- ·.E -I r-~+.-I. j , .. ~-.. , + ~ _ 
o o · o 0 1 0 : 0 1 1 : : o 
~ 6.. -: . ·, . ~.-.: . { [: --~--.; }_:~ 6· ~._f: ·: ~<· ; .. ~ ~-- - : . 
22 4 BROKEN 
... ,. __ COTTON B_ELi_: 
4 g~l§IO_L_S.C2U_t' ,2§TRIKERS,_ BAMB9Q TUBE OF REFU, TUKI. 
\q4-
036 
035 
034 
032 
023 
022 
013 
012 
041 
065 
079 
078 
076 
075 
074 
073 
072 
071 
070 
068 
053 
066 
054 
064 
063 
062 
061 
060 
059 
058 
057 
056 
080 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PU RC_ HASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PU_RCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
125 PURCHASE 
197 PURCHASE 
185 PURCHASE 
209 PURCHASE 
208 PURCHASE 
207 PURCHASE 
206 PURCHASE 
205 PURCHASE 
204 PURCHASE 
203 . PURCHASE_. 
202 ~URCHASE 
201 PURCf:iASE 
200 . PURCHASE 
21 _1 PURCHASE 
198 PURCHASE 
212 PURCHASE 
196_ PURCHASE 
195 PUR.CHASE_ 
194- PURCHASE 
123 P_UR£HASE 
192 PURCHASE 
. 124 .. PURCHASE 
002.01 
002.02 
001 .09 
00110 
008.12 
035.02 
020 
088.02 
088.03 
020. 
099.01 
096.02 
048.18 
006.07 
004.26 
020 
004.38 
048.11 
095.01 
010.06 
004.18 
009.12 
008.06 
ADZE BLADES,BROKEN,SHELL 
ADZE BL.ADES SHELL 
FOR GRATING ANGO 
ADZE BL.ADE, SHELL 
WATER BOTTLE, COG & SENN! 
BOWL, MEDIUM SlZE, NEW 
_WAIST MAT 
WAIST~T 
SHELL ()RNS WRl~T. 1 LA.RGE 
ARROWS, TIPPED HUMAN BONE 
KAVA BOWL •()LO SPECIMEN 
.KAVA 80'.NL •CRACKED 
BOWL FOR R_O_ROf, NEW 
B()WL _FOR ROR_91 . 
SLEE!'_ING MA! 
MORTAR 
ARRO~,f:!UMAN BON_E,VANIKOR.O 
NET 
- -· . --
DART W.ITH FAKATONGA? 
MORTAR & PESTLE _BETEL!"UT 
A:DZE B_~S, S_HELL 
HEADREST 
DANCE CLUB 
SHARK HOOK, OlD SPECIME_N 
ADZE BLADES.SHELL BROKEN 
ARROW TIPPED HUMAN BONE 
. . 
BREAST ORNAMENT 
TARO GRATER 
TARO GRATER 
DARTS 
TOP, WITH UKA 
SINNET BEATER 
NET SHUTILE 
BR~ST ORN GOOO OLD SP 
MORTAR GOOD SPECIMEN 
HEAD REST 
DART 
HEAD REST 
HEAD RE~T 
BREAST ORN 
MUSICAL BEATER 
BOW 
NECK ORN • GOOD SPECIMEN 
.... - ·-
H~()REST 
BARK CL_ BEATER GOOD ~PEC . 
DANCE CLUB 
ADZES 
_ MORJA~ . 
MOf'rr~R. 
_B~~T.OR!" ••. 
. ~EBONE,FOR BETEL~ORTOR 
_ARl~()W• ·-
. _AD~ BLA!?E, SHEL~ G£? S~ 
TOKI" 
TOKI• 
TUMA 
TOKI• 
KU METE 
F~R9A 
KIE 
N_GASA_LJ. . 
TAU KAVA 
TAUKA_vA 
KUMETE 
KU METE 
MEN§~ 
so~ 
NGASAU • 
KUAN~ 
TIKA . 
SOKA 
TOKI• 
URUNGA 
PAK/ 
KAU 
TOKI• 
NGASAU 
TIFA 
SINA 
SINA 
TIKA 
MOA 
SASA KAFA 
SJKA 
TAVI 
SOKA 
UR UNGA 
FANGONGO REFU 
TIKA 
UR UNGA 
. _yRUNGA 
TAVI 
~UTA (!°EJ MAKO 
FANA 
PA 
SAN~IO .. 
URUNGA 
IK_E_ 
PAK! 
TOKI (P?N.U T(}..'51) 
8910 ... 
.l:JOJ5A 
TAVI 
TUKI 
,_. _N_G_ASA_U 
- -· - ·- T~KI • 
PANUKUAFUA 
ARIKIMATA 
R()f:!E.~T 
ROBERT 
PAE SAO 
PA RAN~l_FUR.I . 
PA_~~! ~.lJ~I . 
~~~MAii~) 
, __ PO!SIA . ·- ... 
f'A):_O~f:J~T~ 
PAF~GANOA 
NUt_<UFURI 
TOTOROFAKA TONGA 
TIFORAU 
PA TE KAUMATE 
PA PORIMA 
P~~TAT~E _ 
. f>A~T~T~ 
PA_:T,~l~~­
.P.~.v~q_~ 
f>A_f~E..l! 
PA~()TUAN~I 
. _P.A.J_TO ~-~~- F110!. 
_ ~-· t_ PA ~~N~'\ ~A~·- · 
0 
.o 
4 . O j_ 0_, _ 0 0 0 . 
24 
16 
2 
0 
6 
o : o_ 
0 ' 0 
O ' O o _, _o f! , O 0 
0 0 0 o : 0 0 0 
...... .A •• ·-- -·l- -- : 
o : o , o : o . o : o . o 
o : · o · 1-; o '.·--a··. ii ~ o 
o a o ; o i · a· -o ·. a 
·. - -~--;};~3 -~·=fi·-- ~ :1· ~ ~ ---:~-~--~ ·-. 
0 O ' 0 0 0 O ' , 0 ; 
~ : : t··E-:i :·: ·. : . .. : : l .. 
0 . ___ 2 
20 
15 
0 O . O i O . o . o 0 
0 
0 . 
o_ .. o 
·.! t;::f HHHHr- ~-L~·--:· 
_o o : 
0 
0 
10 
8 
20 
4 
5 
10 
10 
20 
. __ o_L Q. __ , .Q ... o .. 1 .. Q ;_ .9... .. v .i. 
1 0 : 0 • 1 ' 0 : 0 1 0 · 0 
6· - ~ ·:~ T:. ~ .:. --~ _ ~ .,i~: ~ :-- . o. 
. --
_o o o o_ _o o. 
0 
0 . 
0 . 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 .o 
0 
.9 
0 
0 . 
0 ; 0 
0 .. 
. 0 
o_., o o __ .. o 
0 : 0 
0 
o · 
0 . 
0 0 0 
o __ . o_ o ... __ o o. 
0 ' p_: .Q ... 0 0 
0 , 0 0 0 0 
o_ 
o_ 
2 . 0 0 . 0 .... Q. . 0 ... 9- -
o 5 . o . Q i Q .: .o. ~- o_.. Q. _: i o 
o_ ~ : _ __ ~-L.·~ ~- -~ ; _t;- ~ ;_·I : ~ 
0 0 5 . 0 · 0 ! 0 O ! O • O Q , 
a o 4 ·; ·a 1 ·a :· c;"'--·a i o ···· a ! 6-·-; -· 
. NO OF J1:EMS NOT SPECIFIED 
· 1. ST r = stick of tobacco 
C_°-LOL)~ <:)~CALICO ~OT _ST~TED, ~SSUMED WH_ITE . 
MORTA~. ~ESTLE AND KUTI RAY ?? 
2 BROKEN 
~ .! ~ :: . ~2· i · -~:-:~ : .f !---- ~<~~[ {~:.:_ f ' . , ... .. 
: . : ~ : '. t frft~ [E fr ~ : ·r ·: ~u ~~ _STRINGS_gF _S~ BEADS 
o .. o _ 9: -~-l .Q...'_ o __ ) __ ~L O. .... . : . .C! . i .. __ :_;_ __ 
o 35 o • o : o ! o ' o ' o \ ' o !' 
6 · t .: 6{"~_- _1· ~}}.:IEfE~Et=t_=E~-- --=·i ~i~-~~~~--- ::.-'.-· 
o • o ! 7 i o · o ! o ; o i o ! o · ! o . · i ·-!l l~~ :Ulf :!+~f !~ff =~_-f J~ ·3=c -~~~SP,0:~ · ·· · 
\95 
190 
189 
188 
187 
.. 186 
199 
226 
246 
245 
244 
241 
240 
238 
235 
232 
231 
230 
229 
210 
227 
191 
225 
224 
221 
220 
219 
218 
217 
216 
215 
214 
213 
228 
144 
157 
156 
155 
154 
153 
184 
1_51 
193 
150 
148 
147 
PURCHASE . 
PURCHASE 
PURCHAS_E 
PURCHASE 
PURCHA_SE 
PURCHASE 
. PU!'CHASE 
PURC~SE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PU RC.HASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
.PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
158 PURCHASE 
145_ PURCHASE 
152 
143 
142 
141 
139 
138 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
PURCHASE 
'\ 004.20 
004.34 
044.11 
059.16 
012.08 
002.03 
094.02 
094.01 
040.09 
013.15 
004.25 
004.27 
016.04 
048.09 
02201 
. HEADRE_S'f. 
HEAD_RE_ST 
HEAQ f3E_SJ. 
H~R_E~T 
HU,-0 R£.ST 
BREAST ORN OF FANGONGO 
. . .. 
BO_N.ff O HQ9K • 
SLE_E.P!NG MAT 
. }UR~RIC CYLINDER 
WAIST MAT 
FISH LINE 
FISHUNE 
ADZE 
MENGA,MAROTAFl,FAKAMARU 
BEADS, VALUED 
SLEEPING MAT 
SLEEPING MAT 
LIME CONTAINER 
ARRow· 
NET GAUGE 
NH SHUTTLE 
BARK CLOTH BEATER• 
KAVAfjO_WL • 
MAT._SMALL 
f:!OOK 
HO.OK 
ARROW_ 
B~G. TURMERIC 
BOWL 
BOWL 
SINNET, PROB BELT 
HEADREST 
!iEADREST . 
ADZES ~':!_Ell 
~REASTORN 
q_uB· 
BREAST ORNAMENT 
BREAST ORN 
ADZ~ 
SHARK HOOK 
BREAST ORNM1ENT 
SPEAR• 
BREAST_ORN OLD ONE 
MORTAR OLD SPECIMEN 
TQ9TH 
NECKLET, BEADS & TEETH 
WITH WOODEN HOOK ATTACHED 
_t./~UNGA 
_l.!f!_()N~A_ -
. _UF}UJi.G_A 
LJ_f!.ljN(?A 
~R_!JNGA . 
TAVI 
f.AATl.j 
ME!"~ 
F}~f!GA_ 
KIE 
MATA/ 
T9KITAPU 
MARO 
/RI 
MENGA 
MENGA 
TAO 
KAP/A NIU 
RAKAU FETMKI 
N.G~SAU 
AFA 
SIKA 
/KE 
TAU KAVA 
K(;U 
KAU 
NGASALJ_ 
KAKA TAUO 
KU METE 
KUMET_E 
MAIA 
RAKAUTAUA 
URLJ_fYG-'! .. 
UR UNGA 
JOKJ _• 
TAVI 
TUKI 
TIFA 
~UMO FAKAnl<OF'fA 
TAVI 
TOK/URI 
KAU 
TIFA OLD SP BROUGHT BY 
PUNA 
T<:~KOTOKO 
TAVI 
RAKAU TAUA 
SOKA 
TAMA RARU FAU 
FANGONGI 
P~ f'...l\'3E_ .. ~ T "\._ .. 
I . !"!" .TAN~ _ 
..~"'.l\,VAN_IU . 
PAN~~t,!~ONG~ . 
PA~IU .~lJ . 
P~~~KOFE 
SA$A~. 
PAMUKURA 
PA TEVA 
.. P{HIL.IP] SE~EMATA 
PA TE KAUMATA 
ARIKITAFUA 
FAN! RESIAKE 
ARIKI TAFUA 
PA RANGIFURI 
PA RANGI FURi 
FIRUA? 
Pj\~(31. Fl,JRI 
~P?~GA_RU 
PA_ N.JU_KAPU 
.PA NIU K.APU 
. ~.A NIU KAt:U 
. ff.\ ~IU KAPU _ 
PA TAETAE 
PAMOTUANGI 
P~_TO KAU~TA 
PAPAIU 
• f>A N,U_KU 0 MANU 
i __ PA RA~Gl. .. FlJ~I 
P,~ N~U. KA5-_<? ..... . 
P!!F~~UAF~ 
P~ ~o~~o TA~NO. 
P~ .. R~N~ .'3EI_ 
P~M_E_!A~ 
PA_T_~RA NU~ ... __ 
.. . P~TO 13E .~ftJ<~ 
f>A_~~V,~ 
PA~~]~ 
PA FEN.UA_F~ 
PAMUKAVA 
PAIT9 F,ARE KOFE 
PARAROT.ON~ 
TAUNGfVAKA 
SA SAU 
SA SAU 
SIA 
PA NUKl:J TAI 
1 i l~-1 ~·~· · ·tJJ.t i·t in1 .. :·nr-=:· 
0 , {) . 9 0 0 ' 0 • 0 : 0 ' 0 : O ' 
_:· HT-·: (!ntttll f ... 
0 0 0 · 0 : 0 : 0 1 0 • 1 ; 0 ' 
... . - . 0 6 : '()..., 0...... 0 ,. .. . 0 -. 
0 : 
.. , . : .. . 
o o i .. o 9 ; .. P. . , 1 O · 
0 .. I 0 
0 . - 0 
0 0 0 1 
6 . --~ .. ; ~ j .. .. .. 
0 
0 ' 
o , 
·o 0 . 0 . 0 . 
o · o o o o o 
0 0 r• 0 ' 0 . - 1 .. \ _o_ 
, o_. 0 1 o ____ _ o ___ o o 
o o o o · o o . 
...£ _ 
0 ' 
o .. ,-
0 
0 
0 
0 
... o_ 
0 
0 
1· .. o .. 
' 0 
- . - "( i~- ~ 
; : - :; ? 
, .. - 12" 
' J .. 1i· KNIFE 
1 SHEATH_KNIFE 
Nos. 42 and 43? 12" 
14" 
3 PIECES CALICO (RED OR WHITE) & 1 POCKET KNIFE. FROM 
PARIKI 
·0 .sT.r, B sticks of tobacco? 
'1 ADZE' 
·1 ADZE' 
12 . _6j --6-t{ :~ ~ -: ~· 6t: .. 
o 2 o o ; o : o : o · o · 
... - · .. ·-· ·1-·· ·- . 1- - ..• L -· . . i 0 '. : 1 OF No.39. • • -- -J• L 
0 - _6 J Q ..! . 0 ' 9.) ... 9 : .... Q : .. Q ' 
0 . 9 o , o , o · o · o o 
o · o . o : ; : o ~· o t· ... o : ·a--: 
0_ I. 
9. . • 
0 
6 : ~ .. ~· ~ ~ .; ~--H ~-; -. 6"T:·6· f.. ~ ·6 
. ·1 i· --.,-· ·-- .•. - ---t-
0 4 0 . 0 , 0 0 O · O : 
a , _4 ·- - · ... 6_-·:· · .. £:: ~ ~ ·o_~-- §.'.'"~9 ~ _ ·_ a : 
. 0 
·t _o __ 
o , o o o : o • o • o · o i o ! 1 1 
6 ~ ri ;_ ~1 f~- -h:}L~H -~ i· ·r: ~ - i . 
0 0 ' 15 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 . 0 . 0 0 . 
·. i~- -·~ . 1~ , I; lt~-~tIJH: ~~ 1f I 0 0 ' 0 ·-o"". o ' 9 
.. o 
'!?MALL _B,EAI:_?~'? 
3_STRINGS_ Of BEADS 
. _3 ~T~ING~..0!' B~()S 
A~-~(? ~!--~LED. FRA_N~ 
o o o 3 1 0 o : o ! o · 
... 1ci"1·-·a·T -o- · o .. ,-... 6·- ; -o--:- ci · _9 .. \.... . .L .. 3 STIN~§ OF £!EApS, i:AAGE 
~1 6-:1. -~ - -~ .. r ..6.:. ~ L -~ ~ ~ .
1 
.... . 9 
0 0 O O O · O ! o · \ O 
0 
12 
10 
0 o : o ; o : o · o 
o . o ~_ o ·· a '. . · o. o 
0 0 0 
0 . 0 ; 0 . 
_o 
0 
0 . 0 1 
o . .. o_: o ' 
0 0 
·o ' ·-a ·· 
0 I .o , 
0 
0 
.o •. 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
FOR 1 BLUE PRINT?? I FROM VANIKORO 
003.07..7 
Jqb 
131 PURCHASE . 8.~Yo'l:. .S.MA.LL._ C1RCY.LA,R. 
130 Pl)R~HASE .~;Z~~-~~ _ 
129 PURCHASE F()~ ~I:~~ TAFO~? ~D O~D 
128 . ~URCt:\AS~ ~ ~RO°v'.V~~~ TIPP.E_D 
127 _ .. PURCHASE .B~~9L.OTH_ 
126. PURC.HASE AR_RO'!_J ~- P~Of:l.GEIJ. . . 
1'46 PURCHASE 048.12_0R .12 ~R~TO~N 
177 PUR.C_HASE BONn:_O_ H_q_O~ ~ ~ARK~EAT • 
183. . P._UR_C.HASE ..• . _ NECK 9~ti • .. . __ _ 
182 PURCHASE BREAST ORNAMENT 
j" ·-181····~ P.U_~CHASE ... .. BO~ __ ·-··-···- . 
180 PURCHASE 012.06 NET_SH.UTTLE 
179 PURCHASE HANfl BAG 
178 PURCH_ASE 001 .18 BOWL 
~7~ _; PURCHASE .BOVVI. 
175 PURCHASE 044.12 BONITO HOOK• 
l74 -~ P~CHASE 003,08 ·7·. -··· -··· - -· 
173 f'.URC!:iASE _13..RSAS"[ 9~N ~o~.Sf>.ECIMEN 
17± _ PU~C~E ~~EAS!.'?~ 
171 PUR9:f~E H~. ~~S°! .. . 
_ 1~ .. PURCHASE •. . Afl~-~JDE .8.~0KEN 
16" PURCHASE ADZE (1()()D ~PECl~EN __ .. _ 
1?3 _ , P.U.RCf:IASE . .• 
1.82. ; PURCHASE _ . 
16_! . PIJR~E OF C0_9Qt'l.UT SHEL.L. . •.. 
166 PURCHASE 
167 PURCHASE • . .. ~P-~_" . . 
158 PURC.~E HEAD _RES°"!: .... _ 
169 PU~CHASE BARK CLOTH Bf":TER • 
247 U_NSTATED . srtELL WRIST ORN 
160 UNSTATED 
015 UNSTATE.IJ. SLEEP!~G MAT ORN'.D 
236 UNSTATED CLU~ • 
242 UNSTATED FISH FLOAT 
237 UNSTATED 
243 UNSTATE!J BARK CLOTH 
115 UNSTATED BOWL, ~O~ SUSUA GOOD OLD 
021 U~STATED 100.01 CHILD'S_ Gf~ASS TOY 
233 UN.STATED 
170 UNSTATED BARK CLOTH BEA T_ER • 
~16 UNSTATED BREAST O~. OLD SPECIMEN 
017 UNSTATED Sl_~NET COi~ 
018 UN~T!-TED poss 033.13 SINNET CQM.~ENCE OF PLAIT 
019 U.NSTATEO . HUS!( F~R ~INN_!'T .. 
033_ ·- .l)NSTA'.°!'D . _ADZE ~H~LL., M.g_!)ERN ~T . . 
159 UNSTATED 
~9 . .... l)N~HA."[~ 028:0~ -·~ ~~NE.~_lfllsT(~~B,9() 
_234 UN.$'.!A. TEO SLING 
. ~y~pi: __ .. 
T_05l" 
T!J..15.!.... _ -
-· t'~l<~Y-
~~~L.. .. 
fiGA.E<U . 
T~V! 
PA ~!U_& /KE_. 
F'I<. - --·· .. 
-· ...... ~ . -·~ ·· 
··j· · ····· . 
.... __ ., --~-- . 
!'A_A_Y'!J<OFE_ 
!'..A. .~\J.!<I 
FETAUTA 
·~:c-F>~ ~tu::- ·- -
PANUKUAFU 
~.:·_ '€~-~Q.R.2!-]U ~ . 
·i- ii .~ . 
····-- •- o ..,. 
.... ...; . ·---
0 
_o_ . 
T}F~·----·-· , ·-·-----· ···· ..... .; ·· ··- ---···--·-······-·--···· 
KUMETE PA RANG! TISU 
·1· ··5;K_A··--- ·- - . ··-· ." .. i>"Ai<oR6Aru . ----·· 
·· .. }._ .. _. __ ,,,,_ ___ , ... 
· -· ··· ·-·-~···--- ... - ·•¥" -
· t~::, __ :··_·:--~·:~~~-~; -~; :i '-{[- !'~l~ll=l}!f 1l=~:£{~tt±~fr:•~~I~~o~ 
TAVI 0 I 0 i 6 : 0 : 0 1 0 ! 0 : 0 ' 0 ( i 0 I : • 
.. F.1~~ fi()_Q.~~.-~QE . . 
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TOKI URI ARIKI KAFIKA . . 0 . 0 ; 7 i 0 ! 0 i 0 : . 0 j 0 ' 0 ! i 0 '. ;:~~-- ~-~=: , ~~l-dt _~-F _: :t;Tt~ti!i=aiJf31f--~ · :~~:~-
SAUM() PA FONGARE VAi 0 0 0 0 '. 0 ' 0 · 0 : 0 I 0 : • 0 NOT STATED HOW MANY FISH HOOKS 
iq~of9K9 .... -~T~)li · · · · o · 1 ·o o: · ei __,~_:o.1:·~0T-6··:-. o:I ~- . a.~ _ · ·· · · 
. UfWty~ . . . __ MA"!:~_ll,l _ o o i 9 o.;. o_ i __ o_ _o_ ! 2... ~. o \ .. __ o .. 
/KE MATHIU 0 0 . 8 0 · 0 .. 0 !. _o_ : 0 ' 0 · 0 
TANIPAR_A 
MENG!i . 
TUKI 
UTA 
KIE,~GA 
MAMI 
Kf..!MJ=_TE 
F~.~ILJ§~ 
TAO Fr'._UAKI .OT~ 
/KE_ .. 
TAVj 
KAFA 
_KA.fl._ _ 
~-UR.15_()_? 
_T_<;!KITAf>Y 
TA!f/P~RA 
PH}LIP_[S!;~E~TA?J 
T~H:w'A_!AN~I _ 
. r:A. N!fl!'ll _ 
~[H!LIPJ S~~MATA 
P~M_9!u.A.t:'~I 
ARIK!TAF.Y..~ 
. '. JOHNf-AU~.l_l'!A 
- -~~.t:!s>A. -
_ P~. F_§~.\l~F~ 
-~~~-NI? 
. CL~~?._ 
CLEMENT? 
-~~-~!? __ 
r.1A2!!1U _. -- --. 
· .... L.9B:L . . .. _ ·· -- · · ··-_f_Hl~~-S~~T_!-__ ._ 
· --~ , M_AIRl).!!_~--
o · o o · o o · o , · o 
'·· r : ·: J!-ll:frt-~_k :: k ~E- .. 
O . O O ( O 1 O i O i 7 i 0 : ( 0 ; ; I 12" GIVEN AS PRESENTS TO CAPT OF S CROSS 
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- o--1--
0 ' 0 j 0 
. . 9 ·- 0 . 
0 
0 
..i.. 9 
i 0 
~ ~ . 
0 .'. 0 
_o_1 _ o 
· · ~-·-- - -- -~- . ~.{.. . --- -..{ · .... ~- ·-··· .... ---}-· ~ ~--·-·- ~~- - - - ~ . •· ..... ~ .. . ~- - ' ~·-- - - ' - -··· - - ' 
o . o O f O : O i Q ! ; o ' 
· " o ·:·--o 
'"" --->- ·-------(· 
\cr.f 
Pa 
!Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa . 
·!Pa .. 
Arik~ 
Paito 
Pa . 
Pa 
Pa 
Paito 
IPa 
!Pa 
. IPa 
Appendix 4. Names of individual who gave objects to Firth 
The information presented he~e was compiled from information provided by Ismael Tuki [it], Frieda Tuki [ft] and for Firth's ethnographies .. 
~1t~~~1n11.1t1a~i~~11~1.~11nam1n11JE~ ~~a1 
~ .. -· -
Atrakofe 
- - .Avai<ote · 
~- · Faiaa.·-
FaioB;" 
f:aioa 
Faioa· 
Fai001 
·Fangatau 
Fan9erere 
. -F aranga: noa 
Faranga noa 
Fare .. ata · 
Fareieu· 
·Faretiai 
Fenoa tara 
Fenua fara 
··r=e.nua· tara 
Maraetanu '?-- ~···· · r E84662 ! 088.03 i 5eu!Zu .. ·- ! faumaka·-···-;·· -·ea47s:f-···· : o4s.fi?'·- · :· hissonisTn.Kir!i'Kira ·fiti'son.off>af:.eiu-(Flrth, .. 1983:394>.' 
.. ~~~~ata• ·. :~--_ . J:~~f=Ji¥ii;:_= +;l;§f :: : F J;~i~~\~t~~~~~~f~u~~~~-; .;-~.,:m~.<!e:i~ ;te,n: 
· Taumako .. i . .. i 013.13 . ; belonged to Pu Aesiake 
E~ - ~~ 
Seremata * ' Taumako ! E84765 i 093.04 .. ! Prob from Resiake family, made by· descendamtof P~ Resiake, Seremata. 
M~naki'na · -· - : f8tiler .. fi-om :- ' -· · · -·-· ·see.Es5f40;·r-t:<h · - --· -- ···- -- -., .. - ··· ··· .. -· -· · ..... .. · 
•Banks t t : 
T~~ff ~~~Ht~f E=J;~~ ·=: .. :+ti~~~~~~=~~~~tti!~~~~~~ ·- . -==:-_ : __ : · · .. ~ _ -= · 
: Kafika . ... . . ! . . . .. . . . . . . : . . . . i . same house as Mapusaoga 
'. .~!~~~~~§ -~~-· .. r~---~-: ·:_- ~ ::~:·_ : ~ ~~ [:QQfqf .. . .. -~··~. 1 ~ t~~ify}iyj~9J~_'-Kji~i'.<i!~~--Of ~~~~~! q:<?~~ary_to _Fi~~ @ ~·• 1"-1P.o~a~t m~r.l-· at rank . 
· Taumako i ! 044.07 
· iffural.i-? 
M~na"kina 
- t ·~=~-~:if ·I .. ~~~~ - ~ -- - i :-~1~:~f ....  --
-. ;-Yaumako-. r-·-ea465-cY ... -···r <Hflo:· .. 
··· · -- · _; ~~~~~Ll. :~~=-=· r~t~r J JiniiiYJfV[riJJi;Kiia·~,~ii~= :~ .-.~ 
' Fangereri:I i E84579 1 044.05 ! 
.t-il~:~f !~:::~;ti~L<I-i~1if l!~;f ;~~~a-~;;a~g ~•~•~ -~ .·.= ·::·· 
· Kafika ; E84790 I 008.08 ! now dead!, married to woman li\Ong in Kira Kira. Most of family 
1 ! i now in Russells or Vanikoro pt] 
. ~i!7.• -: [l!i[t~Jf f ~]~~~~~~F~~t[~:o1~~i~~ka .  :fi'th.~9~7.6:·~). t 
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Pa · -,. - Fenuatara--
-Pa · ·· - ·· 1 · · Fenuatara 
Pa Fenuatara 
Pa Fenuatara 
Pa · -- ·;· -Fetauta 
Fetauta 
Paito - Fetauta 
Pa -·- : F.ongarevai · 
Paito i i i=arekote 
Paito : i f:etu· .. 
Paito i --i-Maranga one ·-
Paito i Marai19a one · --· Paitci- · --.- i 01i'ki. .. · ·· 
Paito · i .. Ratiare 
Paito 
Paito 
Ariki 
Ariki 
Pa 
Pa 
i Ratiare 
rveteiei .. 
1 . ~afik~ 
Kafika 
Koro atu 
: _ K~!ok~ro. 
· Mair1:1ngei 
Mairungai 
Mairungei 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa . 
Mairun9ai-·· · 
-· · -~ -M-airuri9a;· 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Paito-
Pa 
Manfua ·· 
ManhiS 
Mani\!8 
Manfua 
·Mani\la 
r\rfopu~anga . . 
--Marae raia 
Pa ·· Marakei 
- Marli~9a 
--, 
:--Kafika · ...  ··--·r· · ea2·1·99 ··· - ·· r--oTo:cff · ·· -·--r--macie hy .. Pa.Niuwari.i; .. kafik8:·016c;·5p-011 
· . . . .. 1 . . . . . ... i .. . . .. ... . : Fenuatara. Important man of rank (Firth, 1~67b:111). Kafii<a ·-·--·--- r· e·a402~r -... T ·o~»·i'.'12 - --- .......... pil0to-·on .. son-9s.booi<~--1mi>ort'ariiman-cifralli< · · ---· ·· 
; ~ ; (Firth, 1967b:111}. Nota Christian (4.12) 
K:aii'ka··-.......... ,.... E.847fa ....... ·t· ·o3ifaT· ·---- ..... ·- -phot0.on .son9sbook:lmportanf man oirank . 
l (Firth, 1967b:111). 
:· i<aii'iui·-----·-· · .. ... ----·;- 0~»4:·15-··--··--·---·: ·---· photo .on- -son.9shook~·im-portant'man ofrallk'-· -·-· ... -·--
, , l (Firth, 1967b:111). 
:--·KatH<a __ _ ....... . ·; · E9~Hs4 · -: -01s:cff. ·-· - -i ·-· - -· --- · - ·-- - -- ··· ---------- - ·-···· -
· :_~T~~~E~.~:-~·: · .. ~- ·-·:cI~~~i- --. .... J-~9~4;?z:::~-- ~ .. r~.-!~~!l)'Ji .. Y.!~~J~~~i~~~f<!.i~~~!L !~_f-¥.rfn~~ b~-~s~; f.~ctfi; .-1 ..~~-?~§1 >. 
r t~~:-.-.-.-:~~-: - ... ~.L~~~~-L~::·--·r~~~- -- · ·::. : ·j·~ . .-~Tij1=~~~~!~-~ti_~ _~1n: -~!.~ . ~-~] . · ·--- ~ .. ----.-.-.:~_-_._ ........ ...  .. 
! ? : ! 016.04 : 
'. ... f~i.!i~E~ ::·_.-i.:-.§~?I~~~---::·~-:_cQ?.I9I~ .. :·=:-. ~T--:~~ITi.~~:t~f!ij1_Y. .. ~~}~fo.~i~~-i!i. :. i~ }5fr~~!r.~ . r~i: ···-· _ , -. 
I ratua : E84494 : 059.11 : 
_ _ _ .. '- f.~fi!~ .. =-~-~._ ._ _ - .. _~L--~~f~§_ .... -~~- ~t~~z .. :9_:c·-.-~:-. .. ·:J _:-~!!l-~~~~~~~or~~!:!!!Y~.l!i~d.~~~:~. ··· · : ..... :·~~- . _ 
Taumako? i E84300 001.01 : family living In Kina Kira ~t] Clan info 
'. . ; (Firth, 1967c:136), but see also Kumete notes. 
1 +:~: = :-i=~~~2~-:~+~~_,_~=: .::'. . tanii]iFO_ii~y~_nii(~iO[rtf =. -· ·-. -- ···· ·· ·· 
.i--!~.lil~~9-. .. ..... l-... .--.~~~-~?.:.·.: · · -. J-9~{.9~=-·: .. -~~-" ·1: .. J~-~T1Y.:11v.111~ _ih_ .. _~J..na}q~~~J!C 
· Kafika ! , 044.05 t 
·· ;- i<afika·-· ~-- ·i-· · ............ .. ... ··r osS:o£f · ·--· -~- - - ·-- - ·-- --·· .... _ 
r raumako .. .. .. r e8468~f ··-- ...... f 0'1'2~06·----·· mother-.-s-&iii1er'shrother-sti1f'alive-iftJ in ·K~a Kira pij . 
---... --·.. '. __ !~~-0~. · ~: -~- --- ... '" .. :g~~~f -=~I'9~~~q?-._- · __ .. ~- ,.. .. _ ta:~-ify livin.Q --~~ .... kfna-~~~ltf . ~- -_ -_ __ .. - -
: Taumako E92204 : 019.01 
. Taumako .. E84637 i oi4~i'~f - ' family living in KK [it] 
. Taumako ; . E84<H9 1 ·004 .. io . · ··· . ·tarnily living in KR pt] 
··:. t~~~~~~-~- ~]~:-~~:~r .. _--~ _r-g~f.~I- ~~-- ... ---- ....... ........................................ ... 
· Taumako ; E84432 097.02 
..... :. t~~~~~~ ~--L:~~~$_: : ·~ 4-9-~f9~ .. -- ... -"--- ---·····-----·---................ . 
i Taumako i E84495 : 059.08 
: .~:~~ =+~~2!-=~t-~f ~~--: · . : .·:i8~~£~~g iii t<t<tiq: .... -.:== .. . --
i Taumako : E844S9 , 058.03 
, .. ~~~~ ........... T~ f~:. ·~--- . t·g~~:~J-:. . _ .. .... ·: ~-~ ~~~~f~~~~n-~~:F~use-- -··---- --
Ea44sa? : 
Kafika .... 
1
· ooff.02 
t~~~~E~ .. : ......... _ .. __ ;:~ .... :: : ~--- _·-:-
r-·formeipro.pefiY-ai Tarota~ .. fo·r-mer.Ariki Kafik-a. C!ooor fs 
his grandson. Brother of Pa Tonga rutu pt] 
· .. ·----noffri ·c;C>ff . · · ·· -·· ... · -........ ·- .... ., · .. .............. - ·· ...... · 
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Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
·Pa-
Pa -
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
-Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
--Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Paito 
Pa . 
Pa 
·Pafro 
Pa . 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
·Pa 
Paito 
Matatae 
Mesara 
Motuangi 
, Motuangi 
1 ___ Motuangi _ ·-··· 
-- : - ·Matuan~{ · · ·-· 
· M-otuata ··- ·-
Motui!ta · 
·Moti.iaia ·· 
· i · ·Motliata 
Motuata 
i-- Mot~~ia 
Mukava 
t N~atOtru 
- N-g-atQtiu 
· ... Ngatotiu--? 
N~ -Kapu · 
Nfu Kapu· 
· N!il Kapu-
. -- .NiU .kapu---
- -Nill kapu·· 
·NiU.Kapu 
-- N"itl Kapu 
N-IAJ kaso 
"N~"kaso 
Ni4JKaso 
Nir.Yaru 
~ - N'iJ-waru · 
. Nuikf()u 
· -- Nuku--atua 
- Nuku-tun 
Nuku mosokoi 
·Nu'ini sali- Kava 
Nuku tai 
Nuku~manongi 
Nuku-manon9i 
-· - Nu-i<uturi · · - -- · 
Nukututi.? 
--r- +:~f ·· ·· .· :~:~~r:~:~- : - ~~:~f- -__ : .- --~~~-~ct._~!f~- ~iiye- a6_cfin Ma~'-'~: sisfii>.P. ' iS ·_~fthis fannHi._"@ -
: kafii<a ____ --- -->- -- -- -------- ·-- -- ·54~f-1:r·-· ---- -----TFirth, T~ta: fifif · -· -- ·--- --- ·--· 
Kafika - - -- r · ·· -· ·· --- ..... 094:02·· (Fiitt1:· 10010·:·fa1) ------ ----------- --- ----- -- --
~:- ,:ll~~jf Jlt=rllt~~~ ~Ef~JiJii!l~~re.:~;~~i~-~·~•1'Ari~ITi~~k0 
· · • j:f ~~1= 1~~s;~;~ Jl~f f-==j~~~~_1:~~J~~a~~a~~=-_ 
-~ _:jj~~~~=1-=:~~~= -J-i~~ : ri~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t-_:_ • _  ___ _____ _  
: Taumako i E85064 ! 013.04 ; item carved by Pa Ngatotiu's fa1her 
-~:t±~~~~~-=:-:I:~ei~~::}~1E_~Tiifi.~{~[~~il~~];~~r~~ -:- -- - __ ·- ••• ------
, Taumako __ l ___ E84290 i 002.03 _ : _lily's family, family living in Kira. Kira _ _ _ _ _ _ 
,_ .. ______ ___  . __ _ _____ . ~ ~r~-~lii~-~~--~_- J_ -§~-~~!.·_· :=::J=. ·gt?.~:9~=~~ :.~- · -~- ~ ~~~~iri~Ia.ljj~Y._Ii~:~-~~~r~~t.~:J?.7 -!jj<i!f.l.~(~_~f~t~e,r··r,1[_-_ __ · ··-·· · -- · 
, ; Taumako ; E84659 _ : 014.04 ___ SometilTles spelt Niu1 Kapu/ Niu kapu 
-- r l~~rf:~:~~~f~=~f illf -·_=t~i~~~j~~~~~~~=~~:: :-~--=-=- - -- --
. Taumako E84074 ! 081.05 Made by Anutan woman, wife of Pa Niukaso, lt>ut 
' gi\ien by her or him?, hence peito faumai<o ____ essoso --· - 1 -CH3:1ti - ma<fo.by . f8tt1er __ -·· · · -- · · -- ----· 
orE85063 
- l:]~~~~:=·----~~~~-r es.ii~~=~--~~- ·_t-.:9.j~~J?~- - -- ··~--- - :_:-:_-_--~~~~~~~:~=-;~-~-~·:~~--: _______ __________  
... l .. T~~~~~g , ___ ;. __ ____ .. , . . .. L 9..~J1 _____ ____ . --~!~<?.~P~.1~- ~~~~~e~ . .. --- ---- ·-····· 
--- . : ~~~~ - ... ____ J __ _g~~~Q. ___ _ ... L .Q~~J.Q . ... .... .. .L . .. ~c:>.~~-~~-99.'P..~ .P!L_ ----·-· ............. - .. ..... .... .. . 
' Tafua __ _ ! E84792 J 007.05 _ _ : family living In !<ina Kira. ~t} _ 
. -~: 1:,"I:~f:~-~-:~---~--··:=.+ -~~--~~!f-.~~~:~ : }---~ {1~~[~----~~-:·-__ ·_J:~.-.J~~~~:~~:~~:; ~f.~_6-~~~s~ti.~-~.~~·~ :_i_i~-e -[ttJ ....  
i Kafika .. __ i _ E84666 .. . ! 022.02 __ ... _ : same family as Tavi Dtl ..... _ 
__ -_1 __ ~:~h~~i~r.~~:-~L .I~:~-~~~-- -:. ~ .... :.-.L._~~~9r -_ · : ~~~j -- .J~r.!tTii.f.~yj~9 ~~--- ----- --~ · - : __ ·:: .... -. ... ~------· ··· _ ... ·-·----- -- ·· ... . . ____ _ 
i Fangerere _ : E843S1 ___ __ i 009.03 _. _ .. _: family living in Kina Kjra ~t] 
~~]~~~~~ ~::_-~_-:·r·: --~~~~~~:: - ---- ::- :l :--~~f J~~~----~-..: __ -~:~~ -- ---~-~~~;~~!~~[~~Jij~ir~ ~· ~~ · 
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Pa Nukumoanu 
·Pa - - .. .. -Nuku•a ... ··-
Pa Nuku.ia 
Pa · --·-· · r'iu.kuia -· 
Pa -· - - Nui<uia- -
~= --- --· -- ~:~~~~~r -
Pae Sao 
-fiiile sao -
-Pae Sao 
Pae Sao 
Pae .Sao 
: PaeSao--
Paito ·- - -r ·- fi·a0 sao-
: -- PaeSao 
Paito 
Pa -
Pa 
·: Pae Sao · 
· Paesao 
·-. · Pae sao 
Paiu . 
Paiu 
Paiu 
Pa Papai-vanu 
Pa Porima 
Naw ·- ·---· - .. Porima ·-
Pa ·· Porima 
Pa ··· Porima? 
Pa · ·· t -Ran9i takainii> -
Paito . Ran-9Ha·u· 
Pa .. · Aan9ffa-u 
Pa Rangi maseke Pa Rangi rikoi 
Pu ·-.. Rangf rik.oi 
Pa Rangi rlkoi i:>a ----Rtin9iflirr -
Pa Rar19ifuri -
Pa - Ran9iilirf'" -
_ ~a _ __ _ __ . .. --~~n~_~_1r_~- · 
Pa R~ng~furi 
r ·-Kafika .. -- - ----r·-E9~d83 . -·· T-of6:o3-- ---·-· 1 ---not"recogi(f6yTTui<i'[iij .. Tin -clPa-Ran9ituii" 
! : i (Firth, 1965:284, Firth, 1967b:110). 
: .~~~~El:;~~~- -l~lJF·  :=: ~-b~i~g~~i~ ~li~~~~:~i~a:~~rrtr · : =~ 
i Taumako i · E84498 1· 058.04 , · 
:-_-f.~U.!.!!~k9. · .:~~~IJ;~f.!~§.-:~:· :_J __ -q·~~-;9~ . · · _:··:_~_L_ :. -~·:. :_:__ _ -----~:.-- :_· _ ~-~- --.·_-=_::·.··-· .. ... -·-· 
; Taumako i E84394 . i 061.01 . . ; (Firth, 1967c:93) 
~ .:.+.i~]~:~~----~~1-.. -.~i~i!-_-.::-~.-:l]~~:-~E:-~_-:::--. __ :r~_J:.~Q.~~~~~I~:~!~l~~!.~]!f .-... -.:~--~--~-----••• :~---~~:-- --~--- ·:··- .. ·-- -~--
; Tafua . . i E84789 l 0©8.10 .... ; also spelt Pao Sao,sa.me name, liVing inKlra Kira .pt} 
: -1~~~---- - ~~-~·· ···  ···-·· -- -·-- --... -~-- -~ . §f.t9~ - ·--· .. --- ··-i~~~:!!Y}~Q}~--~~fo~-:K.J.r.a~o!r -- .-- :-=· ___ -. -- · · - -· -- - - · -
; Tafua ; 051.01 
;._!~~~ :_-_-_~~--i·- ·--~ -. -~::· ..... ~- 1.J>.i.9~ ? ... ---· - -·-"-~-~·-. _ : _____________  ~ ... -... :-=:· ... - -·-·· - -- "•" 
: Tafua . . . i . . . . .. i 004.01 .. ' family living in Kl<@ 
.! J~f!J:~~~- -- -~-~~·L.:§~1§.~f_:·-- - _TI~J~9r _· _-·=:··-·:--_ - - - ····· ·· --- . 
; Tafua i E84725 ! 071.05 
.. : ·· t.~~8-: . -~----_ .. :J :.~:- --~~---.~-- :=---~~--=· : r:.Q.~~~9r~ ... --- .... .. · · -- -~'-~?.~~P.~K~~~--~~~--~iil-~x .. !i~i~f;l -~~ -~i~~ ~i~~=@ .  _ ... 
J_°t:~~~-- -···-- (._ __ §~~-~------- .. L.9.~~:-9~ ----· · _ ; _f.~f!l_ily _ liyinQ __ ~n _ 15i~~- ~r~ --~~l .  . _ . ........ _ 
· Tafua ; E85147 i 015.01 ' fa1U·a· . ---------· .. e84653 . . . T os~f.-cf1 - . 
: Tafua --. . . ... . . . . - r (fof ·1~f - . ·----·-;-- tarr\iiy. iiving in KK"[iif 
.. taflia ........ es4453;· : o4a:12··· - · · · .. PaNilk-uiuriJ=>a.Ran9orei: Pa Paiu brofhera.to-Ariki tatua 
E84464 
Kafii<a·- ··· E84Bs·1 ·· - · ofa.otf·--· 
Kafika .. ·:·--· ·· -· ·- - - ·oso.o3 -
-- usecfby-Pa .. Orokate·, brather to ·Pa Pai)ai~Varu, toiTneriy 
belo~g~d ~o A.~iki_ ~~~ka,:!a Map~sa~~~_al$o a broth~r 
?··· -··· ... ··r-· E92o46 · 64tfff . --· -·· -··· ....... -- -- .. -
Kaffka --- ;·· ea45e2· f 644~02-· . . --- . - - .. . --
Kafika ·· · · · -;· ·· ea46ss · · · - · : ·-cH .f 02 · -- - niacie "by ·f8the·r--a·f F>a F>0rima 
r~g~:~fil~~Jt!{i[ ~~i-~~~~=n:~~~!;:~~in_~~i·~:1 ...... __ ... . 
i 
.•. J 
1 
•. '5~~~a . -....... : .. ~-~~-~~ . . J °-~~:9.~ ! ho~~e.~P.'?.~~ ~E~~Jt] .. er_o.~ :f~. f=!~i:!~im~~~~~- · - heir __ to f.>a.. T~vi, (3~ 1 (Firth, _ . 
' Taumako . . ; E84819 : 099.01 . . . .. ritual elder of T~mako, old,. travelled to white mam's land! (530(Fir1h, 1983):62) . 
--Ji~~~~~li'f ;:~ f .1;1-:~to.~~~~~i=~-=::- -~ . - ~~ ~. . . . -. . .. .. . . . 
.I~§~.·--~~--~-:~~~IJ;~~~~-:··--~:-- :J~·:2~I-§!. ··: -.. ~--- - -I~J~~.HY. .~YI~~iJ~ -Bi_n~. :~f.~~@ ... ~:·· ..  
. I~~".1 - ....... .J J~~1~~~ - -- _____ l o._~ _1JQ _ ___ !__ __ !a~!!Y-_ l!~in.Q . i_1]_ !5i~~ .t<i.~~J!l ............. __ .... . 
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Pa · 
Pa 
Pa 
·F>a 
Pa 
Pa 
"p8 "" 
Pa · 
·Pa 
Pu 
Fiaito · 
Paito 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
·Paito 
Paito 
Pa-· 
Pa 
Pa· 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Ariki 
Ariki 
Ariki 
Ariki -
, Ariki 
. Ariki 
Ariki 
Ariki 
.. Ariki 
Arfki 
Ariki 
Ariki 
' p8 " 
Pa 
-Paito 
Pa ·-
Pa 
Rangituri 
· -- Ran.gituri 
· Ral1'9ifUri' 
RangTturi 
Rangituri · 
· ..; Ran9imasek.e 
- Ran9itisa- - ... 
.. RarOtong~ 
·- ··Rar<Ni 
Resia1<e 
Resiai<e 
Resi'*e 
r- ·· ·Ron9.atao 
- Rori9c>"rei Rongo taonq) 
Samoa · 
samaa · 
-· sali ki rirma 
siamana·--
5iamano 
Siamono 
.. Sukumarae--·- - -
si.ii<uporu · 
-. -- · ratu-~ 
- - tatua 
: Tafua 
' ... tatUSi 
, ... ratua 
Tafu-a; 
Tafu~­fatua 
· ·-- rafua;· 
ratua 
ratua 
-- ratua 
--taitaI 
Tanianu 
Tanim-ua 
fararRak·i 
tarairai<i · 
~-~•J J~~~~=-~::::-~~:-.~I~-=~~~ ~~~~ ~ -• - -~- :r:~ ~~]l_ ...•.. -.. -~:-__ : ::r: -::_·:-_ :.~::~-:- ····-- ____ _______________________ __ . _ - - ·····---· -~ .... __ __ 
___ :_ !~~~ - -- - "·· --L ______________ ____ _ L q_~_1 :9~ -· --------~ · t~!!1_il)'_ _ liv_if1.~ '-~ -~~~~- ~~~ @!1 ____ ____ __ _ 
: Tafua ! E85145 i 021.03 i 
·- -- •••-- . ............. , .... . ,. '••oo· ...... "> •··~··••M• .. ,~,, •• --- • ,._ •..• ~-·"'"•• • .. , .. ,._,.. , ,,, .... 0 ,., ... --·~·' 
.. .. .. · ........ 1 tafu0·------ ·· · · r · e9~Hss· · r oHfos -- -· -- - -- · · ·· -- -
- .... -· .. . _ ~- ---~--.--'. .1~~-~~k9~ :~~~L .. :§~~~~-::::· _  --L~~I~9~: .. ___ ---~----~!~:r!lJ!tlJY.f~~iJ~---~i~~J~I-~ :w!L_· : .~: ·:·:: _ - -~-~.-.--.-=~--. .. 
, Taumako ! purch ; ! important man of'rank (Firth, 1967b.:110) 
1 ; no 181 · 
··~l~~rt-~ ~~1=lI;E J-;~E-? 1f~~~l~~~~~~~~"~s~f~1i~1i ··· 
; Taumako ; E84376 : 001.07 pt] 
-- -.. -~ : =:-_ r __ I¥.~iti~~~::-. .... I:~: _ .. ,.:_·::.::=~::~:~ .T_~q~~:~q~ ~·=:·:· :· __ . ~~~~~a~1y·fy~~ -B-~s}~Fe t~fu~y:. :~a-~~- bi:~u_B~iai<~ :--... 
i Taumako i E84695 l 090.01 : 
~-:~~~T ?. --~_::.~:·_-: .. :··_ ,. _~_J _ _, ,_ __ __ ::~.. ::.-.: .·:_·~~- ~ - -· r _Q~~~9~:= · ~:., _ ·1_· e~~~i-~!x .. ~~J:!:~·~:ij~!~~~- ~J~!~~~---!~~~h~!Jfi~~1 . ..1"9-§~:~1-~j_ ........ ···· -- ... .... - ...... .... .. . . 
i Tafua . . . . . . : E84577 . . . ! 009.08 . . .. · ' .. dead, brother· is Joseph Manu-tai, lives in Honiara, h()(Js& (grandson) in Kira Kir~, : 
--~ --~-. :.r~K~~-~~~--:·~-~=-~I - -~~:·:.:~.-~: :~~:~ .. ~-~ - I-~~{?~C~ ::_ --: . ::J~~Jfy)_10_~g~-i~-R~~~J<lr~ :~tL(f.Ji¥l.~ _1 ~?-~~~1J:·-~ .. : _  ·:~· ~:~_::~.· · ··· . . . ... .. . . . ... -
; Samoa . : E84696 J 090.02 . . . . : 
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Appendix 5. Tikopia objects collected prior to 1928 held in public col1ections. 
Key: BM, British Museum; CAM, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Cambridge; PITI~ Pitt Rivers Museum, University of 
Oxford; AUCK, Auckland Institute and Museum. 
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